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Fof the woman why. as C. P Snow
says, has "the future in [her] bones,"

astounding opportunities \-e ahead.

"Today a woman who wants both career

and chi dren feces a troubling dilemma:

Often the eno of he- prime chiidbearng

;be mos'

needs to be a: work when she's breaking

through a last level o! apprenticeship

io establish a strong foothold lit her field.

]•' « 1 1 this cnsis. She'll be able to freeze some
o' her eggs while she is young and

healthy to be fertilized wheneve- she's

ream/ lot motherhood. 0- an embryo tha 1

haw alieady been created will be frozen,

and /.hen the decision !o parent becomes
comfortable, the mother Will take ihe

FIRST fetus to term. (For a more revealing

examination o- how such a fertility e irric

might work, see our portrait oi Dr.

LAJDRD Landrum Shettles. on page 50.)

Human embryos have in fact, been

frozen and revived. At the Royal Free

Hospital, in London, England embryos

By Kathy Keeton areirjeing i until

researchers are confident that they can

^Women's superior do successfully (hewed ana implanted in

reflexes and endurance a woman's womb. Female pioneers.are

capabilities will embryos: Tie aoveni o*' (his procedure

give thern the edge as may be a.s eany as next year.

Ev the mic-i980s iesi-mbe inseminati-ei

the spaceship mould bep ii . : 'i '! wl"! 1 son niis!;

drivers of the future^ are already we'k;ng on an artificial womb.
Within a 1 have the -

or;' on oi watching her fetus mature in a

controlled, external environment.

The :.
i

::!. non will also be able -te

choose ihe sex o' Its children mom
r-eliaoiv in : ly one S' lection m thoo

developed oy i> Ronald Ericsson, m
California, enab'es a couple to have

a 75 to 60 percent success 'ale in

ohoosmg io nave a maie child.

What e ; se besides ihese reproductive

re akth roughs can a woman or ihe

ia: if er.iain

ins. Reports on how brain

chemicals iiiiemci vefh hormones rove;

that many of our toolings and actions

;:..
ii : :i : v i : :<ua-.-y exclusive

genetic blueprini round only in women.

As "he ?a:';0-: d'&tiu behind the -ema^:

bosysiem is revealed,
I
predict that

women's culiurai status ano self-esieer

Will

Recent brain studios support

psychological notions that women are

Defter at or.

i IV I
ill.

1

,
i

'. oatl; .,V i

Thougn ii was Iradiricnaiy be^eve.d tha

compute-' expertise demanded keen

understanding and programming a

nen

wiil. iherefore, excel m ihis burgeoning

field, and by the end or the 1980s, when
a EG percent use in cornpu=er- relaiea

bos is anticipated, women should pray a

key ro
:

-e Irr the most ImpO'tani Industry

created since the end of World War If.

Space wi.lt provide women with another

v.i !'
:

',,. ...,;,„ :; a

less direct one. Women's s;.ipe f ;o
r reflexes

3-16 endur;

them tne edge as the spaceship drivers

oi the Eiure. And they may tare better

in space Use I. As Omni reported in a

recent issue. Ihe results of a rigorous Eve-

year study by NASA proved women
s.rpe'io" 'o ai"'y group of men at adapting

io ihe physical eno emotional challenges

oi space. Women a-so lorm mcse-Kni

and supportive croups; their musde-to-

iai ra'io s het'er snifeo to sem gravity:

they eat less food and oreaihe loss

oxygen than men do.

"Time goes, you say'i
1 Ah no: Alas,

"Erne stays, we go." wrote Austin Dobson.

the Englisn pool Mortals' mosl precious

oommop-iy Is inoeeci rime. but. i( may
stay alittle while longer in the suture Birth

technologies will enable women to make
jut when to have

their children Sexual ano; familial relatens

should improve overall. Wltho a decade
many o' us might empiov home robots to

do the dirty won-; giving us more ume
for leisure and recreation. Marriages may
oeeorne more stable as men ano women
nave more rime rcr eacn other. Magnetic

tra'ns 'hat whisk through a vacuum-
tube tunnel from. New yc-rk to Los'Angeles

m under half en hour- could easily

accommodate two-career families- as-

eany as roe beginning of the next century

As we approach the year 2000. the

expanding populations mi both Western

and Third Wonu nations will make physical

space one or our mo ;

i
i s

commodities Since land wiil become
scarcer an

cooperative bousing clr. srers will become
more common. Women, -he bonders.

w:ll make these run smoothiy and Smaller,
'''

more Intimate day-cam centers will

satisfy both parents and children:' in'thesey

communities, ftomc anihropo.to.Qical y
studies now suggest thai kmsnip may
actios :y have evo.ved from female genes,

.

indicating that women will aoapt well

to these changes in lifestyle.

'technologies innovations should also

promote 'uluro peace, Legislated space.

seizures could beam soirr energy io

Earth, while other communications

satellites will broadcasl eduoa'ionai

d'ograms to : courifne:

industry will move with certainty into

space allowing women in the process io

get a Mine: grasp on mis panel and

beyond, it's a i an iaeai'stio vision taut one

hat may eventually come 'o pass. As

we rejoice during mis holiday season, lei's

also celebrate fomur-ow's woman OQ
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I ^% I hen astrophysicists project

1 | I I Einstein's theory of general
•» ^» relativity out into the farthest

reaches of space, the universe appears
to resemble an enormous zoo, populated
by bizarre objects: white holes,

wormholes, tunnels through hyperspace.
and black holes, where, beyond the
event horizon, time and space simply
collapse. Is anything certain "out there"?
Do the laws of mathematics correspond
to any reality? Dr are these strange
astronomical phenomena the creations ot

our own psychic hope for immortality,

an interstellar transference?

"It is time to set the record straight,"

says Marcia Bariusiak, winner of the

1982 Science-Writer Award in Physics,
conferred by the American Institute of

Physics. "Today a tremendous gap," she
says, "exists between the conclusive
proofs of theoretical physicists and certain

widely held beliefs about astronomy
Too many times the popular press has
stressed what is interesting and what is

odd, but not what is true." Bartusiak
unravels mathematical fantasy from
mathematical fact in "Celestial Zoo" (page
106). This account of recent revisions

of the Einsteinian universe is a valuable
contribution to our knowledge.
Go large enough, and the universe

becomes dense and impenetrable. Go
small enoughVand matter oozes- like

Jell-O, alive wilh particles measured
in microns. "We really can't picture

something measuring two atoms by five
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atoms," says freelance writer Richard
Wolkomir. "It is terra incognita." But at a
new laboratory at Cornell University,

the National Research and Resource
Facility for Submicron Structures, scientists

are studying the tiniest particles that

compose all life forms—DNA, proteins,

and enzymes—to produce tomorrow's
smallest artifacts: computer chips the size
of postage stamps, sensors that tap
into nerve cells, hair-thin optical fibers

that will transform communications
networks. In "Much Ado Over Microns"
(page 58) Wolkomir describes the

technology employed to peer into the
submicron realm and forecasts the wave
of devices that will shape our future.

Robert Weil is the editor of Omni Press,

which recently copublished The Omni
Future Almanac with Harmony Books
(October 1982). He was a "miracle baby"
of the 1950s: His mother underwent a
then revolutionary and rare operation,
performed by Dr. Landrum B. Shettles,

one of America's more controversial

medical pioneers. "Fear and Fertility in

Las Vegas" (page 50) is a personal
Odyssey in which Weil visits with the man
who brought him into the worid.

Since the late 1930s Shettles has striven

to alter nature's course. He was the first

person to fertilize a human egg outside.

the body. Almost singlehandedly he
pcpula-ized sex se eciion with the

publication of Your Baby's Sex and
Choose Your Baby's Sex. Shetlles's

techniques have stirred up many a storm,

often provoking violent criticism from
many quarters. At seventy-three, this

embattled doctor continues to pursue
research in cloning and embryo transfer,

The residents of two prairie towns in

Manitoba and a bedroom community in

Japan possess the most advanced
communications system ever developed.
Tiny threads of ultrapure glass, called

optical fibers, relay vital data directly into

their homes. These people have entered

a brave, new fibered world that has
rendered the typical wired town all but
obsolete. "Fiberopolis," an account of

interactive communications of the near
future, was written by Jeff Hecht, a
journalist who specializes in lasers and
fiberoptlcs and is coauthor of the book
Laser: Supertool of the 1980s (Ticknor &
Fields). On page 120 Hecht describes
the technology that produced this

breakthrough in communications and
wonders how these present experiments
will affect lifestyles in the 1990s: "Could
a perfect system isolate us from

direct human contact? Could it be used
tor brainwashing?"

In this month's Film column, on
page 32, Omni copy editor Brian

McKeman enumerates the special

advantages ot the Super-8 film format.

McKernan has made a number of movies
in this gauge, and says, "Super-8 has
good and bad points, as does any other
medium. But if it's suited to your
needs for a given project, then don't

hesitate to use it.'"DQ
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Computerheads
Why did Omni come out so heavily in

favor of the movie Tron? Tron was just

another of those pro-science pep films so
often used by dictators to oppress a
belligerent species. Come off it. Tron was
made by a bunch of computerheads
who couldn't go two rounds with a wet
monkey. The guys who made Tron try to

portray themselves as some kind of

hardy, electronic warriors, but all they

really are is a gang of white-collar workers
with no bent for revolution.

H. R. Cleaver

Wilmington, N.C.

My interest in the limitless realm of

computer technology has been spanked
by Omni's coverage of the movie Tron.

This cinematic adventure reminds me ot

humankind's devotion to experimentation.

Yippee tor creative people with

determination!

Barbara Biddick

Oakland, Calif.

Toe Voltage

"Electric Toes," by Owen Davies

[Antimatter, July 1982], leaves a great

deal to be desired in the technical

accuracy department.

Bell transformers have output (secon-
dary) voltages ranging from 18 lo

24 volts, rarely to 36 volts. I would think

the reason why Mr. John Pflaum "failed to

mention that the device could deliver a
dangerous, even lethal, shock" is the

extremely low probability of this occur-
rence. It takes 115 voits applied to

opposite ends of an extremely
conductive hot dog to warm it in a
reasonable time. A middle loe electric

shock may wind up to be a bit of a pain

inthe loins, but Ohm's and Kirchhoft's

laws being what they are, Mr. Pflaum will

likely fry his buns long before sufficient

current passes through the heart to

bring about its arrest.

The use ot this device would seem to

be as dangerous as picking your teeth

with a table leg.

Darrel Kelsey

Mendota Heights, Minn.

Owen Davies replies: Complain to

Underwriter's Laboratories. Mr. Pflaum
says that he consulted them about his

device and was warned that it could
deliver a potentially lethal electric shock.

Who am I to argue?

Puppets for Zero G
Omni's article "Flight of the Stars," by
Barbara Rowes [August 1982], was
interesting to me in that Arthur C. Clarke

was included because he is so intel-

lectual, yet Meryl Streep was turned

down because she is "too intellectual,"

as opposed to Kate Jackson, who is

merely "smart."

I note that, of the two women included

in the list, one is an actress and one is

a puppet. No world leaders or scientists

ot the female sex need apply, the sign

on NASA's door must read.

Julie Rhodes
Columbus, Ohio

Omni's choice of Senator William Proxmire

as a passenger for the Omni shuttle is

excellent. However, do all of us in Wis-

consin a favor. When you get him up
there, leave him.

Peter Passick

Muskego, Wis.

II is interesting that Omni feels that Pierre

Trudeau would be a good candidate
for a trip on the space shuttle. Judging
from the excitement about the TERF
(Trudeau Early Retirement Fund), it seems
to me that many Canadians think Trudeau
is already lost in space.

As for the statement that a space shuttle

flight will inspire Trudeau to lead the

space cause on Earth, well, more incred-

ible things have happened,
I suppose.

Nima Patel

Teeswater, Ont., Canada

So Omni wants to send Pierre Trudeau

into space, eh? You and a lot of western
Canadians! How much for a one-way
ticket? If we have any money left over, we'll

send McEachen, too!

Emjay Moonstaff

Calgary. Alta., CanadaOO



DIALOG?!!

FDEunn
In which thi: roaders. editors, and
correspondents discuss theories and
speculation arising out of Omni. Readers
are encouraged to debate views and
pose questions to Omni, the scientific

community, and the science-fiction

establishment. The opinions published
are not necessarily those of the editors.

Triage

Mr. Michael Edelhart's proposal of triage

as a possible solution to many modern
problems [Continuum, August 1982] sets

a dangerous precedent for a magazine
such as Omni, which distinguishes itselt as

a forum of progressive and innovative

thinking.

Much like many of his "survivalist"

allies, Mr. Edelhart attempts to condense
all social awareness and human" com-
passion into a wholly alien dogma, in

which he strives to find a convenient
answer for all the dilemmas that confront

mankind today.

The stiff codes of triage would erase

the humane and ultimately democratic

process of dec ti'ng each case according

to its own me.'ts and special conditions.

What is especially disturbing to me is that

there seems to stem irom Mr. Edelhart's

point of view a pervasive shift from our

own ability to act and think individually to

a near worship of the artificial intelligence

we have created.

I urge Omni readers to refute the

statement that "organized selfishness is

the only way to survive," and show a

concern for 'the greater good, and the
further progress, of mankind in its

evolutionary quest for enlightenment.

George Puharich

Victoria, B.C., Canada

Mike Edelhart replies: Mr. Puharichmay
be surprised to know that I agree with

him. The problem with playing devil's

advocate is thai sometimes you get
identified as the Devil.

I'm sure I would be no happier in a
society that relied on triage than Mr.

Puharich would be, but, as a reporter, I

must discuss the very real possibility

ot its acceptance.
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Lunar Dinosaur Killer

Since the discovery of the earth's iridium

layer and its correlation with the extinction

of the dominant life form on the planet

some 63 million years ago, scientists have
been searching for the meteor crater

that could have released large quantities

of iridium-rich dust into the earth's

atmosphere. But the meteor thought to

have been responsible for the mass
extinction of the dinosaurs has yet to

be found.

But suppose that the meteor, instead

of striking the earth, hit the moon. What
evidence is there for this hypothesis?
Only this: the crater Tycho. which was
formed appropriately GO m ilior: years

ago. Tycho is the most recent large crater

on Ihe moon, and it presupposes a

powerful impact. Perhaps the meteoric
impacl caused a '."anic 'cicase of material,

the bulk of which was huceo n'o space.

Some of this material might have been
captured by the earth's gravitat oral field

resulting in a planefward infall of the

dust, exterminating most of the dinosaurs.

If the Tycho ray system proves to be
iridium-rich, this would lend weight

to this theory.

Norman Campbell
Glasgow, Scotland

Movies and Technology

One does not have to look very far

for -an answer to Ben Bova's question

concerning science and technology's role

in films [First Word, August 1982]. In

an interview in the same issue. Sir John
Hackett states, "In the last resort, the

important decisions are made intuitively

... the product of a practical 'mind

giver; a small fraction of evidence."

Although Mr. Bova's complaint that

science -fiction films are antitechnology

may have some merit, he really misses

the point.

In his Star Trek example, Mr. Bova
ranks an individual's decision-making
capabilities solely on his or her ability to

think rationally. But Harlan Ellison and
others, when w:mg Star Trvk scripts,

recognize that true decision making is

not..simply ihe assimilation ol lac's.

A leader must know how to understand

and interpret facts. The character of

Captain Kirk must be logical (aided by
Mr. Spock), but he must also be sensitive.

The character of Dr. McCoy was
introduced as a man who lives purely by
his emotions, to show his contrast to

the better-rounded Kirk. Kirk combines
the two characteristics reeced for good
leadership: logic and sensitivity,

For just this reason, Hollywood plays

against unlimited techno. ogy. Technology
isfine. but its application must be handled
with care.

Steven King

Washington, D.C,

I
think some Hollywood moviemakers

may have a better understanding of

mankind than Ben Bova has. Mr. Bova
criticizes them tor creating characters that

abandon "a rational, intelligent mode
of behavior," and then he cites some
examples of films that apparently

represent technology as evil,

I agree that many current films have
very little intellectual content, but Mr.

Bova missed a key truth: Mankind has an
incredible and beautifu. abil ty lor irra-

tional behavior, and Ihis behavior is as inter-

esting and exciting as any "intellectual

exercise." It is what allows us to identify

with characters in movies, and it is what
allowed Mr. Bova to appreciate the

zaniness of Time Bandits.

David Hague
Troy. N.Y.

"Modern" civilization has not yet

understood, nor come to grips with.

science, as Ben Bova points out in First

Word. The 400-year-old scientific

revolution has yet to make its mark on

the cultures (the media) of the world. Our
cultures are still based on institutionalized,

abstract concepts, which represent our

fears and insecurities— all the hoary
adi'ions and supersti' oris of the

unknown.
If someone in Movieland with the heart,

and the brains, would tackle science

realistically, it would soon become evident

that every problem facing our civilization

CONTINUED ON PAGL 138
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EMRTH
By Madeleine Lebwohl

^^ ^^ ammoth Lakes, California,

i
; I lies within a ring of looming,

I %J I snow-capped mountains

that nuzzle the clouds. Pine and fir dot the

town's immaculate streets, which are

lined with fancy resort hotels, quain! little

restaurants, and condos. Wherever
you go, you see groups of hearty,

pink-cheeked skiers heading for the hills.

They think they have come to the most

peaceful spot on Earth.

But deep under this quiet California

valley a whirlpool of molten rock snakes

toward the surface. In 1980 the scalding

material had been six miles below the

lerrestrial floor; by 1981 it had risen three

miles more. And this past May dozens of

geoscientisis visiting the volatile region

felt the rumble of magma surging upward

yet again.

Harry Hardee, of Sandia National

Laboratories, in New Mexico, was standing

in the Mammoth Lakes airport when the

burning rock began to rise. If it ever

shot through the ground, he and his

colleagues realized, it might erupt in a

volcano far more devastating than the one

that blew the lop off Mount St. Helens.

Hardee had arrived in Mammoth Lakes

specifically to study the region's magma
pool, just one of hundreds of such bodies

scattered throughout the western United

States. These turbulent chambers of

rock, he knew, held enough heat energy

to fuel our entire society for millennia.

All Hardee and his research group back

in Albuquerque had lo do was devise

an elegant, inexpensive way of

getting Ihe energy out.

Ever since he'd begun this project in

1975, Hardee had realized thai success
would require some extraordinary

technical leaps. No one knew, for instance,

how to drill through the puttylike magma,
which had gummed up every bit of

machinery ever applied to it. And if a hole

could get drilled, the heat energy would

have to be drawn up through metal tubing

built to withstand years of magma's
scalding -corrosion.

In an effort to overcome these

difficulties, Hardee first imported hardened

lava (magma'that has risen to the earth's
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surface) from the volcanoes of Hawaii.

He melted the rock in a huge laboratory

furnace and inserted various metals

fo see which ones might withstand the

stress. Ordinary stainless steel,

he learned, could do the trick.

But Hardee had to be sure that stainless

steel could withstand the earth's brew

of molten rock, not just material melted in

the lab. Just as important, he still had

to see whether he could drill through

magma and bring its heat to the surface.

So in September 1977, when he heard

that Hawaii's Kilauea volcano had

erupted, he "packed his bags in two

. hours flat and caught the first plane

to Ihe nearby city of Hilo."

Hardee still recalls ihe morning he

arrived at the volcano's edge. Fountains

of red-hof rock shot into the violet sky

and sizzled down the cliffs. When he hiked

uphill, he found a 2000°F river coursing

past his toes. Perspiring from waves
of powerful volcanic heat, he bent to

dip his instruments into the flow.

Rock melted by the infernal heat of

the earth's interior, he soon learned,

Pgvve;- /.-offi i.'fs Dcweii c! r,'"e e-irV:.

did indeed behave much like material

in the lab. Kilauea lava didn't destroy

stainless steel. Furthermore, if seemed to

circulaie with enormous efficiency, so

that the hottest part of the rock was
always in contact with the metal. The

reason for that was obvious: Once lava

transferred its heat to the steel, it cooled

to a denser state. Because of that extra

density, it sank to Ihe bottom of the

chamber, allowing fresh, energy-intensive

material to work its way up. This virtually

endless cycle meant ihal a single magma
pool could be tapped by mankind tor

centuries.

Hardee returned to Kilauea several

limes during the next four years. Finally,

in April 1981, he and his team proved

Ihey could cut through molten rock with a

diamond-tipped drill lhat shot streams

of water. As the cooling liquid hardened

the lava, the Sandia group bored a

hole 312 feet deep. After the material at

the periphery of ihe hole had cooled

to 1300°F—a temperature low enough to

keep Ihe magma inside at least partly

solid—the group injecied waier and

watched plumes of high-energy steam

billow gracefully out.

This past summer Hardee and his

research group drilled a few hundred feet

into the ground at volatile Mammoth
Lakes. Their hope:. to measure heat

flowing ihrough the earth, and thus

determine the exact location of the magma
moving far below. Once they can pinpoint

magma pools beneath Mammoth Lakes

and elsewhere, they'll return with their

special, diamond-tipped drill, pierce Ihe

molten rock, and inserl resistant stainless

steel tubes.

If all goes well, ihe magma will boil

water poured down these tubes to

generate high-grade steam. One day

soon that steam may turn a nearby turbine,

providing electricity for thousands of

factories and homes.
'Llust a few years ago," Hardee says,

"the concept of harvesting energy from

mollen rock was pure fanlasy." But if

the progress made this past year is any

indication, magma may well be the fuel we
depend on for years to come.DO



CONTAMINATED SCIENCE

By Owen Davies

mightmares of lost years, grants,

and reputations are galloping

through the heads of researchers

these days, thanks to a new outbreak
of "defectitis." In this dread affliction,

competent scientists suddenly lose control

over their work and are no longer able

to make sense of their experiments.

Carefully designed studies collapse into

terminal confusion or. worse, yield

misinformation that can mislead other

scientists for years.

The cause is defective research

materials: mongrel mice sold as
genetically pure varieties, contaminated
or mislabeled cell cultures, and similar

snares for the unwary. Many conclusions
of medical research are meaningless
unless the scientists know precisely the

genetic makeup of their research subjects.

Studies involving immunology are

particularly vulnerable, notably cancer
and organ-transplantation research.

No one knows how often fatal flaws

appear, but it seems certain that they are
far more common than most scientists

acknowledge. Dr. Walter Nelson-Rees, who

recently retired from the University of

California's Naval Sbsckru-es Research
Laboratory, in Oakland, has spent more
than a decade tracking down faulty tissue

cultures. Last year he compiled a list

of contaminated cultures that he and
others had uncovered; 130 had been
reported. Most had been taken over

by HeLa cells, a common and rapidly

growing line of cancer cells. Others had
been misidem, fieri: Mouse cells were
labeled as guinea-pig cells; "frog cells"

were a mix of box-turtle and minnow
cells; and supposedly human tis-

sues had come from rats, mice, ham-
sters,- and monkeys.
One such mishap destroyed five years

of research into Hodgkin's disease—

a

cancer of the lymph nodes, spleen, and
liver—and ended the career of the

scientist responsible for it. In the mid-
Sevei* es Dr. John Long, who was at

Massachusetts General Hospital, in

Boston, announced that he had managed
to grow four cultures of cells taken from

Hodgkin's patients. This was a goal that

had eluded researchers for many years.
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The triumph made Dr. Long's reputation

and seemed to give Hodgkin's special-

ists an important new tool.

Then one of Long's experiments

produced findings so odd that a leading

scientific journal rejected his report just

when he needed a new grant to continue

his work. Sure that his cell cultures were
trustworthy and yet unable to explain his

results, Long succumbed to the pressure.

He forged data that won the support he
required. When the deception was
discovered late in 1979, Long was allowed

to resign from the hospital on the

condition that he never return to

research. Today he works as a

hospital pathologist in the Midwest.
Long's departure did not end the matter,

however, for behind him he had left a

mystery far more important than his fraud:

Were his cultures really cells obtained
from Hodgkin's patients? If not, some
fundamental insights into the disease
would have to be rethought.

Dr. Nancy Harris, who had worked with

Long on a prestigious two-year fellowship

from the National Institutes of Health,

was assigned to find out. It took her six

months. The breakthrough came when Dr.

Nelson-Rees managed to confirm her

suspicion: Not only were they not

Hodgkin's-cell cultures, but three of them
were not even cultures of human cells.

Another consultant soon identified them as

belonging to a Colombian brown-footed

owl monkey. Long had contaminated
his original cultures with cells from

another experiment, and the hardy simian

cells had replaced the human ones.

In all, it was a costly error. Long's career

was lost; so was- a bit more than S30G 006
in research funds spent before his

deception came to light. And then feoe
was the five-year period in which he
error may have misled countless rjfla

investigators.

Dr. Harris's future in research may ==c
have been jeopardized. "I had onty

those two years in which to carry out

research without clinical duties." sne sa.s

"Since then I have limited myself to

working with patients. I have no? app*ec
for any funding. I spent two full years
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l^^^Jv 'he yea' ^030. oe'haps even

IGSS 2020, your travel agent will

k^w be able to book you on a

vacation flight bound for outer space.

The breakthrough that will facilitate this

venture is already on its way. It will come,
not from aeronau:ca eng leering or

space science—the basic technology
was demonstrated nearly 20 years ago--
but from computer science.

Picture your flight.

Walking to the departure gate, you'll

pass an old Boeing 747, perhaps just in

on a nonstop flight from Tokyo or Rome,
still doing yeoman service after more than

half a century. But it will seem primitive

and small next to your own aircraft, a

sleek, black plane, with delta wings nearly

the size of a football field. Your craft is

named Star-Raker.

After Star-Raker taxis to the main
runway, its turbofans, vestiges of a

previous century's aircraft design, rumble

to life. The craft accelerates slowly,

made ponderous by 1,000 tons of fuel,

but it gathers speed and rises. Until Star-

Raker reaches cruising altitude, yours

it gh: seer- like just an ordinary flight.

But suddenly the whine of the tjibctcns

is drowned by the roar of a twenty-first-

century air-breathing engine called a

scramjet. Now (he ship comes alive, and
the cloud layers fall away. On the cabin

bulkhead, a digital Machmeter displays

the speed: Mach 4, Mach 6, and higher.

At 130.000 feet and Mach 12, halfway to

orbital velocity, there is another thunder-

ous jolt as rockets kick in for the final

boos! into orbit, The last stage of the trip

lakes enly a tew minutes.

Much of the technology for this jet-

rocket flight is already feasible. What
remains is to put it all together. Designing

a workable scramjet is the primary task,

and this will require powerful computers
still on the drawing boards.

An ordinary turbojet cannot fly faster

fhan Mach 3, three times the speed of

sound. For a turbojet to burn its fuel, the

incoming air must first be slowed and
compressed. To accomplish this, the

turbojet has a carefully shaped inlet

channel that creates shock waves. Air

passing through the shocks indeed slows.

Tourist-beating Star-Raker u
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but it is also compressed and heated,

and the heat grows intense at high speed.

Above Mach 3, the heat can cause
engine parts to weaken. To reduce the

temperature, engine designers have

to avoid compressing the air as much.
But then it flows at higher speeds, and the

turbojet's rotating fan or compressor

can't work properly.

Ramjets can overcome this problem,

but only to a degree. The simplest type

of jet now in use, it flies at high speed
and rams or compresses air by its speed
alone. It has none of the complex turbines

and compressors of a conventional jet.

it cannot take off from the ground; it

requires a turbojet or rocket to get up to

the several hundred miles per hour

needed for it to work properly. Its simplicity

allows it to fly higher and faster than a

turbojet. Far from being limited to Mach
3, it reaches peak performance at that

speed. It then can fly on to the higher

speeds called hypersonic. But the ramjet's

performance falls off drastically above
Mach 6—far short of the velocity needed
to go into orbit, Mach 24.

The airflow in a ramjet must still be
subsonic or it will blow out the flame.

Again it is shock waves that slow and
comoress the outside airflow to the

desired internal speed. Though awe-
some heating is produced, a ramjet can
be cooled by routing the fuel around

the combustion chamber to carry off heat,

like water in a car engine. Above Mach
6, even this strategy fails. The need for

subsonic combustion limits the perform-

ance of ramjets.

Since the late 1950s it has been known
that if a ramjet could burn fuel in a

supersonic airflow, it would give much
higher flight speed and better perform-

ance. Fuel it with hydrogen, and such

a supersonic-combustion ramjet, or

scramjet, would be a lot more economical

at Mach 6 than a conventional turbojet

is at Mach 2,

The most important difference between
a ramjet and a scramjet is the difference

between their fuel injectors. It's easy

to inject fuel into a subsonic airflow; it

mixes in like chimney smoke in a stiff



OLYMPICS OF THE MIND
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By Joel Davis

^% I ith a high-pitched whine, the

i,
1 11 I Earth Exploration Vehicle

\J *J (EEV) rolls across the Hat

landscape. Carefully its driver, an omonaut,

guides it to pick up the next terrestrial

sample: an aluminum beverage can.

Extending a mechanical arm, the EEV
driver plucks it up and drops it in her

sample case, next to an orange. Then

she heads back to her base, where a

crewmate will replace her. Time is running

short. Soon they wilt have to return home.

These extraterrestrials are not from

another planet but tram Portland,

Oregon—McLoughlin Junior High School,

to be exact. They are participants in a

unique competition called the Olympics

of the Mind, or OM. Last spring the four

girls, Patricia Zeman, Tracy Manning, Heidi

Neilson, and Kristin Fortlage, along with

hundreds of other youngsters, made
a pilgrimage to Glassboro State College,

in southwestern New Jersey, to compete

in events designed to challenge their

creativity, their teamwork, and even their

flair for the theatrical. The challenges

offered there were varied to suit the ages

of the participants, who ranged from

five to eighteen. A visitor to the Glassboro

campus during one of these competitions

would likely have seen crowds of eager

youngsters going from one competition

to another in the school's gym and student

center and costumed as everything from

an ancient Egyptian to a creature from

outer space, all part of a somewhat
theatrical and bizarre event.

Just a little over four years old, the

Olympics of the Mind event has grown

from a local competition run solely for

schools in New Jersey; it is now a national

event. The format is always the same.
Every year members oi OM, about 1,300

schools at last count, work on one of

five challenges for local, and later national,

competitions. Participating students

form teams ot no more than five persons

to work on the challenge of their choice.

Each team has an adult coach to act

as an adviser and may spend up to five

months perfecting a solution to the

problem it chooses to solve.

The Olympics of the Mind began in

1978 as the brainchild of Dr. Samuel

Micklus, a Glassboro State professor of

industrial design, and Ted Gourley, a
director of gifted-children education for

the state ot New Jersey. To stimulate

his students' creative juices, Micklus often

gave them exercises that asked them

to solve complex problems with simple

materials. Gourley heard about these

classroom exercises and asked Micklus

to design a competition for students in

the New Jersey school system, using

similar challenges.

"We did it as a one-time kind of thing,"

says Carol Micklus, executive director

of the program, "but it got so popular, it

became a yearly event," Its popularity

has grown since. Last year's OM regionals

in Portland were the first of their kind

on the West Coast.

"The Olympics of the Mind is a sort of

problem-solving bowl," says regional

coordinator Kristy Clark. "More than two

hundred children entered, in three age
groups, from kindergarteners to high-

school seniors."

The challenges outlined each year are

geared to different age groups. For

example, last year they included, for

younger participants, something called

the Cruppets. (Youngsters were asked to

write and perform a short play with five

cruppets, or puppets, one of which had to

be modeled after a celebrity. Dolly

Parton was one suggestion.)

There was Strike It Rich, in which each

team "had to collect gold nuggets

(popcorn kernels), hand them off to a

blindfolded team member, and direct him

through an obstacle course to the assay

office without touching or speaking to him.

The time limit was seven minutes. The

challenge required the team to devise

some kind of workable audio-

communications system—whistling or

clapping, for example—to guide the

runner along. (Some regional competitions

added a new wrinkle to the competition.

"In Alaska they used real gold," Carol

Micklus recalls.)

The older children had challenges like

Earthquake Structure, in which they

were asked to build a structure, using

balsa wood strips, that was no taller than

D OM PAGE 166



WHEN WOMEN RAPE MEN

THE EDDY
By Albert Rosenfeld

The word rape almost universally

connotes man assaulting

woman. As an afterthought, one
might extend the definition to include

man assaulting man—as occurs quite
frequently in prisons. But woman raping
man? Even in statutory rape, where no
torce is used, the laws of 11 states and the

District of Columbia recognize only the

rape of females by males.

Yet women do rape men. This is the
conclusion of a little-known paper by
pioneer sex researchers William Masters
and Virginia Johnson-Masters. Besides
proving that this particular sex act is

physiologically possible, the insights

gathered from the study of male rape may
offer some unexpected solace to female
rape victims. {More about this later.)

The vast majority of such cases are
never reported, according to Masters and
Johnson. This opinion is shared by Dr.

Philip M. Sarrel, of the Yale University

School of Medicine, who has also written

about female-male rape. According to

Dr. A. Nicholas Groth, of the Connecticut
Correctional Institution, at Somers, and
Dr. Ann Wolbert Burgess, of Boston
University, writing in the American Journal

of Psychiatry
,
even male rape by other

males is reported with extreme rarity

and great reluctance. How much more
reluctant, then, would be the man who is

the victim of sexual assault by gunsling-
ing or knife-wielding women? Would
such a man choose to test the credulity

of the police or even his closest friends?

"I was raped by two women last night"

may not fall in the same category as "I

was taken aboard a UFO by little green
men," but the inherent implausibility of the

claim might restrain even a braggart.

One male rape victim who went to

Masters and Johnson for therapy— long
after the fact, and then only because
his wife was threatening to divorce him

—

had been so shaken and humiliated by
the experience that he even lied to the

physician about what had caused the
injury that induced him to urinate such
copious amounts of blood. This man, when
he and his wife came to see Masters
and Johnson, was thirty-seven years old
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and Ihe father of three children. Two-
and-a-half years earlier, according to

Masters's account, "the man was accosted
in a large city late one evening by two
women. . , . They forced him inside

an abandoned building and made him
undress." Despite the fact that his hands
were tied and a gun was brandished at

him, his assailants were able to arouse him
to complete several acts of intercourse.

"Eventually he fainted," Masters says,

"and when he regained consciousness,
he was alone and had been freed."

How could a man perform under such
adverse circumstances? We have ail

read case histories or heard stories about
males rendered impotent by even minor
distractions. How then can a man perform
sexually at gunpoint? Questions such
as this, with assumed negative answers,
are what created the myth of men's
unrapability by women.

Yet it appears that a man is capable of

responding, even under duress. In an
article in the Archives of Sexual Behavior,

Sarrel and Masters cite a number of

little-known research reports confirming

that males "have responded sexually to

female assault or abuse, even though the

males' emotional states during the

molestations have been overwhelmingly
negative—embarrassment, humiliation,

anxiety, fear, anger, or even terror."

This should perhaps not be too
surprising in view of reports by many
women victims of rape who have been
astounded and chagrined to find their

bodies responding sexually to the rapist's

assault—which doesn't mean that they

"enjoyed" the experience. These women
may find comfort in the findings of

Masters and Johnson and Sarrel, which
show that even the theoretically more
cumbersome male machinery can per-

form while the mind and emotions are

most definitely turned off.

After all, the centers for sex and violence

are close neighbors in our ancient animal

brain, not always controllable by the
more recently evolved cerebral cortex,

where the intellect dwells. In a society

where violence and eroticism are

constantly intertwined through powerful
words and images, thus reinforcing

biology with culture, violence can be
perversely titillating—stirring us up
especially when we're taken by surprise,

before the thinking brain can call on its

civilizing inhibitions.

Another male rape victim who ultimately

went to see Masters and Johnson is a

case in point. He was a twenty-seven-
year-old truck driver, accustomed to

enjoying casual sex and at ease with his

promiscuity. But he went one night, with

a woman he had picked up in a bar,

to a motel, where they did some more
drinking before he fell asleep. Again, in

Masters's words, "he awoke to find himself

restrained and blindfolded. There were
four women present," all of whom had
intercourse with him, "When he finally

couldn't function well, he was threatened
with castration and felt a knife, ... He
was terrified that he would be cut.

He reports that he did have some brief

improvement in erectile quality.

"The period of forcible restraint and
repeated sexual assaults continued for more
than 24 hours. Finally he was taken by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 134



FILM

THE ARTS
By Brian McKernan

f that day in December 1980,

David Hazinski remembers,
"Warsaw airport was small and

drab. No bright colors to lure the eye and
cheer the spirit. It was scary entering

Poland." As Hazinski and a friend passed
through Customs, machine-gun-toting
military police watched silently and saw
nothing unusual about the two men
with tourist visas whose luggage contained
two Super-8mm home-movie cameras.
The two tourists traveled and filmed the

country with fewer restrictions than
those placed on government-approved
foreign journalists. Alter they returned

home to Pittsburgh, their "home movie"
garnered high ratings as a five-part

documentary, broadcast on WPXI-TV.
Hazinski, a correspondent who now
works for NBC-TV, explains, "There's a
very large Eastern European population in

the Pittsburgh area, and we had a

responsibility to give our viewers more
background information than network TV
could supply. Obtaining journalists' visas

to Poland would have taken about seven
months, and what we wanted to report

on was happening right then and there."

The solution was to travel as sightseers

and film the report, using Super-8 movie
cameras, which are, by their nature,

small, inconspicuous, and usually

misconceived as being "nonprofessional"

or for use only by tourists.

Super-8 was introduced by Kodak
in 1965 as an improved 8mm film for

amateurs. The format has smaller sprocket

holes {necessary on all film to transport

it through cameras and projectors), a

50 percent larger picture area, and space
on both edges for a soundtrack, and
it is contained in a plastic cartridge for

.easy camera loading. In subsequent
years Super-8 was greatly enhanced by
improved film stocks and technologically

sophisticated cameras that could record

sound synchronously with the picture.

Even with all these advantages, Super-8
remains the least expensive film for

making movies, with cameras and film

smaller and far less costly than the

next largest format, 16mm. Super-8 has
democratized moviemaking and has
been used for as many different kinds of

films as there are people to use it. Super-
8 also has several advantages over

home video, although it has not been
unaffected by its growing popularity.

"Home movies are being replaced by
home video because most home movies
are never edited," states Bob Brodsky,

filmmaker and coauthor (with Toni

Treadway) of Super-8 in the Video Age.
"Video is a more economical medium for

creating hours of archival material of

your family. Tape is cheaper and reusable.

But the facilities needed to edit home
video are many times more expensive than

the cost of Super-8 editing equipment."
Video editing is electronic, requiring

two video recorders and other equipment,

costing thousands of dollars. To edit

Super-8, you simply cut and splice the

film. Brodsky continues, "There is no way
that you can carry a complete video

production outfit between your knees on

an airplane for five weeks in Africa, as

my partner Toni Treadway and
I
did last

year. A high-qualjty Super-8 camera
is a self-contained four-pound instrument

that no video camera can match for

color rendition and ability to shoot in low
light." This lightweight format is also

excellent for specialized situations, such
as underwater and aerial photography.

With all of Super-8's advantages, it

was inevitable that filmmakers would begin

utilizing it for more ambitious ends than

to make home movies. Britain's John
Grierson, regarded by many as the

father of documentary filmmaking,

commented in the early 1970s when
asked about Super-8, "I'm all for the

8mm revolution, so long as the 8mm
mind doesn't go with it."

Time and again Super-8 filmmakers

prove that this small format can yield big

results. The Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation has a special Super-8
film unit renowned for its superb
documentaries filmed in hostile environ-

ments and combat areas such as

Somalia and Cambodia. Under the

direction of producer Robert Clark, the

unit owes its success not only to the

daring and professionalism of its members
but to the small size and portability of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 184
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THE ART5
By Janel Bladow

Those who dream by day are

cognizant of many things which

escape those who dream by

night.— Edgar Allan Poe
Great inventions begin with simple

desires. Orvitle and Wilbur Wright wanted

to fly. Thomas Alva Edison wanted to

read at night. Alexander Graham Bell

wanted to talk to people on the other side

of town. Little did these fantasizers of

technology realize that their dreams would

come true to such an enormous extent

—

expanded by other dreamers to propor-

tions sufficient to change reality itself.

Since Christmas is a time of wishful

thinking, Omni chose to ask a few

scientists and creative thinkers to indulge

in some constructive woolgathering.

We proposed this idea to them, "Imagine,

if you will, the nonexistent invention of

your fondest dreams, barring all physical

limitations." Following is a sampling of

responses, to become real machines

perhaps in coming years.

Dear Santa Claus, Please send me a

typewriter (or word processor) that will

put words on a screen, and then paper,

just as I
think them, simultaneously, without

making any mistakes. Design the device

so that it will be able to change the

words as I change my thoughts, and then

simply transfer the whole lot to the

publisher's office, leaving a copy for me.
—Isaac Asimov, pro!Hie author.

Actually we play "dream machines" quite

a lot here, since if we don't ask, Santa

Claus won't ever know what to instruct his

little elves to invent.

Here are three currently undeliverable

wishes: (1) a device that can monitor

the activity of individual nerve cells in a

human brain without having to be
inserted into the brain, as electrodes are

now; (2) a device that can "read" the

chemical composition of nerve cells with

molecular identifications the way a

microscope now reads their structure; (3)

a device that can convert my textbooks

and journals from hard copy to an

electronic computerized storage, where

I can search rapidly tor ideas and data

and update the knowledge as new data

and ideas emerge.—Floyd E. Bloom,

M.D., director, Arthur V. Davis Center for

Seii5v:orai I'Jeu'ct'Oiogv, the Salk

institute, La Jolla, California.

The saddest thing to see is plants dying

in an interior plantscape. We need' an

intensive-care machine to bring plants

back to a living, growing state. This

machine should sense what the plants'

particular problems and deficiencies are

and then pump in the essential gases,

nutrients, and things that contribute

to growth. If should also provide the most

favorable conditions of light, heat, water,

and nutrients to balance a plant's growth

processes. We would then program the

growth of the plants to withstand their

hostile environment. This machine would

resemble a space suit: It would envelop

the entire plant, although once the plant

was revivified, the living life-support

covering could be removed.

—

H. Marc

Cathey, director, U.S. National Arboretum,

Washington, D.C.

The only dream machine that really

appeals to me is a clean fusion reactor.

No fuss, no muss, no bother. Experience

suggests that the millennium never

arrives. I can remember getting comic
books in grade school, for instance, that

explained how wonderful fission power

would be. These comic books were,

of course, provided to us children by

the power company, apparently in

accordance with the old Catholic dictum

"Give us the children when they are

young, and they will belong to us forever."

But in a world that continues to close

its eyes to the suicidal blind alley of fossil

fuels, the safe and efficient fusion reactor,

with its implications of almost endless

power, continues to exercise a hold over

my mind.—Stephen King, author.

I have two dreams. One is to breed

a bacterium that would eat up all the

chlorotoluenes, chlorobenzenes,

chlorophenols, chlorodioxins, and other

chlorinated aromatics from dump sites,

including Love Canal. The other is to

develop a strain that would release liquid

CON"INUCD ON PAGE 186
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THE ART5
ByCharles Piatt

This magazine has its imitators,

as we all know—and not only in

the magazine field. Book
publishers have begun to realize that

science, properly packaged, sells, and
so 1982 has produced more science

books than ever before.

Some are extremely serious, by
scientists for students. Others are so

lightweight that they read like excerpts

from the National Enquirer. A few manage
the difficult trick of being readable,

accurate, and attractive, all at the same
time. And these make excellent holiday

gifts for science enthusiasts.

I'll divide the titles into those that explain

science as it exists today and those

that speculate about its tomorrows.

The first group has been dominated
this year by new books about space
travel, because recent NASA probes have

brought back so much new information

and so many beautiful pictures. Most
handsome, useful, and fact-filled of the

spaceflight guides is The illustrated

Encyclopedia of Space Technology, by

Kenneth Gatland and other contributors

(Harmony Books, $24.95). An eye-

catching volume, with color on almost

every page, it's also highly authoritative:

Gatland was president of the British

Interplanetary Society and has been a

military-aircraft designer. Considering its

size and lavish format, the price is

certainly reasonable.

If you want a more modest handbook,
restricting itselt simply io the solar

system, there's Journey to the Planets, by
Patricia Lauber (Crown, $11.95), a very

clearly written guide for precocious kids of

ten to fifteen years of age, or perhaps

adults coming to the subject with no
previous knowledge.

For those who want to know about our

neighboring planets in greater depth,

there's The Cambridge Photographic Atlas

of the Planets, by G. A. Briggs and F. W.

Taylor (Cambridge University Press,

$24.95). Its exquisite maps and
breathtaking Color photographs of Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn are matched with

text giving precise details about
the atmospheres, temperatures, and
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geologies of these alien worlds, making
them seem extremely vivid and real.

For those who are curious about where
planets and stars come Irom, and about

the nature of the fabric of the universe, I

can't think of a better book than

Extragalactic Adventure, by Jean

Heidmann (Cambridge University Press,

$7.95), with an introduction by Carl

Sagan. Heidmann manages to be
wonderfully clear and simple while

explaining the subtleties of cosmology.

Patrick Moore, Britain's ponderous
answer to Carl Sagan, takes a more
personal approach. His The Unfolding

Universe (Crown, $17.95) is full of

anecdotes, opinions, and pictures of

Moore himself posing beside large pieces

of astronomical hardware. The first half

of the book deals with the planets; the rest

describes what we know, and what
we're still guessing, about stars, galaxies,

black holes, and quasars. Moore's style

is somewhere between Arthur C. Clarke

and Robert Morley

Which brings me io Jeremy Bernstein.

His Science Observed (Basic Books.

Dr. Asinyjvs :ti>:^i: oi iacrs rernmn-; UMiehS

$18.95) is a further collection of New
Yorker essays about himself talking to

scientists. Bernstein's writing is popular,

perhaps because he portrays scientists

as people, but he seems to suggest

that for science writing to be good,

it also has to be stuffy and elitist.

Personally, if
I want to know about the

people behind the discoveries, I refer

to Isaac Asimov's Biographical

Encyclopedia of Science and Technology,

available from Avon in paperback and

from Doubleday this year at $24.95 in a

new, revised, expanded edition. Asimov
describes ihe life achievements of no

fewer than 1,510 great scientists

throughout history, and he uses cross

references to show how their discoveries

influenced one another. Dip into this

book at any point and follow Asimov's

references from one name to another, and
you'll get a fascinating sense of science

as an interlocking web of concepts.

Also by Asimov is Exploring the Earth

and the Cosmos (Crown, $13.95), This fat

volume tells us a bit about the discovery

of almost everything, from bacteria to

black holes. Asimov's total recall of facts

remains flawless, but in recent years

he's become less careful as a writer, and
some sentences are clumsy or even
silly. My favorite in this book: "Running

is, all things being equal, faster than

walking." (I don't think he's joking.)

Two more books about science-as-we-

know-it deserve a mention: Infinity and
the Mind, by Rudy Rucker (Birkhauser,

$15,95), is a clever, lucid assemblage of

tact and theory about the mind-teasing

concept of infinity. Rucker, a thorough

mathematician and also a science-fiction

writer, knows how to present hard ideas

in a friendly, even humorous style. And
speaking of humor, Larry Gonick's The

Cartoon History ol the Universe, Book One
(Quill paperbacks, $6.50) depicts in

comic-strip format everything you ought

to know from the creation of the cosmos
to the Assyrian Empire. Published originally

as a series of underground comics, the

chapters nevertheless contain accurate

science. "Our own cells carry mysterious

little globs called mitochondria," Gonick



FUTURE FLIGHT RECORDER

BREAKTHRDUBH5
By Michael Edelhart

^^\ remarkable new type of flight-

#"^^data recorder—the black

# %box designed to preserve vital

information about airplane crashes-
might soon give the cause ot air safety a

dramatic lift. The computer-controlled

systems log not merely five kinds of flight

data, as models now in use do, but up
to 120 parameters—enough to provide a

complete picture of the plane's perform-

ance. It is a development that airlines

sorely need, yet are reluctant to adopt.

Investigations of two recent commercial

plane crashes, in New Orleans and
Washington, D.C.. were hampered by
problems with the flight-data recorders of

the two planes. Both aircraft had scratch

recorders, the oldest models currently in

use. In these devices, metal points

scratch information onto a foil tape,

somewhat the way the fingers of a lie

detector move. Unfortunately, the five flight

parameters they record—altitude, air-

speed, magnetic heading, vertical

acceleration, and time—are far too few
to furnish a clear view of what led up to a

crash. And the tapes are subject to

warpage and wear, making it difficult to

be absolutely certain exactly when
trouble occurred.

What makes this especially frustrating

for crash investigators working for the

National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) and for engineers employed by
the aircraft manufacturers is the fact

that far better flight-data recorders are

available. A digital recorder capable
of measuring several dozen parameters
has been around since the 1960s. And
the new computerized third generation can
retain up to tour hours of moment-by-
moment readings on almost any detail,

including fuel flow and pressure, engine
temperatures, outside air pressure, and
the radio channels in use— all potential

clues that may reveal what went wrong.

These third-generation, solid-state

recorders have other advantages: They
are less than half as bulky as scratch

recorders and weigh only half as much.
They operate reliably tor about 20,000
hours (the oldest airliner now flying in the

United States is a DC-3 with 85,000
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hours logged); scratch recorders have
a useful life of about 10.000 hours and
require frequent repair. Because the new
recorders hold information in silicon

memory chips, ihey are immune to the

inaccuracies that make scratch recorders

unreliable even when they're working
perfectly. And at $10,000 to $15,000, the

computerized recorders are no more
expensive than mechanical models.

The vast majority of American
commercial jets still have the outmoded
scratch recorder, however, and probably

will for years to come. Even more
shocking: The huge fleet of commuter
and business jets now at the disposal of

corporate America carry no flight-data

recorders at all. The situation in our skies

today is an example of the gaps that

often arise between technical achievement
and commercial acceptability.

"There is no question," says Carol

Roberts, chief of laboratory services at

the NTSB, "that both the digital and the

solid-state recorders are infinitely better

devices than the scratch recorder. The
solid-state recorder is lighter, runs longer,

'.'o' ninnr: ';.;,',•-
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requires almost no maintenance, is more
accurate, and records more information. It

might even save airlines money by

allowing them to build up data banks
about fuel performance and other facts

that pilots must be aware of to fly their

plane. But the airlines like to assume that

their planes won't crash and that they

won't need such information. And these

devices won't sell tickets."

So commercial airlines have resisted

all new recorders. Currently Federal

Aviation Administration rules require digital

recorders only in planes of models first

certified to fly after 1969. When the

particular plane was built makes no

difference. This means that a Boeing 737
built last week still gets a scratch

recorder, because the 737 model was
flight-certified in 1966.

Nearly every plane in Delta Air Lines'

fleet has a scratch recorder. Wail Overend,
general manager of programs and
performance, explains: "It would be very

expensive to retrofit all o.ur planes, and
we don't feel there's a need.

"If we begin to add new recorders and
don't retrofit, then we end up running

with two different systems, two types of

training, two types of mechanics. It's

all much more trouble than it's worth."

But the NTSB and developers of new
flight-data recorders such as Lear-

Siegler. Hamilton Standard, and Sperry

disagree, "These could really help

airlines." says Ba"y Casey, who is working

on Lear-Siegler's solid-state system.

'And not just in crashes, Let's say they're

flying at thirty thousand feet and an

engine flames out. They start to lose

altitude. Then the pilot restarts the engine
and makes a safe landing. The current

recorder won't take in enough information

to help anyone figure out just what
happened, what the pilot did, when, and
so on, to determine why the problem
occurred and how he solved it, Ours will.

It could avert some crashes."

Carol Roberts says that the new
recorders eventually will be necessary

whatever the executives of the airlines

think, "The new planes are going to be
all electronic," she notes. "When planes

CCrJTINUFDCNPAGE 170
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OUT OF THE CLOSET

mot long ago any scientist who dared to declare se-

rious interest in UFOs. parapsychology, or the Loch
Ness monster found himself ostracized by the scien-

tific priesthood. So qualified scientists stayed in the
closet, pursuing their exotic investigations in private and commu-
nicating their findings among tight-knit underground networks.
Now the door seems to be opening up. Several reputable

scientific groups have recently formed to investigate just those
"fringe" subjects. The result9 A new openness among scientists

and some overdue respect for the study of anomalies.
Investigating strange phenomena is hardly a novel pursuit.

Louis Pasteur, after all, worked with invisible, disease-causing
creatures, and Europeans long thought meteorites were the stuff

of peasants' dreams. Indeed, it wasn't until 1804, when 2,000
stones fell on the town of L'Aigle, France, that scientists admitted
meteorites might be from outer space. When an investigative

commission actually confirmed that theory, the scientific estab-
lishment flew into an uproar,

By the twentieth century, people had begun to overcompen-
sate for their closed-minded ancestors. Awed by the technical
wizardry of spaceflight and computers, many came to believe
in just about anything; for some, the line between the merely
possible and the real became hopelessly blurred. By the early

1970s—a time of unparalleled scientific advance— even edu-
cated people accepted as fact the dread Bermuda Triangle and
the extraterrestrials in Chariots of the Gods?

"There seems to have been a general decline in analytical
thinking," says Dr, Paul Kurtz, philosophy professor at the State
University of New York. Kurtz was alarmed enough to establish
a society devoted entirely to debunking pseudo-scientific claims.

His Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal (CSICOP) tried to reverse the trend by exposing,
for example, the spoon-bending tricks of Uri Geller and dis-
crediting the "psychic" who claimed to have predicted the near
assassination of President Reagan.
CSICOP certainly provided a valuable public service, but many

respected scientists charged that the debunkers had gone too
far. It was impossible, researchers said, for the group to inves-
tigate anomalies impartially when it approached everything from
a position of overriding doubt.

To make up for CSICOP's failings, several scientists have
tormed what they say are more neufral groups aimed at swing-
ing the pendulum the other way. Just last year, for instance,

some of the country's premier academics banded together to

form the Cryptozoological Society, which seeks to probe such
"unexpected" animal sightings as those of Bigfoot and the Loch
Ness monster. "There's nothing intrinsically paranormal about
animals existing that we don't know about," argues founder J.

Richard Greenwell. He reminds us that the gorilla was consid-
ered myfhical until a French explorer shot one in 1855.
Soon afterward another group of eminent researchers formed

the Center for Scientific Anomalies to study such subjects as
ESP and UFOs. Founded by sociologist Marcello Truzzi, the
center provides a podium for psychics and skeptics alike.

Perhaps the most significant new group of all, though, is a
society consisting of nearly 200 Ph.D.'s, including Cornell as-
trophysicist Tommy Gold and Stanford statistician and psychic
debunker Persi Diaconis. Formed last summer, the Society for

Scientific Exploration (SSE) is a bona fide scientific society, with
open meetings and a peer-reviewed journal. "The scientific

community simply wasn't doing its job," says founder and Stan-
ford physicist Peter Sturrock, who asserts that you cannot ed-
ucate the public if you're not willing to explore.

All this makes for an impressive beginning. But has the new
openness yielded anything so far? One significant finding was
presented at SSE's founding meeting last June. Dr. Robert Jahn,
Princeton University's dean of engineering, reported a remark-
able experiment in which it seemed that subjects mentally "in-

fluenced" the outcome of random computer-simulated coin
tosses. Through tens of thousands of trials, Jahn says, he found
that his subjects could use psychic power to make the computer
deviate from chance a tiny, but statistically significant, number
of times. Even the most conservative critics agreed: His work
may lead to the first reproducible evidence for psychokinesis,
the ability to move objects with the mind.

Don't expect too much from these tentative beginnings: You
won't be studying Bigfoot in Zoology 101

, But do look for a new,
unsmirking willingness to study strange phenomena, even within

the most scholarly of halls. "Without such forums," Peter Stur-
rock says, "you really can't do science."—DOUGLAS STARR
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It has beady eyes and a
long tail and weighs up
to 20 pounds. And it tastes

delicious. The wild cane
rat, the world's largest rat,

may not sound attractive to

Americans, but in Africa it

sells for more per pound
than beef, pork, or lamb.

In an effort to capitalize on
this gourmet delicacy, the

government of Ghana
has set up an agricultural

extension service to en-

courage farmers to rear the
species in captivity. Breed-
ing stock and information are

furnished, and there is a
central office for records

According to University of

Wisconsin zoologist Stephen
Gartland, who investigated

rat farming on behalf of

Cameroon, another African

country, at least one Ghana-
ian makes a good living

from cane rats, and many
others augment their income
by rearing and selling the

animals. Indeed, a cane rat

weighing nine pounds

—

an average weight for a

mature animal— can bring

the equivalent of $75.

With prices like that, says
Gartland, cane rat is a lux-

ury only wealthier Ghanaians
can afford. But the deep
red. rabbitlike meat is a

savory treaf. 'Africans eat

every part of the body,"
Gartland notes, "even the
hair." The vegetarian cane
rat is healthy and easy to

rear in captivity, Gartland

concludes. Once the animal

is domesticated, its price

should come down. When
that happens, it might
play an important role in

reducing Africa's protein

shortage—Barbara Ford

"Medicine is a collection of

uncertain prescriptions

that will kill the poor, and
succeed sometimes with the

rich, and the results of

which, collectively taken,

are more fatal than useful

to mankind."
—Napoleon Bonaparte

To say that '.rees have
extrasensory perception

would be stretching the

facts. However, recent find-

ings indicate that some
arboreal species can com-
municate silently through

the air, at distances of up to

60 meters.

Over the pasf few years

several studies have shown
that some trees and other

plants defend themselves
against assault by lowering

the nutritional content of

their leaves. It is now known,
for instance, that a willow

tree attacked by caterpillars

responds by changing the

chemical properties of

its leaves, making them far

less nutritious and more
difficult for the caterpillars

to digest,

But not long ago biologist

David Rhoades, of the Uni-

versity of Washington,

found that unattacked trees

60 meters or less from

infested ones would react in

the same manner, produc-
ing leaves with fewer nu-

trients than they would
otherwise contain. Obviously.

some sort of signal was
being transmitted from the

attacked trees to those

farther removed, telling them
of the infestation and advis-

ing them to prepare.

Guessing that the signal

might be sent underground,

Rhoades proceeded to

dig up several trees to look

for possible root connec-
tions. He found none, how-
ever. And that's when
colleague Jack Schultz, an
entomologist at Dartmouth
College, began asking
himself whether the trees

might not communicate by
sending chemicals through

the air.

To find out, Schultz placed

several individually potted
sugar maples and poplars

under a Plexiglas chamber.
When he damaged the

leaves of one tree, undam-
aged ones under the same
dome also began growing

less nutritional leaves. Yet a
control group of trees in a
separate dome, with a
separaie air supply, failed

ton :Ci,

Schultz says his experi-

ments show that this type of

communication does take
place and that it is appar-

ently aromatic in nature.

Further tests now under way,

he adds, are aimed at

capturing whatever airborne

chemical may be carrying

the message
Schultz says, "Trees do

some amazing things, and
we are just beginning to

find out how complex they

are. Plants are just very

slow animals; the only thing

they can't do is run away."

—Rick Boling



REGENERATING LIMBS
WITH VITAMIN A

People who lose arms or

legs in accidents might

soon be able to grow new
ones with the help of vita-

min A. That's the conclusion

of London physician Mal-

colm Maden, of the National

Institute for Medical Re-
search, who's recently

learned that different con-

centrations of vitamin A
make the limbs of newts
regenerate in different ways.

Normally, Maden ex-

plains, newts grow a new
section of "arm" or "leg" to

replace exactly the amount
lost to a predator. But

newts placed in weak solu-

tions of vitamin A grow
abnormally long forelimb

bones. In a stronger vitamin

A solution, they grow an
extra forelimb. And in a still

stronger solution, they

sprout two extra limbs, one
right behind the other.

When n'ewts lose limbs.

Maden explains, they se-

crete varying quantities of

Vitamin A. The more A.

the greater the loss—and
the more limb the animal

must replace. Thus, when a

mildly injured newt is placed
in a highly concentrated

bath of A, it "believes"

it has lost a whole limb, or

even two. It reacts by regen-

erating in a frenzy.

Maden believes future

experiments will reveal that

vitamin A has a similar

effect on humans. The vita-

min A alone won't make
limbs reappear, he adds. But

it might be one element in

a drug cocktail, perhaps

used in conjunction with

electrical stimulation. At first

this would be used to pro-

mote the growth of lost

fingers or toes, later of arms
and legs.—John Newell

Researchers at the St. Paul-

Ramsey Medical Center,

in Minnesota, have found
that stress-induced tears

may actually remove toxic

substances from the body.

To compare tears caused
by simple irritants, with those

brought on by emotion, Dr.

William Frey II asked 100

volunteers to watch sad
movies, then to stand near

freshly cut onions. He
collected the tears each
time and found that there

was indeed a difference

between the two samples.
Emotional tears contained far

more protein, including

toxic biological by-products.

Frey contends that the

benefits cf emotional crying

seem pretty clear: Weep-
ing, like other excretory

processes, removes toxic

substances from the body.

—Tom Kovach

30TUL1N "OR
CROSSED EYES

The toxin that

botulism is one of the dead-
liest poisons known. Every

so often botulin turns up in

canned foods. When in-

gested, the substance
heads straight for the nerv-

ous system. There it inhibits

release of the chemical

acetylcholine, which in turn

prevents the muscles from

contracting.

So when San Francisco

ophthalmologist Alan Scott

began looking lor a way
to end the muscle spasms
that cause crossed eyes, he
naturally thought of botulin.

It might be just the sub-

stance, he told himself, to

help the skewed eye mus-
cles to relax. Working at the

Smith-Kettlewell Institute

of Visual Sciences, in con-

junction with Dr. Edward
Schantz, an authority on the

toxin, Scott injected minute

amounts of botulin into

the eye muscles of about

100 patients, half of whom
had undergone unsuccess-
ful eye surgery. The results,

he says, were overwhelm-
ingly positive.

"In most cases,'
1

Scott

says, "it took several weeks
and two or three injections

to realign the eyes, but

the procedure was less

traumatic than surgery and
essentially painless

'

Scott is currently en-

gaged in additional investi-

gations to determine

whether the toxin could be
used to treat cerebral

palsy and other disorders

characterized by spastic or

contracted muscles.

—Rick Boiing

"A child, when it begins to

speak, /earns what it is

that it knows."
-^John Halt Wheelock

"The discovery of a new
dish does more for human
happiness than the discov-

ery of a new star.
"

—Anthetme Brillat-Savarin
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OLD MAN

In the volcanic ash of the

desert in northern Ethiopia,

where temperatures reach

12Q°F in the shade, an

international band of scien-

tists turned up what are

probably the oldest known
bones of humankind. The
fossils— a- piece of upper

thigh bone and fragments

of a skull—apparently

belonged to a creature of 4

million years' antiquity that

walked on two legs like a

man but had a brain that

was even smaller than

a chimpanzee's.

Last year anthropologist
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n D. White, of the Univer-

sity of California at Berke-

ley, found the thigh bone on

a survey of the region. He
recently returned to hunt lor

more evidence that human
incestors were bipedal

eons before they developed
large brains and began
using tools

The thigh bone and skull

parts, White says, may
belong to the species Aus-

:
tralopithecus afarensis,

believed by some !o be one

limb of the human family

tree. Alternatively the bones

may be the first indication

of yet another, previously

I
unidentified species, or

I
even a different genus

It would be "irresponsible,"

White cautions, to reach

any conclusion on the basis

ol these few pieces. "We
need to get more fossils," he

says, "especially jaws and
teeth Maybe we'll find

a skeleton this year and a

whole group of them the

Willi any luck he adds,

the Ethiopian desert will

also yield the partial remains

of live- and six-million-

year-old creatures that de-

note the 'missing link'

between apes and- men.

—Dava Sobel

"It is not because he is a

good worker thai he is

pracwous, but because
he- dreamed."

—Lost Star

CELLULAR RADIO

In 1968 British physicist

Herb Froelich suggested that

living cells were constantly

oscillating. The idea fasci-

nated biophyslcist Herbert

Pohl, director of the Pohl

Cancer Research Labora-

tory, in Stillwater Oklahoma.
Pohl reasoned that oscillat-

ing cells would emit faint

radio signals, with each type

of cell broadcasting its

message at a different, fre-

quency. Those differences.

he hoped, would help him

detect, perhaps even con-

trol, cancer cells.

If the radio waves were
present. Pohl knew; they

would create electric fields

detectable outside the

cells So he sprinkled bac-

terial cells with banum
titanate, a powder sensitive

to electricity The result:

Titanate particles were at-

tracted to the cells, proving

that oscillating fields, and

the radio waves, were

working full force.

Furfher experiments

revealed that broadcasts

came from plant and animal

cells, too. Pohl also found

that the radio signals were
especially strong during

cell division. Thus, they

seemed to play a part in the

development of embryos,

the healing of wounds, and,

much as Pohl had sus-

pected, the growth of tu-

mors. "If the radio-wave

frequencies can be altered,"

he contends, "we would

control cancer and all sorts

of diseases."

Same people believe that

Pohl's discovery provides

a scientific explanation

for ESP. But Pohl. disagrees:

"These signals are incredi-

bly weak, In fact," he says,

"they are almost immedi-

ately drowned out by the

salty waters of the body, and

they definitely could not

travel from one human mind

to another."—Rick Boling

"/ think not much of yours or

of mine: I hear the roll of

the ages.

"

—Alfred Lord Tennyson

LIVING BATTERIES

i
Sandwiched between two

chemical solutions, a layer

i of living plant cells is lum-
' ing light into electricity

' at Ohio State University,

|
Such living devices may
provide an alternative

|
to photovoltaic cells, solar

i collectors made of silicon

that directly convert sunlight

I
into electricity.

i Biochemist Elizabeth



Gross is searching for a way
to harness the plant world's

use of photosynthesis

(converting light to energy)

as a "green solar battery."

Her device now pumps out

2,000 microwatts (2 milli-

watts). Although this is

not much by conventional

standards— about half

the output of a standard
flashlight battery— it is 100

times better than her first

efforts.

Gross has already found
solutions for problems
that seemed difficult only

a year ago. She has found

a way to use cheap carbon
electrodes instead of ex-

pensive platinum ones, for

instance. Efficiency of the

device approaches 4 or 5
percent. "The goal of our

project isn't the twenty
percent that silicon cells

have," she says. "In the

silicon cell, you have to use

replaced by . mgplai

the energy produced imme-
diately or store it in another

battery. Our ceil is a battery."

One possible use of Gross's

invention is as a rooftop

solar collector/battery.

In related work, scientists

at Battelle's Columbus
Laboratories are attempting

to devise artificial chloro-

phyll-protein. Since chloro-

phyll converts the energy
of absorbed light into a

stable state in which it is

stored as chemical energy

with a quantum efficiency of

almost 100 percent, it

interests scientists as a

possible basis for direct

photochemical production

of fuels from solar energy.

In regard to her work,

Gross says, "It's all going
very well. Its hard to predict

where it's going or how
fast. The next big thing we
have to work on is eliminat-

ing the sacrificial aspect
of using up the chemicals
involved. They're expen-

sive, and no one would
want to go up on the roof

every day to change
them."—Allan Maurer

SPACE-SURGERY SACK

As large numbers of

people begin living and
working in Earth orbit tor

longer periods of time,

eventually someone will

need emergency surgery.

It may be for appendicitis

or for a serious accident.

And inevitably the day will

come when a woman in

orbit will need a delivery

room fast—something the

space shuttle Columbia
doesn't have.

Now a WBst German re-

searcher has a solution.

H. G. Mutke, of Munich, has
come up with a light, trans-

parent plastic sack in which
are stored all the necessary

tools for emergency sur-

gery and child delivery in a
weightless environment.

Various presterilized sur-

gical utensils are kept
inside pockets in the sack.

Small magnets hold metal

instruments down for easy
retrieval.

in an emergency the

plastic sack would be un-

rolled and fixed airtight

I TV FOR THE BLIND

Television for the blind?

Many legally blind people

! may be able to dispense

j

with Braille and read and
write more normally through

the use of closed-circuit

TV technology, a California

vision specialist claims.

Dr. Wayne Ho eft, who
specializes in treating peo-

Closed-circuit television systems can greatly enlarge printing so
that many legally blind people may be able to dispense with Braille.

around the patient by using

an elastic band at the

sack's rim, The mission

specialists or astronauts

performing the operation

would inflate the sack by
using a foot-powered pump
and operate inside the

sack by using built-in, long-

sleeved plastic gloves.

Once the operation is over
and the body fluids are

sucked out, the sack can
be removed, folded up, and
stored for disposal.

—Joel Davis

"A dream that is not inter-

preted is like a letter that is

not read
"

—Talmud

pie with low-vision prob-

lems, notes that "the aver-

age ophthalmologist does
not know about these televi-

sion systems. He continues

to steer his patients toward
Braille and white canes."

A typical system includes

a high-powered TV camera,
a lens, a monitor, and a

viewing table. These devices

can be adapted for use
with typewriters, computers,

and other types of business

equipment.

The TV gear, manufac-
tured by Visuallek, of Santa

Monica, California, can
be used to magnify anything

from recipes to bus sched-
ules.—Allan Maurer
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The juvenile justice system
in the United States may
actually foster teen-age

crime by convincing kids

that crime pays, a University

of Florida criminologist

warns.

"The ineptness. ineffi-

ciency, and ineffectiveness

of the juvenile criminal

justice system is itself one
of the causes of the behavior

it was designed to prevent

and punish," says Charles
Thomas, director of the

university's criminal justice

program,

Thomas found that teens

exposed to the system
had significantly less fear of

punishment after the expe-

rience than before. Little,

if anything, happens to

juveniles caught breaking

the law, Thomas says. "They
commit up to fifteen crimes
before they're caught. Then
they appear before the

court time after time before

they get even modestly
supervised probation They
think, 'This isn't such a

bad hustle after all.'

"

Thomas gave detailed

questionnaires to 2,200

junior- and senior-high-

school students at the be-

ginning and end of the year.

He found that:

• Teens in trouble usually

did not have close bonds
with parents or teachers.

They often regarded going

to juvenile court as "a

status symbol, a formal

recognition that they really

were tough."

• Teens labeled as trou-

blemakers began to think of

themselves in this "new,

negative status," and at least

a modest increase in crime

followed.

"We may have hit upon
one of the causes of future

illegal behavior," Thomas
claims. "At best, it's kind of

spooky. "—All an Maurer

I DARK SKY
OBSERVATORY

i
"Serious astronomy today

! is done in space. Semiseri-

ous astronomy is done
out west. !f you have to do
it on the East Coast, the

Appalachian State University

Dark Sky Observatory, in

North Carolina, has the

darkest skies east of the
1

Mississippi River,"

So says Dr Bruce Rafert,
:

its director, Light pollution

has become such a serious

problem to earthbound
astronomers that even the

large western observatories

are experiencing difficul-

i

ties, One astronomy associ-

ation recently warned that

Halley's Comet may not

be visible to the naked eye
when it next returns be-

cause of light pollution over

much of the United States.

I Located 1,000 feet above
sea level, on a 120-acre

i tract atop a mountain,
1 the ASU observatory is

i equipped with state-of-the-

;
art microcomputers and

: an 18-inch Cassegrainian

;
telescope.

"I like to think of it as a
1 telescope-controlled com-

j

puter," Rafert says. The

:
scope is currently used to

I do photoelectric photome-

I

try of eclipsing binaries,

i to study lunar occupations,
1 and to provide hands-on
! instruction to students.

;
Rafert is seeking a surplus

;
telescope in the 30-inch

j
to 60-inch range!

"Numerous visiting as-

j

tronomers are envious of the

i site," he notes, "East of

the Mississippi, you have
large cities, or you have

1 swamps. On satellite photos.

the only areas darker than

this are in northern Maine

and the Oketenokee
Swamp."—Allan Maurer

"The great men of science

in our lime are not honored
by the poets. Why is this?"

—Karl Shapiro

HIGH-RISE SUBURB

City and suburb may
soon cross-pollinate in a

daring new concept; a

high-rise apartment building

of suburban houses.

The 15-story skeletal

steel structure, open-faced

on all tour sides, would
accommodate about 50
dwellings, each complete
with yard, trees, and street.

An atrium garden would
rise through the entire

building.

The revolutionary proposal

springs not from whimsy
but from practical consider-



ations, according to James
Wines, president of SITE, the

New York architectural

group that hatched the no-

tion. "Our real interest,"

he explains, "is to develop

middle-class housing to

compete with condomini-

ums, In theory, the structure

would cater to people torn

between living in a high-

density metropolis and in

sprawling suburbia. "It's a
schizophrenic kind of build-

ing," he adds, "based on
a hybrid idea."

Indeed each house would
differ in style, as specified

by tenants, creating what
Wines calls a collage of

idiosyncrasies. "It would be
the complete antithesis of

anonymous, modernist

high-rise architecture," he
adds. "Modern architects

are affronted by the concept,

because it goes against

the old-fashioned idea

of design harmony, every-

thing that makes life boring."

According to Wines,

houses would be either

constructed inside the

building or made on the

ground and then lifted into

place. A Canadian devel-

oper is already scouting for

possible locations in Florida

and southern France.

—Robert Brody

"Brain: An apparatus with

which we think that we
think.

Hand; A singular instrument

worn at the end of a human
arm and commonly thrust

into somebody's pocket."—Ambrass Bierce

BORN FIGHTERS

There is sOme truth to the

notion that people on the

brink of death can survive if

they possess an inherent

"will to live." Indeed, injured

mountain climbers or pa-

with chronic emphy-
sema can avoid lethal heart

attacks by making a greater

than normal effort to breathe.

Such people, according to

a team of doctors at the

University of Colorado, in

Denver, are "born fighters."

Dr. Robert Grover, who
directed the research, says

that the will to breathe

comes from the tiny carotid

sensor, buried deep within

the neck The sensor con-

sists of a group of cells lo-

cated on the carotid artery.

Whenever oxygen in the

blood drops below a certain

level, the sensor cells are

activated and direct the

respiratory muscles to work
harder. However, Grover
says, "the magnitude of the

response varies tremen-

dously from person to

person. A sensitive carotid

sensor is something you're

born with, something you
get from your parents."

— Carol A. Johmann

"Every cubic inch in space
is a miracle."

—Walt Whitman

Doctors at the Medical
College of Wisconsin have
discovered three cases
of a bizarre new allergy that

strikes only healthy, athletic

young adults The three

patients were so allergic to

the combination of physical

exercise and celery that

they would break out in

hives, suffer an extreme
drop in blood pressure, and
collapse in allergic shock.

"All of the attacks de-

pended on the patients' in-

gesting food within two
hours of exercising," says
allergist James Kidd, who
discovered the strange

condition. All three patients

showed positive skin-test

reactions to celery, yet they

had no trouble if they re-

frained from exercise for two
hours before and after

eating the vegetable.

Once aware of their

condition, the patients relied

on logic to treat themselves:

They simply avoided mixing

exercise with eating celery.

—Carla Sweet
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SUPER TERMITES

An army of Formosan
termites recently chewed out

the roof supports and
kitchen cabinets of a Miami

condominium, forcing

some residents to abandon
the building. Now entomolo-

gists from the University

of Florida, in Gainesville, are

saying that the siege is

bound to worsen, The For-

mosan termite, one of the

world's most destructive in-

sects, is inching across

the entire Gulf Coast and
along the California coast-

According to entomologist

Philip Koehler, Formosan
termites reproduce far more
prolific-ally than domestic

varieties. They consume
wood six times as fast; they

even secrete a powerful

acid that dissolves lead, as-

phalt, plaster, mortar, rub-

ber, and plastic,

Koehler notes it takes a

doubly strong pesticide

to kill the Formosan pests.

—Tom Kovach

"It a/ways looks as if the

best way to solve a problem
Is to spend somebody else's

money."
—Milton Friedman

BUGNAPPED

Some 2,000 protesting

students from the Hermanos
Escobar Agricultural School,

in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico,

across the Rio Grande from

El Paso, took a school

administrator hostage last

spring and. for extra lever-

age, held 15 million insect

larvae captive in a nearby
laboratory.
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The insects, specifically
1 Trichogramma, were being

I
raised to devour the boll

!
weevils infesting the area's

I cotton crop, The students

J

wanted money to update

j

their school's research
I facilities and boost profes-

i sors' salaries. They reasoned
' that if they threatened to

i

destroy Ihe valuable larvae,

I

their demands would prob-

I ably be met.

I Local farmers and school

I

alumni pleaded with the

,
students to spare their

j

insect hostages. They ar-

! gued that destruction of Ihe

i
larvae would cost Mexican

;

farmers the equivalent

I of millions of dollars. Soon
I more than 500 Mexican

j

soldiers surrounded the

school, and guards armed
with automatic weapons

I entered the lab to protect the

j

larvae. Finally, after five

;

days, both the administrator.

Rigoberto Delgado Perez,

i and the 15 million larvae

j

were released unharmed,

i Student leaders; whose
: requests are still being

ignored, insisted they had
freed the insects to save
the area's larmers from

economic devastation. One
student. Huber Orozco,

claims, "We just wanted our

school to be brought up
to modern scientific stand-

ards."— Sherry Baker

"The galaxy Is lull of

dishonorable men. Every-

body's got to make a living
"

—Ron Goulart

ALCOHOL PACEMAKER

There are 10 million

problem drinkers in the

United States alone. At best,

some experts say, only a

third ever recover.

To increase the rate of

cures, internist Eric Trell, at

Malmb General Hospital,

in Sweden, proposes that
1 alcoholics insert a "pace-

maker" in the muscle at the

]
entrance to the stomach.

I Such a device would contain

j

a special chemical to de-

tect alcohol, which would
I then stimulate an elec-

trode—to trigger vomiting—
and an alarm. The alarm,

he contends, might even
signal helpers miles away,

just as a doctor's beeper

does. A physician could

insert the pacemaker with

the help of an endoscope,
an instrument that reaches

down the esophagus.
Trell maintains that pres-

ent-day treatments, including

abstention and antialcohol

drugs, often fail because
they depend upon patient

participation. The pace-

maker, however, would stay

on guard even if a patient's

willpower ebbed.
Trell has not yet designed

his iifesaving device, but

he believes one could

be made easily. He suspects

the main stumbling block

may lie in people's reactions.

So far they have ranged
from "Good idea" to "That's

revolting."

—Carol A. Johmann
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FERTILITY
I

IN

LAS VEGAS
4f 73, Dr. Landrum Shettles is

still struggling to

better the odds lor human life

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN McCOY



'mWhen Dr. Shettles

speaks, it is often with the

breathless speed of

someone who has been hunted!^

"All we were told was, go till

you find She American Dream.
Take this whits Cadillac and go
find' the American Dream. It's

somewhere in the Las Vegas
area."

—Hunter Thompson, Fear

and Loathing in Las Vegas

"Wednesday's winner's day."

said the Las Vegas cabbie as

we drove away in something

less than a white Cadillac from

the spasmodic jangle of air-

port slot machines. Ahead was
the dream, the neon-rococo
casinos, the keno girls, the faith

in the payoff on the next roll.

Such faith in gambling odds
is not unfamiliar to Dr. Lan-

drum Brewer Shettles, one of

the twentieth century's titans

in the field of female infertility.

At seventy-two, he had set up
a fledgling practice in Las Ve-

gas, at an age when most other

physicians would be comfort-

ably ensconced in a retire-

ment cottage in Florida or

southern California. Yet for the

last half-century, and still to-

day, this Mississippi native has

been obsessed not only with

the discovery of how human
life begins but also with the

manipulation of the odds that

enable conception to occur. If one chooses to perceive sex se-

lection as a game of roulette, then Dr. Shettles has manipulated
the wheel of chance- through his understanding of female anat-

omy, ovulation, and the delicate timing of conception.

"He has to be given credit for popularizing the field of sex
selection." admits Dr. Robert Glass, a prominent Bay Area infer-

tility expert and one of many critics of the doctor. Shettles's books
on this subject, Your Baby's Sex and Choose Your Baby's Sex.

have sold hundreds ot thousands of copies over the years. His

infertility work over four decades, through which he has enabled
scores of seemingly barren women lo conceive and deliver healthy

children, has proved equally groundbreaking.

I have been intimately acquainted with many of these extraor-

dinary accomplishments from the time I was a boy, Dr. Shettles

had delivered me by Caesarean section in the waning summer
days of 1955. It had been an extraordinary birth, I was told. Later

my mother would make her annual pilgrimage, like a devout Mos-
lem heading for Mecca, to Shettles's New York office, to be pro-

nounced gynecologically sound by this patron saint of life. Al the

dinner table on her return home each such evening, she would
tell us about the. latest "miracle baby" that Shettles had delivered.

He was about as close to a celebrity as our family knew.

Many years later, in early 1982, as an editor at Omni, I learned

that Dr. Shettles had set up a practice at the Star Clinic, an ex-
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work was the realization of the

perimental facility for infertility

and aging problems that had
just opened a few miles north

of Las Vegas's legendary Strip.

In the twilight of his career, he

had chosen to pursue re-

search in two highly contro-

versial areas. One was clon-

ing, the asexual reproduction

ot genetically identical organ-

isms. The other was embryo-
transfer procedures, by which

a two- to three-day-old em-
bryo may be transferred from

the uterus of one woman to

another. I set out on a pilgrim-

age of my own to explore this

work and to meet the man who
had brought me to life.

Despite Shettles's numer-

ous accomplishments,
I was

to discover that his contribu-

tions to the field of medicine
constituted a twisted legacy.

On the one hand, he was a

member of the Royal Society

ot Medicine in London, be-

sides holding other highly dis-

tinguished honors. He had
published hundreds of aca-

demic papers on fertility-re-

lated subjects, and his re-

search was the basis for

various stories in Life, Time,

and Look, among other mag-
azines. To his admirers, his

i vitro theories prophesied by
Aldous Huxley in Brave New World 50 years ago. His supporters

said he had anticipated, years before, much of the fertility work

that had come in the late 1970s.

But there existed concomitantly a dark side to this most humble
of men, a tragic undercurrent that has never entered into his

Who's Who listing. When he speaks, i! is often with the breathless

speed of someone who has been hunted. There is basis for this.

After more than two decades of practice at the world-renowned
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, Shettles suffered an es-

trangement from his new supervisor, Dr. Raymond Vande Wiele.

At first, the friction seemed to Shettles to stem from professional

jealousy. "He [Vande Wiele] didn't want anyone in his departmenl
getting recognition," Shettles remembers about this period in the

early 1970s. Later, Shettles says, Dr. Vande Wiele apparently feared

that the department would lose its lucrative grant from the Na-
tional Institutes of Health if Shettles persisted in his attempt to

create a "test-tube baby." To prevent such a deed, Vande Wiele

went to extraordinary lengths. He enjoined Shettles from doing

his in vitro work, forbade him to see patients, and ordered that

the test-tube culture that Shettles had produced be destroyed.

"God damn it, I'll give you five minutes to get out of here, or I'll

have the detectives come in and arrest you and take you out,"

Shettles says he was told at the end, in 1973, by the Belgian-born



Vande Wiele. Shettles recalls, matter-of-

factly, "And
I packed my things up and left

the clinic." Later the doctor was a star wit-

ness in the Del Zio trial in 1978, in which a

New York couple, John and Doris Del Zio,

successfully sued Columbia-Presbyterian

for destroying the petri dish solution that

they had hoped would become their baby.

To this day, virtually a full decade after

Shettles's abrupt departure from the hos-

pital, the affair rema ns shrouded in a cloud

ot controversy.
I tried repeatedly to get Co-

lumbia's point of view on the issue. But

Medical Center personnel, apparently
fearful of new lawsuits, have been told by
lawyers not to comment. Several calls to

Dr. Vande Wiele himself were never re-

turned. But Albert Rosenteld, former sci-

ence editor of Life and one of the premier

science writers of his generation, presents

another theory. "Shettles may well have
been a genius so ahead of his time that he
was never believed. But if he had had the

support of the department, he would have
been more accepted." Rosenfeld sug-
gests. "He didn't play the game by the rules.

I'm not sure one should."

Like other scientists on the most ex-

treme fringes of research, Shettles has en-

gendered both envy and incredulity. His

unorthodox scientific methods, which seem
generally to rely more on intuition than on
rigorously controlled data, have been
challenged by dozens of scientists.

"Shettles is always giving this testimo-

nial stuff, which angers the scientific com-
munity," says archcritic Dr. Ronald Erics-

son, a reproductive phys o ogist whose own
work has been published several times in

the prestigious British science journal Na-
ture. "Shettles's work." Ericsson charges.

has "no controls, no hypotheses, no data.

We all want data, If you lose your credibil-

ity, you have nothing in the sciences. Pro-

fessors must be very conservative."

Also an authority on sex selection, Dr.

Fricssor nam'aips. in an inls'view. Ihal

most of Shettles's pioneering theories are

riddled with inaccuracies. "The public is

much more sophisticated than it was a
decade ago. They're not going to put up
with that crap [Shettles's sex selection the-

ories]. When you get to playing with peo-

ple's emotions," Ericsson continues, "it just

doesn't work."

Shettles, on the other hand, charges that

Ericsson pirated several of his theories.

Such was the case, Shettles says, with his

discovery of the separate x and y sperm
in the early 1960s—a finding Shettles in-

sists was published in altered form by Er-

icsson in Nature in 1973.

Ericsson heatedly denies the charge that

he used parts of Shettles's findings.' "I was
familiar with his work. There wasn't any-

thing to quote. I want to be as far away from

Shettles's work as I can," he says.

Following his departure from Columbia,
Shettles served -a successful stint as chief

obstetrician at Gifford Memorial Hospital,

in Randolph, Vermont, where he delivered

babies to the local people (see "The Clone
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Doctor," March 1979). But he also began
to experiment with the eggs of a few of his

patients, a practice that did no', exactly en-

dear him to the hospital's authorities. The
confines of that small New England, village

hardly proved to be auspicious for such
controversial fertility work. "You have to be
careful in that very rural setting," the doc-
tor recalls in hindsight.

It was in Vermont, however, that Shettles

received a promising invitation. A Euro-

pean couple with an abiding interest in ex-

perimental research warted him to join with

their son in setting up a clinic in Las Vegas.

Would Shettles be interested? The pay
seemed good, not only more than double
his Gifford Hospital salary but enough to

live in reasonable comfort, More impor-

tant, the setting of Las Vegas beckoned
suggestively. Here was a locale where the

mores would hardly clash with [he cloning

and embryo work Shettles intended to pur-

sue. If Shettles accepted the offer, it would
be. the ultimate gamble.

QThe clinic was
surrounded by the Lotus Inn

Motor Hotel, with

a small casino, the Little

- White Chapel, which

promised instant weddings,

and Chato's Best

Mexican Food right next door3

"Under the microscopes, ifreii long tails fu-

riously lashing, spermatozoa were burrow-

ing headfirst into eggs; and, fertilized, the

eggs were expanding dividing, orifboka-
novskified. budding and bieaking up into

whole populations ot separate embryos."
—Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

My arrival in Las Vegas suddenly made
me curious about the 'medical hoopla that

had followed my conception 26 years be-

fore. I had been born— a 1950s "miracle

baby"—to a forty-one-year-old mother who
had been informed by some df the most
eminent physicians on three continents thai

she would never be able to conceive a child.

I owed my existence, I had always been
told, to one- Dr. Landrum Shettles, who had
reshaped my mother's uterus in a then-

revolutionary operation.

Setting out to find the gynecologist's new
clinic, I drove past some of the majestic

hotels that front Las Vegas's famous prom-
enade—the Tropicana. the Flamingo, the

Stardust, and finally the Sahara.

The Star Clinic stood out in distinct con-
trast, farther north along Las Vegas Bou-
levard South. The building itself, con-
verted to a medical facility from a Mercedes

car body shop, was in an area p
night by brazen street prostitution. The clinic

was surrounded by the Lotus Inn Motor
Hotel, which boasted a small casino, the

Little White Chapel, which promised in-

stant weddings, and Chato's Best Mexican
Food Restaurant right next door.

Yet in the midst of" this most commer-
cialized setting was a fertility factory, a place

that gave life, obstetrics and gynecol-
ogy- a evi talizat ion therapies, read the

clinic sign that flapped crookedly in the

dry desert breeze.

Dr. Shettles was already waiting outside

for me. He was a short, slightly stocky man.
His hair was whiter than I had seen in pic-

tures, but his round face retained those
distinct jowls that made him look just a bit

like Truman Capote.

He was far more spry and active than I

had imagined, and he seemed thrilled with

a visitor from the East.

"You look just like your mother," he re-

marked, adding that he hadn't seen me
since he wiped the amniotic fluid off my
forehead. His drawl suggested the deep
South. I presented him with some gifts—

a

few books on junk art, which I had been
told he would like, and two Japanese glass

paintings that my grandfather had brought

back from the Orient 70 years before. No,

he couldn't possibly accept them, he in-

sisted. No, I
couldn't possb y lug them back

to New York, I countered. And so began
the spirited exchange that would mark the

two-day visit.

It is difficult to envision a true "baby fac-

tory" without recalling Brave New World.

In Huxley's futuristic society, docile work-

ers methodically aspirate eggs from folli-

cles, incubate these ova. and finally de-
cant offspring with an effortless precision.

Huxley, in this classic published in 1932,

warns that such a world runs the risk of

becoming totalitarian and godless.

His warnings are not ignored by the

doctor from Pontotoc, Mississippi, who was
laboring here to create his own baby fac-

tory and research lab. At several junctures

in the conversation, Shettles invoked the

name of God. intimating that he was but

His humble servant.

As part of his mission. Shettles believes

that he can enable some women who've
had hysterectomies to have children
through the use of a surrogate carrier. A
woman, for example, who had lost her

uterus, but not her ovaries, would be the

ideal candidate for this kind of in vitro fer-

tilization. He also spoke with hope of an
approaching day when unwanted em-
bryos would not be aborted, but rather fro-

zen and then carried to term by a more
willing mother. Shettles insisted that he

could carry out these and other plans at

the Star Clinic, but he was sensitive to my
question about whether he was creating a

Central Vegas Hatchery in the Huxley mode.
"Even in Las Vegas, I don't want people to

get down on me. You know what I'm- trying

to say? I'm not trying to be an outlaw."

What distinguishes Shettles from the other



medical researchers invo-vad in "test-tube

baby" work is the originality of his theories.

He has not duplicated the in vitro achieve-

ments of Patrick Stepioe and Dr. Robert

Edwards, the English team that delivered

ttie first test-tube baby in 1978, or the first

successful American group, Drs. Howard

and Georgeanna Jones, in Virginia. But

Shettles's pioneering research places him

alongside them in the forefront of this field.

Yet this very originality—many would say

unconventionally—has not expedited his

progress: Hospital officials enjoined him

from undertaking such controversial work

in New York in the early 1970s and in Ver-

mont several years later.

In vitro is a Latin phrase that means "in

glass." There are only a few steps in the in

vitro fertilization procedure. A physician

removes, or aspirates, a mature egg from

a woman's ovary with a syringe or needle.

The ripe egg, still bathing in a pool of the

woman's follicular fluid, is placed in a me-

dium, a culture or a petri dish, where the

ovum can survive.

A constant flow of oxygen, carbon diox-

ide, and nitrogen circulates through the dish

to keep the unfertilized egg alive while it

awaits its rendezvous with the sperm.

A male donor, often simultaneously, pro-

vides a specimen. The ejaculatory secre-

tion is then spun in a centrifuge tube and

washed so that the sperm cells will be sep-

arated from the seminal fluid. The isolated

sperrri3to70£i£re;|-!cr .ifodueed to the egg
through a coated polyethylene tube or a

hypodermic needle.

The mixture is allowed to sit and incu-

bate at body temperature to simulate the

in vivo conception conditions of Ihe moth-

er's fallopian tubes.

If all goes according to plan— if one hardy

sperm cell is able to penetrate ihe nucleus

of the egg—fertilization will take -place.

Approximately 30 hours, later the mixture

will cleave, or divide, into two cells. After

.some 40 to 50 hours, the physician will re-

move the budding eight-cell embryo from

the dish and implant it in the woman's uterus

with a syringe.

The process sounds relatively routine.

But in spiie of the birth of several dozen

test-tube babies since 1978. the success

rate for in vitro conceptions still remains

very low. For example, the Norfolk, Vir-

ginia, team attempted 46 implantations

before finally triumphing with the birth of

Elizabeth Can in December 1981.

Shettles suggested a new method that

might enhance the odds, one that he be-

lieves has not been attempted before. In

nature, a human egg is covered by a mi-

croscopically small outer layer known as a

zona, in the same way that the. white part

of a hen's egg pro:ec:s the yellow nucleus,

'i.i'i \i in-. that the zona should be
removed before an in vitro fertilization is

attempted, In that way, the sperm would

not have to break down the wall that pro-

tects the unfertilized nucleus. "I want to

take the egg and remove the zona and

place the sperm right next to it [the eggj,

like the baby to the nursing breast. . . .

Opening, up the zona artificially gives the

sperm a direct go at the egg," Shettles

explained.

In addition to the low success rate, other

problems remain with the test-tube exper-

iments. Why, for example, have the over-

whelming majority of test-tube babies been

female? Again Shettles suggested an an-

swer. In the preparation of the spermato-

zoa for fertilization, the y, or male, sperm
seems to be adversely affected. "There's

a difference in the male and female sperm
stamina," the doctor said. He also sus-

pects that the overall low success rate for

g ass-dish conceptions may result as well

from the way that the spermatozoa are

washed and prepared.

How did Shettles hope to attack the

problem? "Cervical mucus." he volun-

teered, and he referred me to a paper that

he wrote on the subject sometime in the

early 1940s. He planned to fill the inside of

a piece of foot-long polyethylene tubing,

used to transfer ihe sperm to the glass dish,

with cervical mucus, thereby making the

voyage of the sperm cells speedier and

safer, and their chance tor penetration of

the egg more likely.

"Everything becomes so harmonious,"

CONTINUED ON MAGE131



MUCH
ADO OVER
MICRONS
BY RICHARD WOLKOMIR

Ihink infinitesimal!"

That is the motto of a new laboratory, at

Cornell University, where scientists study

smallness. They have, for example, in-

scribed letters sufficiently liny to repro-

duce the entire Encyclopaedia Britannica

on a postage stamp. They have built a de-
vice so sublimely sensitive that it can de-
tect changes down to one millionth of a

millionth of the earth's magnetic field. They
can etch a billion angels on the head of a
common straight pin, each one wearing a

wee halo filled wifh atoms of gold.

So much flapdoodle?

On the cdntrary: At the National Re-

search and Resource Facility for Submi-
cron Structures, in upstate New York, sci-

entisls are looking into the technological

future And they say that in the decades

Macrotools lor microwork: The massive ion-im-

plantation system /right) is used to enhance the

etliciency ot the circuitry on a silicon water; re-

searchers can monitor their handiwork through

an ion-etch viewing window (above).

PKOTOGRAPHS BY
DAN McCOY



ahead the tiny will be big stuff indeed.

Researchers at the laboratory experi-

ment with electronic devices so peewee
that 60 of them could stand on the end of

a human hair. Such circuits will produce
computers that are dazzlingly brilliant,

making today's best look like electronic

brontosauruses. And other research at the

Submicron Facility could lead to anything

from computers the size of baseballs to

synthetic nerves.

Funds for the laboratory and its person-

nel come from the National Science Foun-
dation, Cornell University, a number of cor-

porations, and the Department of Defense.

Research at the Submicron Facility is strictly

basic. But the real force driving the labo-

ratory is the need to maintain America's
microelectronics and computer edge, to

build devices and integrated circuits that

are ever smaller, ever faster.

We are already fabricating chips at the

bottom edge of reality as we know it. To go
smaller, the researchers have to delve be-
low the edge, into a territory whose crea-

tures are so small that light waves are too

broad to resolve them. And that is why at

fhe National Submicron Facility there is

much ado about very little.

Outwardly, the laboratory resembles a
bomb shelter. Belying this massiveness, on
the roof are symbols meaning "less than a
micron." A micron is one millionth of a me-
ter, about one sixtieth the diameter of a
.human hair. And it is because of fhe tini-

ness of this work that structures within the

building must be substantial. At the sub-

micron level, where matter is only a few
atoms thick, a dropped screwdriver can
start an earthquake, a shoe can hit the floor

with the submicron impact of an H-bomb.
The laboratory is a 200 for large and ex-

otic machines. Some fill a room with coils,

wires, and pipes smoking with supercold
liquid nitrogen. One machine "grows" lay-

ers of matter on a crystal, each layer one
atom thick. Another implants a single alom
at a specific point within a crystal, pre-

cisely altering the crystal's electric prop-

erties. A third shoots out a beam of efec-

trons to draw intricate circuits on a silicon

chip. And others produce ions or X rays.

Xacto knives, one scientist calls these de-

vices. "They carve patterns on mere mol-

ecules of matter." Each machine sits on a
concrete podium, isolated, humming and
blinking to itself like a robot god.

Footsteps are only one of many perils. A
stray cosmic ray can smash a wire just a
few atoms thicK. Merely focusing an elec-

tron microscope on the structures that the

laboratory's workers have buili can de-

stroy them— Heisenberg's Uncertainty
Principle in action. And in the submicron
world a dust particle can be as devastat-

ing as a rogue asteroid.

The threat of dust requires further pre-

cautions. Visitors entering the laboratory

find themselves in a foyer. Ahead are of-

fices and conference rooms. To the left is

a glassed-in computer room, where re-

searchers at keyboards tinker with video

displays of the intricate microcircuits they

design. Just beyond is an air lock leading

to the laboratory proper, which is off limits

to the public. It is particularly off limits to

airborne dust.

Air pressure inside the laboratory is

higher than outside. When the door opens,
the laboratory always exhales, never in-

haling the world's tilth Before entering,

visitors must poke their shoes into a clean-

ing machine. Then they don plastic boots,

smocks, and bonnets, in a ritual reminis-

cent of the preparations of ancient priests

purifying themselves before entering a

temple's holy of holies. The laboratory is a

Class 1,000 clean room— inside, every cu-

bic foot of air contains fewer than 1.000

particles of dust one half-micron in diam-

eter or larger. Normal office air is Class

300,000. Around some of the more fastid-

ious machines, special filters refine the air

to an ultrapure Class 10 or better.

The machines, in their own chapellike

rooms, are surrounded by smocked at-

tendants. Each of the humans murmurs an

electronic variation on a peculiarly modern
mantra: How can we make devices and
integrated circuits ever tinier?

Lett: huge etching equipment: w'.n photos oiits

line work. Laboratory director Edward Wot!

(below) has put iQQ.OOQ anus's or. a pinhead.

•We are already fabricating

chips at the

bottom edge of reality.

To go smaller,

researchers have to delve

below the edge*'



Small means potent. A computer's
"thoughts" are moving eleclrons, and they

come to the point much taster if they need

travel only a half-micron instead of an inch.

Yesterday's Univac, which filled a room,

now fits in an engineer's pocket. But how
far can this rage for reduction go? Photo-

lithography, today's siandard technology

for imprinting circuits on silicon chips, has

advanced in a decade from a 1,000-bit

memory chip to the 64,000-bit chip. Chips

already have all the neo-rococo detail of a

Star Wars battle cruiser. Can there actually

be diminution beyond photolithography?

Light is the technigue's limitation. Pho-

tolithography imprints a circuit on a silicon

wafer in much the same way that light,

beaming through a photographic negative

in a darkroom, imprints the negative's im-

age on photographic paper. Solvents etch

the imprinted design into the current-con-

ducting silicon. "Doping"— adding other

materials—enables engineers to increase

or decrease the flow of electrons through

the various regions of the chip. Then the

manufacturer covers the circuit with fresh

silicon and eiches yet another layer of cir-

cuitry on top of that, adding layer after layer,

creating an electronic Dagwood Bum-
stead sandwich.

Such chips now contain details-down to

about two microns. One-micron details are

possible. But below that level nature has

erected a sign that reads keep out 1

Light—with a wavelength of about half

a micron— is simply too big and clumsy to

"write" submicron lines. It is like attempt-

ing fine penmanship using a baseball bat

dipped in ink. If computer chips are to shrink

still further, we need new imprinting tech-

nologies. And that is the National Submi-

cron Facility's guest.

But a funny thing happened en route to

this miniature Oz; Science and technology

tangled. Are the laboratory's physicists,

chemists, and engineers designing the lat-

est generation of electronic quills? Or are

they probing the secrets of the universe?

"We Ihink we understand the bulk prop-

erties of matter, and the nature of a single

atom," says the Submicron Facility's direc-

tor, Edward D. Wolf. "What we don't un-

derstand is the behavior of very small

structures of matter, where there are too

few atoms to have bulk properties, and too

many atoms to exhibit atomic character-

istics. That's the realm in which we work."

Wolf is an experienced traveler in the

realm. Back in 1970, during a stint at the

Hughes Research Laboratories, in Califor-

nia, Wolf and his colleagues actually be-

gan etching miniature pictures of angels

on the head of a straight pin. Each golden

angel was about six microns high, he re-

calls, and the researchers were able to fit

about 100,000 of them on the head. The
work was lost when someone grasping the

pin in a pair ot tweezers dropped it. The
whole heavenly host was swallowed up by

a crack in the wooden floor.

"With modern technology," Wolf muses,

"we could get about a billion angels on the
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head. That wouldn I be hard
:

Today, in fact,

there are greater challenges and myster-

ies. Forexample, consider heat the vibra-

tion of atoms in matter. 'What happens to

heat when you have, say, only five atoms,

some vibrating, some not? "You no longer

get classical behavior as we currently per-

ceive it," Wolf says, adding that his labo-

ratory has opened up new territory for sci-

entists. "Here at the Submicron Facility

technology is driving science as much as

science is driving technology." he says.

Go small enough, for instance, and mat-

ter oozes like Jell-O. Michael Isaacson, as-

sociate professor of applied and' engi-

neering physics, cscovered this quirk when
using a Submicron Facility machine called

the Scanning Transmission Electron Mi-

croscope, known to its pals as STEM. En-

gineers believe that STEM—which shoots

out a beam of electrons no wider than ten

hydrogen atoms^will be the machine used

in the next step beyond photolithography.

Called e-beam lithography, this newtech-

<m The work could

contribute to a new
generation

of microchips that would

process data

with mere scintillas of light

sparkling through

a tiny network of fibers*

nique uses STEM'S electrons as a writing

instrument. Isaacson already has used the

e-beam to produce history's'smallest ar-

tifacts: He has etched on a salt crystal lines

thai are only 1.5 nanometers wide (one na-

nometer is a thousandth of a micron, or a

billionth of a meter).

Using the e-beam, Isaacson recently

drilled iwo holes just 30 angstroms apart

in a crystal (one .angstrom equals about

two hydrogen atoms). The two round holes,

drilled in presumably solid crystal, began
to flow, becoming shapeless.

The separate openings drifted together.

Soon there was only one round hole, an

Alice in Wonderland phenomenon that is

still being studied.

The universe Isaacson is exploring, from

1 atom to 20 atoms in size, is a lilliputian

kingdom with inordinate powers: It is this

realm that governs catalysts, DNA. pro-

teins, enzymes, the basic stuff of life. As
Isaacson delves further into his pinhead

.universe, he will almost certainly discover

new phenomena- canyons on Mars, rings

around Jupiter.

But even e-beams, the next wave in

submicron construction work, may some-

times be insufficiently precise to probe

these fascinating alien worlds. Electrons,

minuscule as they are, have some peculiar

limitations of their own when they interact

with some surfaces.

E-beam lithography is similar to photo-

lithography, except that it substitutes a

highly focused strearn'bf electrons for light

waves. Computer-controlled magnetic

fields steer the beam as the electrons make
liny lines on a target. Such a device can

"write" small indeed: It was Michael Isaac-

son who used the e-beam to etch onto a

salt crystal letters so small that they could

record the entire contents of the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica on a postage stamp.

Using a STEM In its microscopic mode.

Isaacson has taken snapshots of an indi-

vidual atom: The atom swims there in inner

space, a mystery planet that remains hid-

den in a haze of electrons.

But when the e-beam's electrons strike

a target, they have so much energy that

they dislodge some of the target's elec-

trons. As one of the laboratory's physicists

puts it, "They rattle around. "That means

—

depending on the thickness of the sur-

face—that e-beam lines are sometimes ir-

ritattngly fuzzy at line widths significantly

below 0.1 micron.

To go smaller still, the answer may be
' ions. An ion, which is an atom with too many
or too few orbiting electrons, so that it is

electrically charged, is much more mas-

sive than an electron. Butfor this very rea-

son it will "splash back" less on impact.

And so Submicron Facility researchers are

now refining an "ion-beam lithography"

machine, which can "write" lines down to

0.01 micron wide. They also are experi-

menting with yet another lithography sys-

tem, using X rays.

This kind of technology has opened paths

leading down below the micron. And from

everywhere scientists are coming for a

peek. Some want to see the exotic fauna.

Some want to use tiny technology io build

machines with brobdingnagian capabili-

ties. Others want to try alchemy:
• Arthur Ruoff, head of Cornell's De-

partment of Materials Science and Engi-

neering, is Iransmuiing gases into metals.

"Squeeze anything hard enough and it be-

comes a metal," he says. His mechanical

bear hugs are measured by the megabar,

which isa million times the pressure inside

an automobile tire. He achieves such forces

by pressing a diamond mortar with a dia-

mond pestle, its tip ground to a one-micron

point. Under the point he places a sample,

of gas for example. And under the sample

goes a sensing device, an electrode with

features only a few tenths of a micron

across. Ruoff is working toward the crea-

tion of metallic hydrogen. Apart from its

scientific interest, metallic hydrogen might

turn out to be a practical high-temperature

superconductor, able to convey electrical

power with virtually no loss from resist-

ance. In the future, electric utilities might

capitalize on this characteristic to keep

power-delivery costs down.



• Joseph Ballantyne, director of Cor-

nell's School of Electrical Engineering,

linkers with molecules. For instance, in gal-

lium arsenide, he might replace 30 percent

of the gallium atoms with aluminum atoms,

creating a new substance with new prop-

erties. The goal is advanced lasers, es-

pecially for fiberoptics communications:

Several frequencies (colors) of light could

flash down the same fiber, carrying sep-

arate messages. (See '-'Fiberopolis," page
120 in this issue.) Ballantyne's research may
contribute to a new generation of micro-

chips that would process data with scintil-

las of light sparkling through a tiny network

ol fibers.

• Another Cornell researcher, Professor

Myunghwan Kim, in electrical engineer-

ing, has developed sensors so small they

can tap into individual cells. Kim's goal is

to spy on nerve cells and learn how they

communicate with one another. His work

may furnish an understanding of the na-

ture of neurological diseases. The probes

could also help solve the riddles of cancer.

And they could lead to the creation of ar-

tificial organs, joints, and bones with pre-

cise electronic monitors. Far in the future,

. researchers are looking toward artificial

neurons to replace damaged nerve tissue:

electronic eyes, for instance, or bionic

hands that respond to the wearer's
thoughts, just as normal hands do.

• Robert Buhrman, associate director of

the Submicron Facility and associate pro-

fessor of applied and engineering physics

is developing Josephson junctions, high-

speed fnicroscopic switches used in Su-

perconducting Quantum Interference De-

vices, or SQUIDs. These eerily sensitive

instruments can detect jiggles in the earth's

magnetic field down to a trillionth of (he

field's overall strength. They can locate ore.

scan the universe in the far infrared wave-
lengths where little scientific observation

has thus far been done, and detect heart

and brain abnormalities.

Meanwhile the Josephson junction used

in SQUIDs might also soup up computers.

Researchers predict that by 1989 we will

see a computer, the size of a baseball, that

is at least seven times faster than today's

best. It would draw about as much power
as a60-watt light bulb.
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• Cornell's proiessor of electrical engi-

neering Lester F Eastman heads a team

developing Molecular Beam Epitaxy. In-

stead of etching a circuit—eating away
portions of the conducting layer of sili-

con—they grow it, adding layer on layer,

each layer just one atom thick. Instead of

with silicon, they work with gallium arsen-

ide and related compounds, which have

promising properties, producing switches

up to five times faster than today's. When
supercooled, the gallium arsenide circuits

are 15 times faster than silicon. This work

is supported by the Pentagon, which fore-

sees computers loo fast for a potential en-

emy to tap into.

From across the country researchers are

making pilgrimages to the Submicron Fa-

cility, using the lab's unique equipment for

an array of projects. After so many years

of believing bigger is better, Americans may
soon find it necessary to think small.

"Currently this is a hot research field,"

says Thomas E. Everhart, Cornell's dean
of engineering. "Industry needs this

knowledge, and the nation needs it,"

He points out that in the past 20 years

the semiconductor industry has shrunk its

circuits from 25 microns down to 2.5 mi-

crons. During the next 20 years, he is cer-

tain, we will be manufacturing in the 0.25-

micron range. And he notes that the Sub-

micron Facility, besides developing much
of the new technology, is training a new
generation of engineers to work with to-

morrow's circuitry writ small.

Industry also is active in submicron re-

search, with programs under way at IBM,

Bell Laboratories, Texas Instruments,

Hughes Research Laboratories, and other

companies. But Everhart says that indus-

trial researchers, focused on products, are

often too pressured to take on basic re-

search. And he says, "Any field where you

are exploring the basic limitations of a di-

mension—space or time—that is a fun-

damental field."

Perhaps the most puzzling question in

"Sooner or later it's going to be them or us. Why. they probably work tor next to nothing!"



submicron research, however, is whether

ihe science or the technology is more fun-

damental. Is a manufactured structure just

a tew atoms wide merely another ma-

chine? Or is it actually an experiment in

basic science?

"Our transistors are going to operate at

unimaginably high frequencies. Not only

are we making them small, but we're using

completely new physics." says Joe Bar-

nard, a South African engineer who came
to the Submicron Facility as a graduate

student from Britain to work on gallium ar-

senide semiconductors. "The physicists are

following us," he says.

As they build devices in the submicron

realm, engineers frequently find them-

selves nose to nose with discomforting

perplexities. "You try not to think about what

an electron is— if you want to stay sober,"

Barnard says. He adds, "And in Western

philosophy, we're not in good shape to un-

derstand such things as electrons and

photons, because they're both waves and

particles at the same time."

Is his own work science or technology?

"We're working in ihe crack between. We
do engineering-physics," he says.

In his office at the Submicron Facility,

alter a workday that begins at 6:30 a.m..

Wolf sometimes fools around with a circa-

1910 stereoscope viewer. He uses the an-

tique to give visitors a 3-D peep into the

submic ron zone.

One of his rn:c
roscop c snapshots, made

when he was a researcher at Hughes Re-

search. Laboratories, shows a laser beam
striking a sample of silicate glass, a. sim-

ulation of a micrometeor pinging against a

spacecraft's hull. The crater measures 50

microns across. But when it is viewed up

close, you see no simulated spacecraft, no

crater. In fact, what you see has no relation

at all to the world as we know it. In an abyss

floats sparkling froth. Over there are silver

whiskers. Something undulates, like an

endless metallic snake.

You could be viewing another planet.

Perhaps a marine planet, where kelp

beckons sinuously in a chemical sea. where

the fauna is incomprehensible. It is difficult

for Wolf to explain this submicron zone: "We
know nothing firsthand, not even in our own
size range. It's all filtered through our sens-

es," he says,

He flips another slide into his stereo-

scope. This one shrinks the view further.

Now you are jogging along the simulated

tip of a tungsten field electron-emitting fil-

ament. You see tungsten atoms bunched
together like blue grapes. Here are two

black marbles, fluorine impurities. Over

there, that big white mothball is a stray atom

"Actually you can't see at this level, be-

cause everything is smaller than the wave-

length of light," Wolf explains. Again he

peers into his stereoscope, pondering.

"Mike Isaacson has 'seen' atoms indi-

rectly with his scanning transmission elec-

tron microscope, you know," the director

says. "They'd be fuzzierthan this because

of ihe energies of the electrons. There would

be a diifuse cloud of electrons around the

nucleus."

To many people, the world.on which Woif

trains his machines is inscrutable. Once a

television reporter blurted out to Woif, who
had played collegiate basketball, "But

you're such a big guy to be working on

such little things!"

Wolf responds to this, "It's hard lor peo-

ple to conceive of smallness. It's easier to

conceive of stellar distances."

Conceive of this, Wolf suggests: The to-

tal expanse of the universe is estimated to

be 30 billion light-years. And Earth is a mere

speck in that expanse. Now suppose
someone were to invent a great magnify-

ing machine that could increase the size

o! anything, without limit.

And suppose that you magnified Earth

to the size of the whole universe. That im-

mense magnification— Earth to universe

—would be less of a job for our imaginary

machine than magnifying a single hydro-

gen atom to the size of Earth, Wolf says.

Of course no one has yet built the great

magnifying machine. But the laboratory may
have done something more important: to

bring small systems of atoms within the

range of human perception. OQ



The spoils of war reveal

an ironic truth about victor and vanquished
and indomitable spirit

RETURNING
HOME

BY IAN WATSON

Thank God, [he runway was
clear. An Aeroflol crew had
apparently touched down just

moments before a radiation

bomb went off overhead. But
the pilot's nervous system
lasted long enough for him to

steer his plane off the con-
crete onto grass—unless he
had merely swerved.
Anyway, our landing was a

pushover As well it needed
to be, wifh upwards of thirty

million displaced Americans
pushing behind us. There
were two hundred of us
packed into our plane—with

a second llyushin to follow

some hours later.

Most wonderful of all, there

was no reception committee

of Chinese wailing for us. So
those Canadian bastards
hadn't been lying after all. The
Chinese hadn't flooded over
the frontier to fill ud this spur
of the Soviet Union. And yet

somehow we hadn't believed
that the Chinese would. It was
as if the spirit that impelled

us toward the East had
promised us this land and
had preserved it for us.

Leaving Group Red at the
airport, the rest of us rounded
up some brand-new buses,
got them going, and drove in

convoy into downtown Kha-
barovsk—ending up outside

the Far East Hotel on Karl

Marx Street, which seemed
as good a place as any other

PAINTING BY JEAN-MARIE POUMEYROL



to billet ourselves for the time being.

There weren't too many shriveled mum-
mies in the streets. The streets themselves

were reasonably clean and neat. The hu-

man animal seemed to prefer to die in its

burrow, if it could get there in time.

I'd just told Hank Sullivan to take a fa-

tigue squad round the hotel to clear all the

bodies they found into a single room and

was getting the others organized, when

Mary cried out, "Greg, come over here."

She was waving the handset of an old-

fashioned-looking telephone, farther down

the lobby.

I hadn't been meaning to bring Mary in

on the first flight. Strictly the two hundred

of us were a technical spearhead, and Mary

wasn't a sailor or mechanic or locomotive

driver. But she was a fine survivor, and if

dishing up fish and chipmunk stew or net-

tle-and-mushroom soup without a single

pot or stove isn't a technical accomplish-

ment, then I don't know what is.

So when she'd insisted, we'd compro-

mised by leaving little Suzie in good hands

up in Magadan for later delivery, and Mary

came along as our provisions officer. She

was siill looking fairly gaunt—as were we
all— and her blond hair had all grown out

a mousy brown. But I
loved her even more

dearly after ail that we'd been through.

"What is it?"

"The phone works, Greg."

I ran to her, while everyone turned to

watch us, and it was then—when I got my
hands on that phone and heard it hum-
ming—that it really all came home to me:

We had won through.

Because the goddamn lovely old phone

was receiving power. No doubt from some
hydroelectric scheme that was sfill churn-

ing out electricity automatically.

"Hey, Billy Donaldson," I called across

the lobby, "get your ass behind that check-

in desk and find another phone along there.

Call out your number."

Hitching up his Soviet Army greatcoat,

redheaded Billy stepped over the as-

sorted wizened corpses in their crumpled,

dusty suits and dresses, careful not to soil

the garments with his boots,

As the first pioneer group to cross the

Bering Strait, we'd all got rid of our bark-

and-straw boots and our stinking dog- and

cowhide coats as soon as we reached the

first Soviet outpost. The other scraggy sur-

vivors still converging on the tip of Alaska,

this summer after the War, would have to

wait just a little longer for proper clothes.

The phone box had a slot for two-ko-

peck pieces, but I guessed that you didn't

need money for a call inside the hotel

—

almost as if the phone was telling me how

to use it,

Billy bawled out a number, and I
dialed.

"Hullo? Can you hear me, Billy?" I
said.

"Sure thing."

And I saluted.the phone. This was a real

fantasy moment. I could almost believe that

1 was phoning home to the States. Only, of

course, there were no phones left over there.

Or cities, for that matter. But still!
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"General Greg Berry reporting. We've

reached Khabarovsk. We're on the route

of the Trans-Siberian Railway! Group Red

will set up an air shuttle service to Maga-

dan tomorrow. Group White will lake a train

down to Vladivostok, and if there aren't any

Chicoms there, either—and, so help me, I

know so deep down in me there won't be

any, it's as though God has told me Him-

self—then Group White'll sail the biggest

warship they can handle out of the navy

yards up to the Bering Sea. And Group

Slue will get the locos rolling across the

Siberian railroad. We're in business!"

We horsed around on the phone for a

while like a couple "of kids. But of course

every word of il was true. As Mary watched,

the first grin in ages appeared on her face.

It was a damned shame about last year's

war, but at least now we knew that we'd

won it—and forever.

As the culmination of the U.S. govern-

ment's search for nondestructive nuclear

iOne single SRB
detonated over Moscow

would kill every

living thing in the city.

And it would

.leave churches, factories,

and apartment

blocks in perfect condition!

weapons, which wouldn't wipe out the

treasures of the world, we'd just deployed

the Super-Radiation Bomb—which was as

much an advance upon the neutron bomb
of the Eighties as the neutron bomb was

upon the unwieldy hydrogen bomb.

The SRB produced hardly any blast

heat damage; if air-burst correctly, none

all. But its short-term radiation yield w<

incredible— and without any residual ra-

dioactivity. One single SRB detonated ovei

Moscow would kill every living thing in the

city and its environs—apart from cock-

roaches and such—and it would leave all

the factories and apartment blocks, all the

offices and shops, all the museums and

churches, in perfect condition.

The Soviets, of course, denounced this

at once as the "Super-Capitalist Bomb,"

because it respected property but not per-

sons. And they in turn unveiled their own
secretly developed superweapon, which

they called the "Socialist Bomb." Wecalled

it the "SOB."

The Devil himself must have had a hand

in the design of this Socialist Bomb. Its ef-

fects were far more cruel.

How exactly it did it, I don't know for sure,

and we never had time fully to suss out the

theory, but basically it generated a sub-

atomic vibration field, perhaps at the quark

level, that affected any inanimate matter

that had in any way been manufactured,

worked, or tailored by man, leaving a par-

ticular "signature" written In it. The SOB
had no effect at all on living tissue, or land-

scape, or minerals in the ground, or even

foodstuffs—though it put paid to the con-

tainers. But it burst the continuum, for any

"made" or "shaped" article within its field.

It rapidly transformed the particles in any

target object into "virtual" particles so that

they slipped out of existence, perhaps re-

emerging somewhere else in our universe,

or in some parallel universe. Within min-

utes a thing grew soft, then foggy, then

vanished away.

In other words, drop an SOB on New
York City and very soon you would have

no New York City at all, only an empty space

with millions of people wandering around

stark-naked. Yes, we would be naked to

our enemies, forced to accept occupation

and emergency aid,

Those of us, that is, who didn't get killed

when things grew foggy. The Soviets had

said that we would have about four min-

utes to get clear, but how could that help

the crew and passengers on an airliner?

They would rain down from the strato-

sphere. Or the office staff on the fiftieth,

floor of a skyscraper? They would find

themselves with no floors beneath their bare

feet. Or sailors, pitched into the ocean as

their ship dissolved? Or the engineer of a

speeding train?

These could amount to millions.

And there the cruelty was only just be-

ginning. How many more would die in the

following weeks of cold or hunger—as food

rotted away— or from lack of medical at-

tention, or from a hundred other things?

And they had the gall to call it a "hu-

mane" bomb! Even though it would de-

stroy all the civilization we knew, all the

paintings in the great collections, all the

highways and gas stations, all the space

launch vehicles. Every laboratory, every

hospital, every surfboard, oil refinery, and

shopping mall, every can of Budweiser and

every TV set. The Statue of Liberty, the

Golden Gale Bridge, Disneyland, the lot.

Who started the War? The Soviets, with-

out a doubt. They must have thought they

could sneak up on us,

In less than an hour the U.S.A. and the

USSR exchanged their entire arsenals of

Radiation Bombs and SOBs,

And the Soviets were all dead.

But we were left naked, without a single

possession, except what we could make
with our hands subsequently from the

countryside.

And nobody came to help us. God, how
they must have hated us, for years! The

rest of the world shunned us. They treated

us as a nation of murderers, when so many

of us were dying, too. No foreign ships ar-

rived on our bare shores. No airplanes

landed on our fields. The Mexicans spurned



us, I
hear. The Canadians fenced off their

border and built a wide electrified corridor

running all the way up through British Co-
lumbia into Alaska, like a double Berlin Wall.

They told us to get lost.

But God has got to have been on our

side. Something, some divine force, clearly

put it into all of our heads just what we had

to do, and how.

You take a nation without a penny to its

name. You take that, and you take a vast

country that's been completely cleaned out

of people, full of empty cities and factories,

airports and harbors.

You put the two things together, and what

do you get?

You get a whole population marching in

'

the only direction possible—to recover the

goods they need to carry On.

You get a shivering, starving nation,

dressed in dog skins and such, hauling logs

north to build rafts and dugouts to cross

the Bering Strait and bring back some real

ships from the other side—while the first

pioneers press on south, by boat or light

plane or four-wheel drive, to get to some-
where half-decent and firm up and supply

the route for all those who would follow.

You get the greatest human migration ever.

And, as with animal migrations, there's

an instinctive, almost guided aspect to it

—

as if our destination has been broadcast-

ing to us. As well as broadcasting to every-

one else. To leave it be! So, like supersti-

tious peasants, it seems the Chinese have

kept out of the USSR. Vladivostok is even

closer to China than Khabarovsk is, but for

sure we would find Vladivostok empty, too.

I admit that I couldn't be one hundred per-

cent positive of this till we arrived in Kha-

barovsk. But now—.as I said earlier in the

hotel— I
feli as sure as if God had whis-

pered in my heart. This land was reserved

for us. the victors, from one shining ocean,

the Pacific, to the shining Baltic Sea.

Later, since it was a golden evening and
we'd all done as much as we reasonably

could, I decreed four hours R and R.

Billy, Hank, and I removed a bottle of

Stolichnaya vodka from the hotel kitchen

and wandered ouf to hit the town. Mary
declared she was exhausted and could do
with an early night, but I think she just said

so to give us boys a chance to get roaring

drunk.

So we capered up Lenin Avenue to Lenin

Square, admiring the silliest things: toy

pedal cars on a lane around the weedy
flowerbeds, abandoned ice-cream carts,

rows of bright red fruit-drink machines with

the syrupy goo all dried up in them, and

of course a statue of that man with his

worker's cloth cap, leaning forward into the

future and looking aggressive. Hank
climbed up the statue and sat piggy-back

on his metal shoulders, urging him on.

We took in another public park, behind

the Dynamo Football Stadium, but the

mosquitoes drove us out of there. So we

"Wot only have I created intelligence

from inert matter, but I've gotten him a job in television programming'"

went window-shopping instead—which
may seem a little weird for three grown men,

especially as the goods in the shop win-

dows were few and poor stuff. Bui, my God,
actual shop windows—with things in them!

One of the shops was a grocer's. A gas-

tronom. We were getting pretty good at

.
picking out names of streets and buildings

in the crazy Russian characters.

"I've never tasted caviar," said Billy.

"So let's find some cans of caviar," I said.

In we went. A mummy, which we took to

be a shopgirl's, lay pointing a bare finger

bone up at approximately the right shelf.

Other mummies, in suits and raggy coats

and uniforms, lay piled up against the liq-

uor counter, and behind it; so we avoided

ihat area. Hank scooped up half a dozen
little cans, which was all there were.

"Thank you, Miss," Billy giggled nerv-

ously; so I handed him the vodka bottle to

kill it. As he grabbed it, he hiccuped.

We took the cans off to a restaurant,

where there weren't many corpses, and
switched on the lighting, which worked, as

the phone had worked, though the result

was disconcertingly brighf. The Russians

must have liked to chat to one another with

searchlights shining on their faces. We sat

tipsily confemplating the cans and a hand-

scrawled menu, written in pencil.

"Service is sure slow," Hank joked. Pro-

ducing a hook of a can opener from his

Soviet uniform, he tossed this on the table-

cloth for us. "I'm going to find something

to wash these down." He headed for the

kitchen.

Billy picked up the menu while
I
was

working on the cans. His eyes blinked like

an owl's.

"Borsch," he pronounced in a puzzled

voice, as if that menu scribbled by a

drunken spider was telling him what it said.

"Salat eez Krab. We'd better get good at

this, eh, Greg? If we're going to be living

in Russia for the rest of our lives."

"You know, old buddy, you're right." I

nodded. "We aren't going to be able to

alter all the signs and notices

—

"

"And diagrams and lists and warnings

and instructions
—

"

"And et cetera. We aren't going to be

able to change them all over into English

very quickly. If ever."

Hank returned, triumphantly cradling

another bottle with a red skyscraper on the

label. Very like a picture of some Nineteen-

thirties building in New York, except that

the skyscraper was probably some state

office block in Moscow, and Moscow still

existed.

We caroused awhile till we heard horns

hooting along the street. So we piled out-

side. A victory parade was heading our

way. 1 spotted Dave Weinstock at the wheel

of the leading vehicle, thumping on the horn,

and glanced at my watch. Obviously Dave
was heading back toward the Far East Ho-

tel as per instructions, and he had had the

bright idea of rounding up a few extra ve-

hicles as well as sounding a bugle recall

on the horns.



There were buses and trucks and a cou-

ple of private automobiles, too. I guess their

radiators hadn't cracked during the pre-

vious winter. Or maybe they had, but since

they were being driven only a little way
round town, this wouldn't hurt them. There-

was quite a bit of fixing up to be done if

we were going to own Volgas and Zhigulis,

the way we had owned Chevys and Mus-

tangs until last summer.
The parade was as noisy as a Fourth of

July celebration.

Hank grinned. "Loud enough to waken
the dead, eh?"

This made me frown. I was feeling just

a little maudlin now, on account of the drink,

in what I felt sure was a very Russian way.

But I perked up as soon as we joined' the

parade, scrambling up onto a truck.

I took the bottle from Hank and waved it

grandly.

"Here's a toast, you guys! To prosperity,

again!"

"To railroads and liquor!" Billy shouted.

"To TV sets and cigarettes. To chairs and

sausages. To . .
.
to . . . cornucopia! To the

horn of plenty!"

I didn't know that my friend Billy knew
words like cornucopia. It sounded like a

Russian word, the way he said it.

"To civilization!"

1 caught hold of Billy by the lapels and
gripped him tight. The streetlights had come
on automatically awhile back, and Billy's

big hairy face gleamed with sweat,

"We beat the Commies, Billy. The Com-
mies took away all our property, but we
took away their lives! We beat 'em!"

Then we laughed and wept and hugged
one another. I think Major Billy Donaldson
even kissed me on both cheeks, but char-

itably
I
attributed this to the drink.

overnight by the arrival of :wo hundred souls

on the second llyushin. (The llyushin we'd

come in, and a Tupolev, had already flown

back north to Magadan.) The pilot of the

second llyushin, a Captain Tom Quinn, had
come into town to see the place and get

some sleep. This rather annoyed me, since

he should have stayed at the airport, but

his sheer boyish exuberance won me over.

"It's like landing on Mars! Yes, sir, on the

red planet itself! You know," he confided.

"I was a bit nervous, piloting that Commie
crate. But it was just as if that ole plane

flew herself. Cooool." He was wearing some
dead Soviet pilot's uniform, with the Order
of Soviet Aviation pinned to its breast.

'That's very nice, Captain. Now please

get the hell back to the airport, would you?"

Today was railroad day. The Trans-Si-

berian called us. So we ail piled into trucks

and buses and headed off up Karl Marx
Street toward Khabarovsk's train station.

As we rode, somebody started singing

"When the Saints"Come Marching In," and
everyone joined in. Then, as our convoy
was crossing Lenin Square, somehow the

song changed itself into "Maryland, My
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Maryland." Everyone seemed to have for-

gotten the words and just carried on hum-
ming the tune loudly in harmony.

Oh Mary, my Mary! Mary had done won-
ders with our breakfasts. And the hot cof-

fee ... I kissed my fingers.

".
. . people's flag is deepest red!" I heard

a single voice sing out amidst the hum-
ming. I glared at the man, and he shut up.

There were a lot of red flags hanging

about, f presumed all that kind of para-

phernalia would have to stay around for a

while. And this set me to thinking about

melting down all the statues of that man
info something useful, such as coins, and
about how good it would be to have change
jingling in my pocket again, even though

everything was tree for the time being.

"Hey, Hank," I called. "What do you sup-

pose we're going to do about money?"
Hank pulled out a bundle of rouble notes

from his pocket, He laughed.

"Use these, eh?"

"But what about do//ars and cents, for

imBilly fingered

everything rapturously.

Well, so did I.

Here was everything that

We'd been dreaming

about, in a crazed way.

All here, just

waiting for us to use5

Christ's sake? Why not use our money?"
"Have you got any cents to make dies

from? Have you got any Treasury plates to

print dollars off?"

"There'll stH be o lions of collars abroad."

"Electronic money, a lot of it. Anyway, it'll

be worth nothing now. The foreigners aren't

speaking to us, remember? And as for

here"— he chuckled
—"somebody seems

to have hung up a real Iron Curtain, or else

the whole place would be swarming."

"Maybe there's been a United Nations

resolution—to quarantine the USSR?" Billy

suggested.

'Just like everyone quarantined Amer-
ica!" Hank snapped bitterly.

"Maybe they're all scared of some smart

computer firing off more Socialist Bombs?"
Hank leaned close to Billy,

"Nobody can breathe the air here but

us. I know it," He flourished the Russian

money. "So I figure we'll use this stuff as

soon as we gei organized. We can call the

roubles bucks and the kopecks cents."

"Be easier to call them roubles and ko-

pecks," Billy observed.- "After all, that's

what's printed on them. Don't want to con-

fuse fhe growing kids."

Billy was in sheer ecstasy as soon as we
climbed aboard one of the green passen-

ger cars of the Vostok, sitting on the south-

bound track in the cavernous train station.

We'd worried that a lot of trains might have

been in transit at the time the radiation

bombs went off and had run on mindlessly

through the steppes afid forests. But here

was the Vostok, just waiting for us.

And opulent wasn't the word. This was
a veritable mobile palace of the tracks. Solid

brass liftings everywhere. Mahogany
woodwork. Thick Turkish carpets on the

floors. Golden curtains hanging at the win-

dows. Red plush seats— even the swing-

down ones along the corridors.

"Holy Moses! It's like some giant Cunard

liner from the Nineteen-twenties or Thir-

ties! Group White's going to ride into Vla-

divostok in style."

Billy fingered everything rapturously. Well,

so did I. Here was everything that we'd

been dreaming about, in a crazed way. for

months. All here, just waiting for us to use.

"Of course," I had to remind Billy gently,

"the whole USSR isn't alt like this . .

."

"Well, hell, but even so!
I
mean, things,

things, lovely things 1

. It's Las Vegas and

Hollywood and—everything they took away

from us!"

Finally Billy tore himself away from the

passenger accommodation, and we were
able lo go up front to get a report on the

Czech diesel loco.

Group White, with Billy in command,
trundled out of Khabarovsk station a cou-

ple of hours later, the CHS4 that pulled the

cars hooting deliriously. By then we had
manned the switch tower with—well,

I was
going to say with a skeleton crew. But it

already had that, of course. Once out of

Khabarovsk, Group White would have to

stop and switch any pointsthemselves.

Getting the Khaoa-ovs* s'ation running

again was all suddenly so easy. Murphy's
Law seemed to fly right out the window.

The machinery practically told us what we
were supposed to do with it.

That was all four heroic months ago.

It's been an unexpectedly long summer
and unseasonably benign fall in the north

of the world, and what we've accom-
plished matches the building of the Trans-

Siberian Railway itself— or the construc-

tion of the great hydroelectric scheme at

Bratsk.

We've ferried fifty million-plus survivors

down to Vladivostok in the superb Soviet

Navy ships. (And late stragglers were still

turning up at Nome, Alaska, till quite re-

cently. No doubt there'll be another, smaller

flood into Alaska next season.)

We've settled them in Vladivostok itself,

and here in Khabarovsk, and down river at

Komsomolsk, and along the railroad line

as far out as Chita and Ulan-Ude and Ir-

kutsk, near the shore of Lake Baikal, and
up around Bratsk. Some have even got as

far as Tomsk and Novosibirsk.

Of course, everybody has to work damn
hard, each according to his or her capac-
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ity. But we've all put on weight—or fat, at

any rate. And we've put on a different style

of clothing, too, now that the Siberian win-

ter's here at last. We stride, or waddle about,

bundled in long, thick coats, with fur hats

on our heads, and earmuffs.

We've managed to reestablish a money
economy, and we are having to use these

darned kopecks and roubles.

We drink vodka and sweet champagne,

since that's what the distilleries turn out.

We eat black bread and pickled sturgeon

and red cabbage and such, since that's

what appears on the shelves these days.

I'm stamping up and down the platform

in Khabarovsk station, waiting to meet the

"nine-thirty-five p.m." train from Irkutsk. Mary,

whom I've begun calling Mariya lately, has

a very useful and quite easy job as a con-

ductress. (Little Sasha's in the creche; we'll

collect her soon.) There's snow on the

tracks, and the air is full of white flakes.

Like a storm of souls blowing about.

Here she comes: the pride of Russia,

headlamps aglow through the blizzard.

By my watch it's exactly four-thirty-five

a.m As usual, the train's exactly on time.

That's Moscow time, of course. The Trans-

Siberian line has always run according to

Moscow time. We haven't gone as far as

Moscow yet, but this fact reminds us of

Moscow, and the West, awaiting us.

The Rossiya glides to a silent halt.

Mariya lets down the steps of her car-

riage, and the passengers stumble off. their

breath clouding the air like so many mobile

samovars. They're clutching cardboard

suitcases and huge food packages tied

with string. As soon as Mariya's replace-

ment has clambered on board, she herself

descends.
Beaming, though shivering somewhat in

her railway uniform, she waddles to me.

"Grigori! Ghgorooshka!"
Ghosts .

.

,

Suddenly I'm terrified, as if the snow has

abruptly parted, right up to the heavens,

and I
have seen the skull of the moon rush-

ing down to Earth to crush us.

For when the bomb exploded at Hiro-

shima, many people's silhouettes were

etched into walls, as if the shadows of the

dead were photographed by the fireball.

And everything around us— railroad en-

gines, oil refineries, lumber mills, dams and

turbines, bakeries and distilleries— is like-

wise imprinted invisibly by the radiation,

with all the Soviets dead. I know—for a

fleeting moment—that every building and

machine and thing we use is alive, pos-

sessed. Locomotives, gastronoms, buses

and tractors, offices and ice-cream carts

and rouble notes, all tell us what to do, and

the way to do it. The whole environment,

of Russian making, sucked up their souls

for safekeeping, and now they have en-

tered us. like dybbuks. Why else the craze

among us for Russian words and phrases,

and the way these seem to well up. and

link up, almost spontaneously?

That's why no Chinese came here. The

land didn't want them, It wanted us, so that

we could have a long time to repent.

Only there aren't enough of us yet to go

round. So we'll have to„work hard to build

up our great nation.

This brief waking nightmare fades as

soon as Mariya crushes me to her in her

stout arms.

Drawing back she peers at me. a con-

cerned look on her face.

"S/iio svami, Grigorishka?"

"Nothing's the matter. Mariya. Nichivo!"

Farther down the train, the driver leans

from his cab.

"So long, there!" he calls along to my
wite. "Oasvidaniya, tovarich!" Good-bye,

comrade.

America is as wild and empty and far

away as it was a hundred thousand years

ago before any Asians first traversed the

Bering Strait to roam the American plains

as Indians. America is a forgotten country.

Mother Russia is our land, and we are hers.

Good-bye, several hundred million dead

souls. Good-bye. and hullo.

Mariya links arms with me, and off we
march, Like two puppets on a stage. But

no strings dangle from the roof, directing

us. By now the strings are in our muscles

and our nerves. And in our minds.OQ
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Yale's iconoclastic

historian of science makes
bold claims for

intelligent machines and
questions the

role of human geniuses

IfUTERV/IEUU

ne of the lasting puzzles of science was posed just over
80 years ago, when the rich archaeological spoils of an
ancient wreck were brought up by Greek sponge divers

from the depths of the Aegean Sea into the brilliant light of day
at Antikythera, an island just west of Crete. Among the dripping,

corroded bronze heads and marble statues (treasures for which
one diver died and two were permanently crippled) were the

remains of a strange mechanism of bronze gears and wheels,
about the size of a mantelpiece clock.

The complicated, 2,000-year-old, shell-encrusted clockwork
frustrated all attempts to divine its real character. Was it an as-
trolabe, an instrument for measuring the altitude of heavenly bod-
ies? Or was it perhaps an orrery, a clockwork planetarium or

model of the planetary system? Only one thing was certain: It was
a mechanical computer of some kind—the earliest known.

PHOTOGRAPH BY MALCOLM KIRK

Today a replica (shown at left) of the find stands on a sunny
second-floor windowsill in a mansion on Prospect Street, in New
Haven, Connecticut. The proud owner of the reproduction is

Derek de Solla Price. Avalon Professor of the History of Science
and Medicine, at Yale. The department, with its polished brass

and mahogany collection of antique scientific instruments, is

housed in the building. A handsome sixty-year-old man with steel-

and-snow hair and a resonant baritone voice, Price is the sci-

entific detective who, after 20 years of intermittent but concen-
trated study, solved the puzzle of fhe mysterious mechanism.

Price took up the challenge in 1951, while pursuing a doctorate
in the history of science at Cambridge University. Although he
came up with new findings over the years, the fundamental nature

of the device remained a mystery until 1971, when he hit upon
the idea of using gamma radiography, and fhen X rays, to see



through the curtain of corrosion that ob-

scures the fragments. Painstaking exami-
nation of (he photos revealed that the

mechanism---the oldest existing relic of

scientific technology— is a mechanical
calendar that accurately computes the

cycles of the sun and the moon in relation

lo the earth. The identification of this so-

phisticated planetary instrument—and the

discovery that it incorporates a differential

gear—compelled scientific historians to

revise sharply upward their ideas of the

sophistication of Greek science.

The model of the Antikythera mecha-
nism is a telling symbol of Price's career,

for he has been a prime mover in estab-

lishing a new field of scientific inquiry: the

history of scientific technology and sci-

entific instruments, and their influence on
the progress of science and on society as

a whole. Price first became iamous for his

stunning discovery of a rare manuscript by

the medieval poet Geoffrey Chaucer that

Price unearthed while carefully sifting

through medieval lileralure for his doctoral

thesis on the history of scientific instru-

ments. The beautifully handwritten pa-

per—a companion piece to Chaucer's 1391

Treatise on the Astrolabe—describes the

design of a planetary calculating instru-

ment similar to the Antikythera mechanism
Price was to identify later.

From astronomical timepieces, Price's

interests broadened to embrace the inter-

play among technology, science, and so-

ciety, and the history and politics of sci-

ence policy. Of the 16 authoritative books
and more than 350 papers he has written,

perhaps the best known are Science Since

Babylon (Yale. 1975) and Little Science.

Big Science (Columbia University Press,

1963). A reviewer for Nature magazine once
described the underlying theme of Price's

academic work as his "guiding idea ... to

apply scientific method to the whole struc-

ture of modem science itself, and thus help

to create the new science of science."

Despite his many honorary posts, con-
sultancies, and fellowships, Price, in per-

son, isn't at all pompous. His smile is sweet,

his manner ear nest 7 enthusiastic. Born in

London into an immigrant family of Polish,

Russian, Spanish, and Dutch slock. Price

was educated at state schools—where he
shone in math and science—and supple-

mented his schoolwork with a heavy diet

of science fiction, which he now teaches
at Yale.' After earning a Ph.D. external de-

gree from the University of London and
spending a scholarship year at Princeton,

he taught applied mathematics at Raffles

College, the embryonic University of Ma-
laya, in Singapore. There he ran into his-

torian Cyril Northcote Parkinson, later to

become famous as the author of Parkin-

son's Law ("Work expands so as to fill the

lime available for its completion").

Price inspired Parkinson when he de-

scribed his own discovery of the law of the

exponential growth oi scientific literature

formulated after wading through a com-
plete-set of the Philosophical Transactions
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of the Royal Society, 1665-1850.
Allot Cambridge, where he was honor-

ary curator of the Whipple Museum of An-
tique Scientific Instrument, and a few more
years at the Institute tor Advanced Study,

at Princeton, Price arrived at Yale in 1959
to occupy his chair in the department cre-

ated at his own suggestion. He has re-

mained there, happily, since there is, he

says. "Less backbit ng nee than at other

colleges, you know " Despite his visionary

ideas about the potential of the computer,

one looks in vain for a computer terminal

in his study or at his secretary's desk. Price

explains that, since he prefers to remain

independent of research grants, in order

to have more freedom to pursue his own
line of thought, he simply can't personally

afford a computer. He is also known to be
able to type out 45 pages of flawless copy
from his head, Downstairs, however, on the

first floor of the mansion, is a whole roomful

of the computer's contribution to the de-

partment's work: shelf upon shelf of the

(•Knowledge

works rather like a large

jigsaw puzzle. You

wait until somebody puts

down a piece

and try to find a piece of

your own to

place on that living edgeJ

Science Citai on ndex, containing within

its variously colored bindings a complete
reference listing, in liny typeface, of the

bulk of all scier.'fic papers ever published.

Operated by the Institute for Scientific In-

formation, in Philadelphia, which was
started, with Price's help, by Eugene Gar-

field in the late 1950s, the index is the big-

gest computerized data bank in the world:

a mul'idisciplinary file of 6.5 million source
items, increasing at the rate of 800,000
items a year. Out of il more recently has
grown the Atlas ot Science, the first of many
volumes that open to display the current

state of scientific learning in map format.

Price's study of the index has revealed

some marvelous truths about the structure

of knowledge that throw further light on the

potential of computers. Science journalist

Anthony Liversidge interviewed Price at the

Yale Club and at his home.

Omni: How would you describe your indi-

vidual approach as a historian of science?
Price: I count myself a specialist in any-

thing that links science and technology with

some other good, scholarly enterprise, such
as history, philosophy, art. or archaeology.

I try to bring together the work of the his-

torian and a real urdestanding of science

and technology. That's why I say all these

seemingly outlandish things about the fu-

ture of computers.
Omni: Your knowledge as a science his-

torian suggests that the full potential of

computers is not widely appreciated.

Price: I think the computer is- very much
underestimated, not only by the general

public, but by computer specialisfs. Peo-

ple tend to see the computer as a relatively

newly invented machine. I see it as some-
thing much further-reaching. I seethe Age
of the Computer as being very similar to

the age that was started around 1800 by

the discovery of current electricity. That

discovery sparked a whole host ot other

techniques: Justus Libia's fertilizers and
color chemistry, Alfred Nobel's explosives,

and all the goodies that came out of chem-
istry from the use of electricity-

Well, we are now in the Computer Age

—

twenty or thirty years after -i^e initial com-
ing into being of computers as machines
for crunching numbers. And the new tech-

nology, in the same way, is throwing off a
whole series of new techniques and is in

the process of going through more than a

century of evolution. f\ew generations of

computers are coming very quickly. It's not

just a question of doing the same old thing

bigger and better, as it has been, say, with

:he internal combustion engine, the mo-
torcar, and the airplane. Computers are

charging in kind.

Omni: How far would you say, has this evo-

lution gone to date?

Price: It has run through many orders of

magnitude in every measure. We have been
getting a new generation in the capacity

of computers every two or three years.
I

remember only a few years ago we thought

the computer was merely a number
cruncher for performing numerical calcu-

lations. Within recent memory, we have

gone from that to computers that deal in

information and words. We're beginning to

get knowledge engineering—that is, ma-
chines that think and that have access to,

and manipulate, a vast store of factual in-

formation, often nonnumerical. Machines
have now been educated to think in alge-

bra, or in chemical formulas, or in terms of

stock market prices and what those prices

might do.

Today you can tell a machine, "Please
integrate this differential equation." or "Find

the pathway to do this particular job in ge-

netic engineering." I'm very impressed with

machines that can do medical diagnoses,

or psychiatric protocols, or algebraic ma-
nipulations, or that can solve differential

equations symbolically, not numerically, or

that can identify organic molecules and give

us their biological properties and their roots

of synthesis. The machines aready do these

things better than human beings can.

Omni: Your work analyzing the total world-

wide output of science has been based on

computerized knowledge engineering of a

high order, hasn't it?



Price: One of the data banks that I
operate

with—the Institute for Scientific Informa-

tion, in Philadelphia— can give you a total

overview of all the world's scientific litera-

ture. They run what we call the Citation In-

dex, and they are producing an atlas of

science, a two-dimensional display, or road

map, of every major scientific field—how
it is changing and what papers have been

written during the course of the year, You

specify an author or a .paper, and it'll give

you all the papers relating to that subject.

That gives me an overview better than any

respected peer in the field. This mapping
program enables one to work with an index

that is built into the knowledge system; so

it generates an information flow that far ex-

ceeds one's ability to ask questions,

Omni: What does the display look like?

Price: Exactly like a road map, with cities

and villages and roads in between, The

villages are labeled with the names of the

researchers and their organizations, or with

research areas such as plate tectonics or

Australian antigen.

Omni: Down to what level of detail does

the information fed into the bank reach?

Price: Right down to the key words in the

abstract. In the chemical abstract system,

for instance, you've got all the structural

formulas and the biological properties of

a substance fed in. If you're a chemist, you

sit down at the terminal and put on the

screen the structural diagram of the new
substance you're interested in. The com-

puter looks up all the papers about the

components of this untested substance and

tells you how to make it and what to expect.

Omni: You connect the contents of papers,

not just their titles and their source papers?

Price: We're beginning to get content anal-

ysis of sorts. But the crucial thing is that

the structure of knowledge turns out to be

much simpler than we thought. In map-

ping, we found- that you never need to link

one paper to another one far away. The

links are all to nearby papers. Knowledge
is not, after all. extremely multidimen-

sional. It's as simple as can be! Its con-

nectivity is about the same as the connec-

tivity of the bits in our brains. The way we
think is probably formed by the actual

structure of the brain. And that has a three-

dimensional connectivity.

Omni: How big is the job of tracking total

scientific knowledge? In your book Sci-

ence Since Babylon, you estimated that

about ten million scientific papers had

probably been written up until 1975, and

that they were being added to at the rate

of eight hundred thousand a year.

Price: It's growing exponentially, It proba-

bly amounts to some one-and-a-half-mil-

lion to two million a year by now—depend-
ing, of course, on exactly what you mean
by a scientific paper.

Omni: Given that number, there must be

an awful lot of duplication of topic and ef-

fort, Will the Citation Index save some of

the duplication by signaling to scientists

that their researcn has already been done?

Price: There is a lot of duplication, but no

more than there ever was, The amount of

duplication of scientific work is constant.

Duplication of scientific discovery works

like this: If you have a hundred blind men
standing around a tree with a hundred

pieces of fruit on it and each one reaches

up, some will get fruit and some will get

another hand. Technically, it's a Poisson

distribution of random chance. The distri-

bution of multiplicity of discovery now
follows, and always nas foi owed, that ran-

dom-chance model. On average, every-

thing is discovered at least twice. A few

things are discovered only once. It really

is a random pattern, If something is ripe to

be done- people will do it—at random.

Omni: If one-and-a-half-million papers are

being produced annually, scientists must

find it harder than ever before to keep up

with what their colleagues are doing,

Price: No, because the specialization fac-

tor is constant. People tend to work in a

little field of knowledge, of an order of

magnitude of two hundred other people.

When you add people, you are really mak-

ing the subdisciplines grow in number. As

the field of plate tectonics grows, for ex-

ample, it shows every sign of wanting to

split into two independent subfields. so that

each person is again working with the same
number of people.

Roughly speaking, we write a paper a

year and read a paper a day. Therefore,

we have to take in two or three hundred

other people's work in order to produce

our own, So the number of people in an

invisible college is. and always has been,

a couple of hundred,

Omni: Are you saying that the huge num-

bers are a function of the expanding fron-

tier of knowledge, but that each part of the

edge remains occupied by about two

hundred people per topic?

Price: Exactly. Knowledge works rather like

a very large jigsaw puzzle that was started

in 1660 and has been growing ever since,

We're working out on the edge, and the

rule of the game is that anything that can

be done easily has been done already. So

you wait until somebody puts down a piece,

and when he does, there are new condi-

tions there at the edge where the new piece

has been laid down. So you try to find a

piece of your own to place on that living

edge. These places where there is action

constitute the subfields, the invisible col-

leges that appear as cities on our road map
of science.

Omni: Surely some bits of the jigsaw are

bigger than others. Isn't an Einsteinian

breakthrough a giant, intuitional short cir-

cuit—a three-dimensional leap rather than

a two-dimensional addition?

Price: No, it's really not. There are no sci-

entific breakthroughs in that sense, al-

though, of course, some contributions like

relativity are more important than others.

We know now exactly what breakthroughs

are, and, although they are awesome and

associated with people of giant intellect,



How to write a resume
by Jerrold G. Simon, Ed.D,

Harvard Business School

Intemattijriii! Pj.pcr asked JerroldG.

Simon. Ed. D.. psychologist and career

development specialist at Harvard Bu.sme.s.s

School who has counseled over a thousand

people in their search for jobs, to tell you
how to go after the job you really want.

Ifyou are about to launch a

search for a job, the suggestions I

offer here can help you whether or

not you have a high school or col-

lege diploma, whether you are just

starting out ot changing your job

or career in midstream.

"What do I want to do?"

Before you try to find a job

opening, you have to answer the

hardest question of your working

life: "What do I want to do?"

Here's a good way.

Sit down with a piece of paper

and don't get up till you've listed

all the things you're proud to have

accomplished. Your list might

include being head of a fund-rais-

ing campaign, or acting a

juicy role in the senior

play.

Study the list. You'll see

a pattern emerge of the

things you do best and like

to do best. You might dis-

cover that you're happiest

working with people, or

maybe with numbers, or wi

or well, you'll see it.

Once you've decided wl

job area to,go after, read

"'Who am

l

l What do I want to d

your resume forces you to think a: I "ViJWV.Si.
1

!

1

/

more about it in the refer

section ofyour library. "Talk shop"

with any people you know in that

field. Then start to get your resume

together.

There are many good books

that offer sample resumes and
describe widely used formats. The
one that is still most popular, the

reverse chronological, emphasizes

where you worked and when, and

the jobs and titles you held.

How to organize it

Your name and address go at

the top. Also phone number.

What job do you want? That's

what a prospective employer looks

for first. If you know exactly, list

that next under Job Objective.

Otherwise, save it for your cover

letter (I describe that latet). when
you're writing for a specific job to

a specific person. In any case,

make sure your resume focuses on
the kind of work you can do and

, want to do.

Now comes Work
Experience. Here's

where you list your

qualifications.

Lead with

your most

important

credentials.

If you've had
distin-

guished wotk
history in an
area related to

the job you're

seeking, lead

off with that. If your education will

impress the prospective employer

more, start with that.

Begin with your most recent

experience first and work hack-

wards. Include your titles or posi-

tions held. And list the years.

Figures don't brag

The most qualified people

don't always get the job. It goes to

the person who presents himself

most persuasively in person and

on paper.

So don't just list where you

were and what you did. This is

your chance to tell how uefl you

did. Were you the best salesman?

Did you cut operating costs? Give

numbers, statistics, percentages,

increases in sales

profits.

No job
experience?

In that case,

list your summer
jobs, extracurricular

school activities,

honors, awards. Choose the activi-

ties that will enhance your qualifi-

cations for the job.

Next list your Education—

unless you chose to statt with that.

This should also be in reverse

chronological order. List your high

school only if you didn't go on to

college. Include college degree,

postgraduate degrees, dates con-

ferred, major and minor courses

you took that help qualify7 you for

the job you want.

Also, did you pay your own
way ? Earn scholarships or fellow-

ships? Those are impressive

accomplishments.

No diplomas or degrees?

Then tell about your educa-

tion: special training programs or

courses that can qualify you.

Describe outside activities that

reveal your talents and abilities.

Did you sell the most tickets to the

annual charity musical? Did you

take your motorcycle

engine apart and
put it back

together so it

works? These
can help

you.

Next, list any Military Service.

This could lead off your resume if

it is your only work experience.

Stress skills learned, promotions

earned, leadership shown.

Now comes Personal Data. This

is your chance to let the reader get a

glimpse of the personal you, and
to further the image you've worked
ro project in the preceding sections.

For example, if you're after a job

in computer programming, and you

enjoy playing chess,

mention it.

impressive action verbs: "Created,"

"Designed," "Achieved," "Caused"

No typos, please

Make sure your grammar and
spelling are correct. And no typos!

Use 8V2 " x 11 " bond paper-
white or off-white for easy reading.

Don't cram things together.

Make sure your original is clean

and readable. Then have it profes-

sionally duplicated. No carbons.

Get it into the right hands

Now that your resume is ready,

start to track down job openings.

How? Look up business friends,

personal friends, neighbors, your
minister, your college alumni asso-

ciation, professional services. Keep
up with trade publications, and
read help-wanted ads.

And start your own "direct

mail" campaign. First, find out

about the companies you are inter-

ested in—their size, location, what
they make, their competition, their

advertising, their prospects. Get
their annual report-and read it.

No "Dear Sir" letters

- 'Send your resume, along with

a cover letter, to a specific person

in the company, nor to "Gentle-

men" or "Dear Sir." The person

should he the top

person in the

area where

you want to

work. Spell

his name
properly!

The cover

lerter should

appeal to your

readers own needs,

What's in it for hi

Quickly explain why you are

approaching his company (their

product line, their superior train-

ing program) and what you can
bring to the party. Back up your

claims with facts. Then refer him
to your enclosed resume and ask

for an interview.

Oh, boy! An interview!

And now you've got an inter-

view! Be sure to calf the day before

to confinn it. Meantime, prepare

yourself. Research the company
and the job by reading books and

business journals in the library.

On the big day, arrive 15 min-

utes early. Act calm, even though,

if you're normal, you're trembling

inside at 6.5 on the Richter scale.

At every chance, let your inter-

viewer see that your personal skills

and qualifications relate to the job

at hand. If it's a sales position, for

example, go all out to show how
articulate and persuasive you are.

Afterwards, follow through

with a brief thank-you note. This

is a fine opportunity to restate your

qualifications and add any impor-

tant points you didn't get a chance

to bring up during the interview.

Keep good records

Keep a list of prospects. List

the dates you contacted them,

when they replied, what was said.

And remember, someone out

there is looking for someone just

Bias you. It takes hard work and
sometimes luck to find that per-

son. Keep at it and you'll succeed.

"Talk

about a hobby if

it'll help get the

job. Want to be

automotive engi-

t Tell how you

built your own hoi rod."

Chess playing requires the ability

to think through a problem.

Include foreign languages spo-

ken, extensive travel, particular

interests or. professional member-
ships, if they advance your cause.

Keep your writing style simple.

Be brief. Start sentences with

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there is

more need than ever for all of us to read better, write better, and
communicate better.

International Paper offers this series in the hope that, even in

a small way, we can help.

If you'd like to share this article with others—students, friends,

employees, family—we'll gladly send you reprints. So far we've sent

out over 8,000,000 in response to requests from people everywhere.

Please write: "Power of the Printed Word," International

Paper Company, Dept. 10X, BO. Box 954, Madison Square Station,

New York, NY 10010. **™*™«™»«*»*,

©INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
We believe in the power of the printed word.



we know really how they work, and they

are not mysterious. They've been misun-

derstood because they've been written

about by theoreticians who never worked

at a lab bench and who therefore see these

breakthroughs as giant creative leaps of

human cognition.

As historians, we now understand these

events better, and we see the logic of ex-

actly how they happened. By far the most
common way is that you get a new ma-
chine, a new instrumental technique.

Somebody gets a radio telescope and
measures the velocity of light, or makes a

new substance like Silly Putty. So two bits

that were growing out of the jigsaw get

joined together, and you fill in the gap in

the- territory. You use that technique, and,

with luck, it tells you something you were
not actually looking for, but that fits into the

established order.

Omni: Even so, isn't E = mc2 a gianf leap9

Isn't it like adding, say, two hundred more
ordinary pieces to the jigsaw? Don't ad-

ditions to knowledge have different de-

grees of quality or consequence?
Price: Only insofar as they may start off a

lot of other things rather than lead nowhere
in strategic significance, as it were. Take

the discovery by Francis Crick and James
Watson of the double-helix structure of DNA.
Here I focus upon the superb technical

contribution of Rosalyn Franklin, who could

make very good X-ray photographs of

mucky little wet organic crystals. Franklin

provided the evidence that enabled Crick

and Watson to see their conclusion. Once
you get .such a piece fitted in, you get a

chain reaction of things fhaf follow from the

new knowledge. That is their force. Instead

of having someone make a giant leap ot

the imagination, what happens is that a new
technique produces a chain reaction in

further techniques and, thus, in under-

standing. The technical ability to make the

X rays of tiny, fragile, wet, large-molecule

crystals that Franklin obtained enabled us

to get the new theory. That enabled us to

get the new techniques of genetic engi-

neering, on the one hand, and all of our

understanding of the-way that living matter

really works, on the other.

Omni: Einstein's E = mc? derived from in-

strumental results, then, rather than from

pure intellectual genius7

Price: Right. Einstein's great leap also de-

pended a great deal on the enormous ad-

vances in instrumentation made before him.

[Albert] Michelson's measurement of the

velocity of light was not, we know now, as

important as it seemed. But a lot of the

discoveries in experimental physics were.

The new mathematical techniques Ein-

stein had available also figured large.

What's wonderful about Einstein is that

the same person who did special relativity,

and general relativity, did the fundamental

thing in photoelectric effect, and in Brown-

ian motion, and when he died, he was trying

to do it again in geomagnetism.

The thing about geniuses is not that they

make a giant effort, but their variety and
range. You would need a dozen other bright

people to replace each one. But in terms

of the pattern of expanding knowledge, I

don't see anyone thing Einstein did as being

so much out of line, although he was one

of the greatest geniuses. But if he hadn't

existed to do each of the jobs he did, other

people would have had to do them within

the decade.

Omni: If some people are geniuses, and
scientific results vary in their fruitfulness.

how does your index account for thai?

Price: Very easily. What we did with the

citations—and are now doing with the

mapping—was to measure the effective-

ness and impact of a paper or person by
the rate at which that paper or person pro-

duces or inspires other papers. Some are

much more fertile than others. You often

want to add a quality measure ot people

in science. We have been able to show that

our objective measures are. a darned sight

more certain than peer reviews, which have

been shown to be loaded with prejudice.

That's not to say we always want objec-

tive judgment of this kind. If you're review-

ing a person for an appointment or a grant,

you may also want to know what sort of

person the candidate is. Is he or she reli-

able, a good teacher, a nice person to have

around? We want all those other charac-

teristics as well. That said, we can meas-
ure quality as easily as quantity.

Omni: The prime purpose of your dafa bank,

then, is to give direct access to relevant

scientific research that otherwise would be

swallowed up in the vast and ever-increas-

ing whole?

Price: Yes. In science, we are at fhe stage

where it's easier to do an experiment over

again rather than try to find it in the pub-

lished literature. As science has continued

its exponential growth, we have tended in-

creasingly to miss things and lose things.

The structure of science has been threat-

ened with a sort of dry rot from within, ow-

ing to sheer human limitations. Now we can

store more information in the machine than

in any human memory and keep up wifh

this outpouring, and the situation doesn't

get any worse than it is already.

Omni: Will still more powerful computers
enable us io caich up?
Price: Not necessarily. Since more pow-
erful methods will also enable us to do more
things in science, the problem may be-

come even larger and graver.

Omni: But we are now well into the phase
where only a computer can store and sup-

ply the knowledge relevant to work in sci-

entific research, aren't we?
Price: Overall, yes. The important thing here

is that if you're a black entomologist work-

ing in Nairobi, and you publish in your in-

stitutional journal, your work doesn't get lost,

as it used to. It gets fed in, and controlled.

It's still true that if you work in Nairobi, your

journals come in six months late, and your

paper becomes known a year later than

else's. That's because we're re-



lying on the mail rather than electronic

transmission. But it's coming.

Omni: Having been able to achieve total

knowledge engineering of this kind with

current computers, what can we expect

with improved models?

Price; Now we look forward to what the

Japanese are calling the Fifth Generation

Computer, which they aim to perfect in len

years. Very soon we are going to have ma-

chines that think like human beings. They
are already here in principle. We already

have to deal with societal reaction to brains

that are better than our own.

Omni: So, contrary to reassurances that

the computer is, after all, really just a dumb
machine, you would say that the computer
already outsmarts the human brain?

Price: Sure. Milton Feigenbaum, at MIT, has

his machines doing algebra. There are ge-

netic-engineering programs that require

data comprehension beyond the capacity

of the human brain. We have a computer
proof of the tour-color theorem that is be-

yond human ability, because it needs so

much exhaustive, and exhausting, manip-

ulation. If you want to synthesize a target

pharmaceutical chemical, a computer
program will tell you the pathways to it from

other substances, and it has a much better

memory than does a human chemist. And,

while we don't yet have a chess program

that can consistently beat a grandmaster,

everybody expects it by the time of the

next international chess championship.

Omni: How, exactly, do you foresee the

computer's further evolution?

Price: People in the Computer business

mistakenly identify the whole being and

functioning of computers with linear se-

quential operation. But there is no need to

be so limited. It's a historical accident that

in Bell Labs' information was something that

came along a wire and was, so to speak,

one-dimensional, a set of pulses coming
down the wire with a single dimension in

time flow. The human brain used to be like

that from the beginning of language until

the invention of writing. Our mode of com-
munication matched the input-output ap-

paratus that we're born with— our ears and

mouth. With the invention of writing, a little

before 3000 B.C., the eye began to be clued

in. We learned to read, and vision became
not just a sense, like smell and touch, but

an information flow.

Now. in the Age of TV, we are used to

taking in a great deal of information with

the eye. We've learned to th.nk not just with

the mind's ear, but with the mind's eye. The

mind's ear is linear sequential. It's a one-

dimensional flow of information that works

the same way as does the present com-
puter chip. When we think with our mind's

eye, we think in a picture—a two-dimen-

sional array of information.

Omni: At present the computer is still stuck.

taking in information and thinking in steps.

not in images. Isn't this so?
Price: Yes. The computer is not clever at

recognizing three-dimensional shapes and

patterns. If a machine scans a cube, and

then you turn the cube and ask, "Has the

shape changed?" the computer has real

difficulty. It's literally child's play for us to

know whether a sofid remains invariant

when we pick it up and manipulate it. It's

hell's own problem for a computer to scan

this object, feed in Ihe information, trans-

form the axes, and see whether it is still

constant in shape. We have the advantage

over the computer in having eyes. That, in

fact, is why the computer talks funny in

science-fiction movies. Remember that

crazy, terribly logical way of speaking that

sounds inhuman? The computer does very

nicely in logical sequential thinking—much
better than we do, really. But it lacks the

ability to use words as images—the ca-

pacity to think with the mind's eye in a way
that psychologist can Ges'alt. That's what

the computer does badly.

I think with my mind's eye all the time.

I'm forever seeing little pictures inside my
head and manipulating them. When I talk,

I
try to build pictures in someone else's

head. Some people communicate with

words. I don't.

This- is the difference between the Old

Testament and the New. You could put the

Old Testament on a computer program. It's

algorithmic— an eye for an eye, a tooth for



a tooth, ihe Code of Hammurabi. You read

Old Testament arl step by step, as you

would Babylonian, Egyptian, or Mayan art.

You read it comic-strip style, as you wo.uld

a mural by Diego Rivera. In the Old Tes-

tament there is no imagery, no word pic-

ture, no Gestalt thinking at all. The Greeks

brought in quite a new thing. When Homer
talked aboul the "wine-dark sea," he was
building mental images, and that is no

longer computerizable.

Omni: Can you explain how Babylonian

thinking was linear sequential?

Price: The Babylonians' tablets of their

mathematical astronomy read exactly like

a computer printout—a step-by-siep anal-

ysis of all the planetary positions. Take this

number, add that one. and divide by two;

it it's less than A, add one halt ot B, and so

on, The program prints out, line by line,

where the planets are, day after day, lor a

thousand years. They did this very accu-

rately, using very good theory.

Omni: Did the Greeks replace this with more
pictorial thinking?

Price: The Greeks weren't interested in lin-

ear thinking. They wanted to see visually

how the planets move—how they go around

in circles and sort ot loop the loop. They
made geometric models—epicycles, if you

like. They drew diagrams and circles.

I'm waving my arms around as I speak.

If you were a Babylonian, you didn't need
to wave your arms about. You talked in

words, and each word meant what it said,

and each step was spc-cif'eci. You had a

program. In the Code of Hammurabi, you

had a program for the law: You fed in a

circumstance, and it told you what to do.

In Roman law or modern law, you have to

conceptualize and weigh each thing against

each other thing. It's not prescribed. You

can't do modern law on a computer. You

could do Babylonian law, though.

As a historian, I see an evolution similar

to that of human tnougnt as happening with

the computer. We will be able to teach the

computer to go from its present Babylo-

nian style of thought to the Greek style o.f

thinking in pictures.

It human cognition had not advanced
any since about the time of Homer, then

the art of artificial intelligence would be

almost perfect by now. As it is, it's terribly

deficient. I see the next step as producing

the hardware to input and output pictures

all at once, without scanning.

This will come closer to the way our minds-

work in another way, too. When two-di-

mensional hardware is replaced by three-

dimensional hardware, the result won't be
perfect Aristotelian logic anymore. When
you do in three dimensions what a chip

does in two, for various reasons you get

"fuzzy set" logic. You get a computer that

can jump to conclusions, that can make
very human mistakes.

Omni: The computer can't think in pictures,

though it can present an image on a screen

and even turn a blueprint image of a solid

object ihrough all points of view.

Price: You're right, but what the machine
will do is something very exciting—some-
thing God didn't do for us. God gave us

eyes, but He didn't give us the corre-

sponding output device that would be to

the eyes what the mouth is to the ears. It

would be wonderful it if were possible for

the computer to fit us with a little screen in

the middle of our foreheads, so that I can
think in pictures and blink them at you. In

another universe maybe living beings come
with the picture-output device. We have
the limitation of having to use words in or-

der to build a picture. If you could think in

pictures and blink them at me, we could

save an awful lot of time and get compli-

cated ideas across much faster.

Omni: And the computer, likewise, needs
to acquire a brain that thinks in images.

That next step is a giant one. isn't it?

Price: We already have the techniques for

it. We have substances that we can use as

a 3-D analog of the chips that are now being

produced in a thin film. The capacity would

be enormous. If you made a half-centi-

meter cube box and filled it up solid with

memory and logic the same way you do a
half-centimeter square chip, the amount of

information would be a little more—maybe
an order of magnitude more—than the

neuron content of the human brain. If you've

got a computer chip with 103 x 103 bits on

it, then you've got 10Q
bits, or a million bits

of information. If you make that solid, you

get 103 x 103 x 10 3
. and you've got a billion

bits of information. And the arrangement

of them is quite different. Instead of just

pulling thern out one by one and stringing

them on a line, you can pull out a picture.

And when we look at a scene, we can iden-

tify all sorts of things in a twinkle of an eye

without using any great power of thinking

or cognition, A picture is worth a thousand

words. Its bit content is much larger than

that of a flow of words. It's very difficult to

teach a computer to remember your face

or judge whether you are British or Amer-
ican, zany or straight. But

I
look at you, and

I see the way you're dressed, the way youYe

reacting, and your expressions. I'm get-

ting a huge number of bits of information,

none of which can be duplicated by com-
puter programming.
Omni: Imitating the brain's work is a very

tall order, isn't it?

Price: Not really. You could rival, and pos-

sibly exceed, the capacity of the brain with

something as small as a half-centimeter

cube. The brain is really very badly engi-

neered, with all that jelly stuff capriciously

connected up. You could improve on it. We
can now do things ia r bet:ei with a camera
than we can with the eye. There is no rea-

son at all why we shouldn't make simulated

neurons and their connections rather bet-

ter than the naturally occurring blobs of

neurons, axons, and protoplasm.

Following the DNA revolution, in this age
of genetic engineering, we are beginning

to understand the mechanics of living

things. Great strides have been made in
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neurophysiology, and we are more and
more coming io fathom the mechanism ot

the brain. If these sciences link up with

computer engineering, they will necessar-
ily form a hugely fertile field.

I think the next major event in the history

of science almost certainly has to be the
cross-fertilization of neurophysiology with

the manufacture oi artificial intelligence and
the computer. As we better understand the

brain, we will better engineer computer
hardware. We have not got very far yet.

Our thin film chips, for all [heir complexity,

are very baby brains. We're manufacturing
tadpoles, not human beings.

Omni; Still, isn't a 3-D technology tor the
computer's memory and logic rather lar in

the future?

Price: I don't think so. What
I envision is.

say, a centimeter cube of transparent crys-
tal with laser beams impinging on it. Where
two or three beams cross, they zap a little

atom to make a blip. Now you slice through
in any direction, and you'll get a picture.

Omni; Will this be related to current work
in three-dimensional laser-beam picture

making, or holography9

Price: There may be some link with ho-
lography, but I think probably not. Holog-
raphy would be very nice for reading in.

but not for reading out. You can't manipu-
late the data. You're just photographing it.

I think it's going to be. done with crystal

lattices, 3-D grids, that are accessed by
intersecting laser beams. In the last year

a number of key patents have been issued
determining which crystal lattices you can
read in and out of, together with the laser-

beam technique of multiple-electron res-

onance that produces the eifects

People have beer meeting up three-di-

mensional log :cs by simp'y building a bank
of relays. You put a thousand relays to-

gether—ten by ten by ten—and connect
them up and see what happens when you
access this two-dimersionally. The resul:

is a little unexpected. II eads me to believe
this is really the wave of ihe future.

I know that all the leading computer firms

are thinking of this. One trial mode is with

lafiices of new substances that are partic-

ularly good for memory units. Another uses
protein semiconductors—the so-called
living computer brain, Possibly, we really

will have a protein model derived from the
human brain itself.

Omni: Do you believe that Einstein's.brain

was belter engineered than the normal
human brain?

Price: I don't cia.im to be an expert on that

specific subject, but my guess, for what
it's worlh. is that the difference befween
individuals is actually more in the software
than in the hardware—a matter of ..educa-

tion The-e arc differences in innate ca-
pacities, but I think there are much larger

differences in the software education of the
human being than in fhe built-in brain

hardware. The evidence keeps emphasiz-
ing "nurture" rather more than "nature."

"Well, so much for the laser cigarette lighter.
"

Omni: Do you believe that computers will

become more intelligent according to how
they are programmed? And if they can learn

to program themselves, then (hey will be-
come superintelligent?
Price: Those are very interesting ques-
tions. If we can get a computer to think by
much the- same processes as a human.
and give it a huge memory of all the at-

tainments of science thus far. and then
program it with the same sort of values and
judgments scientists use. we could ask it

to improve artificial "intelligence itself. We
could ask it. -'What's the next step? What
would you like us to do?"
As soon as you have a machine that can

improve itself in (his way. you have, in a

sense, the ultimate discovery. Of neces-
sity, such a machine will eventually solve
all (he questions in science that can be
asked. Obviously, il won't be able to do
experiments or use instruments unless you
fit it with all the necessary arms and ex-

tensions. Bui. m principle, it could then do
all the astronomy, physics, mathematics,
and so on that can be done by humans.
Feedback in intelligence amplification is the

ultimate invention, because it contains all

future discoveries within itself.

Omni: Including the possibii :/ nl some kind

ot perfect intelligence or infinite capacity?
Price: Yes.

Omni: Just as "cbois have :aken over from
human beings in manufacturing, so com-
puters will take over in |obs that require

brainpower?

Price: There is no need to use a human
being for digesting great quantities of in-

formation and manipulating it with sheer
brainpower. Thai's not a strategic use of

human beings, Computers can do that

better. Use human beings for values, for

humanistic creative activities, and for the

other things important to the human quality

of life. Leave (he gtant thinking to machines
that are especially made and (rained to be
thinkers. If you want an ordinary, service-
able pair of shoes, produce them in a fac-

tory. If you want a beautiful pair, hire a
craftsman to pick splendid lealher and
make you handsome, handmade shoes.
Similarly, if all you want is massive diges-
tion of information, massive fact crunch-
ing, let the computer do it.

Omni: The idea that computers might out-

think humans scares people, doesn't it?

Price: Exactly! But there is really nothing
to be concerned about, To me. the histo-

rian, it's a complete replay of the trouble

Galileo had with the Catholic Church. When
people think (he church hassled Galileo on
the Copernican theory, or for deviating from
the Bible and Aristotelian philosophy, they

misunderstand the point. What was at is-

sue was the validity of using a little bit of

tubing with two bits of glass in it to attain

knowledge that made you wiser than Ar-
istotle and all the Church Fathers. Galileo

had procured an artificial revelation.

And that was a terrible thing. Poor little

old Galileo, with his small brain- -he wasn't
a very considerable professor at the time
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jeers shrink as they travel faster; light beams

bend as they skim the surface of the sun;

and gravity is no longer a force. Instead it

is a curvature of space-time itself. The more

massive an object, the more it bends that

baffling dimension continuum. To picture

it, imagine the universe as an infinite flat

rubber mat. Heavenly bodies make inden-

tations In the sheet, dimpling it around

themselves. According to this scheme, the

planets are not held in orbit by some mys-

terious attraction to the sun; they simply

follow the curve that the sun creates in this

flexible sheet of space-time.

These drastic changes in our view of the

universe have turned out to be merely a

sample of the strange effects that turn up

when Einstein's theories are taken to the

most twisted regions of space-time. "While

solving the equations of relativity for the

most extreme cases—that is, when gravity

becomes very, very strong—mathemati-

cal physicists found a veritable zoo of bi-

zarre objects," Thorne says, "By the time

I was a graduate student at Princeton Uni-

versity in the early 1960s, the black hole,

white hole, worrnhoie, and tunnel through

hyperspace were all on the scene—hon-

est-to-God, exact solutions to Einstein's

equations. We were trying to keep them

quiet, because we had no reason to be-

lieve that any of them existed in the real

universe." But by the early 1970s the zoo

had been opened to the public.

The black hole, of course, is the pro-

posed remnant of a dying star that has col-

lapsed down and become an object so

dense that not even light can escape its

awesome gravitational field. "People love

to hear about black holes," says Douglas

Eardley. of the Harvard-Smiihsonian Cen-

ter for Astrono physics, once a postdoc-

toral researcher under Thorne. "They're a

tremendous threat, the Darth Vaders of as-

tronomy." Magazine neadlnes seem to bear

him out: Black holes have become the

DARKEST RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE, THE DAZ-

ZLING death spasm of A star, and even the

BLOB THAT ATE PHYSICS.

White holes are mirror images of black

ones: like cosmic geysers, they spew mat-

ter into the universe. And wormholes and

tunnels through hyperspace are even

stranger creatures. In those mathematical

fantasies, the indentations in space-time

become so deep that they punch through

hyperspace land, opening up passage-

ways io other universes—perhaps even into

our own distant past. "Remember," Thorne

cautions, "hyperspace is not real. It's just

the popular term for that fictitious space in

which we place our simplified curve sheets

of space-time. I use the word hyperspace

only to help us visualize the curvature."

Science-fiction fans were ecstatic over

the tunnels. Science seemed to be hand-

ing them an outlandish, yet legitimate,

means of jumping around both space and

time. Such well-worn plot devices as hy-

perspace drives and time machines were

beginning to look a little more plausible.

And therein lies a big problem for rela-

tivists, "Through theoretical and observa-

tional tests, we are getting more and more

confident that black holes really do exist,"

Thorne says. "But all those other bizarre

objects have nothing to do with reality! It's

ironic. We've had persuasive proofs against

white holes and hyperspace tunnels for ten

years or more—since about the time these

solutions were making their first big splash

in the popular press." Thorne himself hopes

to correct some of those false impressions.

Punching holes in the worrnhoie myth has

been his favorite topic on the lecture cir-

cuit, and for the past year he has been

hunched over his word processor, working

on a book that will put these members of

the cosmic zoo in their proper perspective.

At first glance, Thorne appears to be an

unlikely spokesman on the inner workings

of theoretical physics. His full beard,

shoulder-length hair, and colorful shirts

suggest more a bohemian craftsman of the

Sixties than a physicist. But there could

hardly be a more qualified expositor of rel-

ativity. In addition to his teaching work, with

physicists John A. Wheeler and Charles

Misner he has coauthored Gravitation, a

text now considered by many to be the

bible on general relativity.

Ahead of them a blackness was eating

the sky. ... He was dimly aware that they

must have crossed the event horizon. The

line where things vanished forever—time

and space together.

—The Black Hole

by Alan Dean Foster

The term black hole was coined in 1968

by the dean of American relativists, John

A. Wheeler, now at the University of Texas

at Austin. But the idea goes back much
further.than that. In the eighteenth cenlury

John Michell, an English physicist, and later

Pierre Laplace, a French mathematician,

suggested that if a heavenly body got big

enough, its gravity would become so pow-

erful that not even light could escape from

its surface; to an observer in space, it would

be invisible. "They had the wrong theory

of light and the wrong theory of gravity,"

Thorne says. "Yet when they combined the

two, they got the right prediction."

But their black hole wasn't the real ani-

mal. The first step toward the modern con-

cept came in 1916. when Karl Schwarz-

schild, a German astronomer, look

Einstein's new theory of general relativity

and asked what would happen If all the

mass of an ob.ec: were squeezed down to

one point, what mathematicians call a "sin-

gularity." He found that around it would ap-

pear a spherical region of space out of

which nothing— no signal, not a glimmer

of light or bit of matter—could escape. This

boundary is known as the "event horizon."

because no event that occurs inside it can

be observed from the outside. It is truly a

black hole.

If Earth collapsed to a point, it would have

ar event nor zon w :

.th a circumference of



aboui six centimeters— roughly two inches.

A supercompressed object with the mass
often suns would create a horizon 120 miles
around. Once you stepped inside that ho-'

rizon, there would be no way out, only a
sure plummet into the singular abyss at the
center ot the black hole.

Schwarzschiids calculations were aca-
demic until 1939, when J. Robert Oppen-
heimer, the father of the atomic bomb, and
Hartland Snyder, a graduate student,
showed that our cosmos might well be
churning out such singularities: Begin with
a star that has exhausted all its fuel. With
the heat from its nuclear fires gone, the star

can no longer support itselt against the pull

of its own gravity, and the stellar corpse
begins to shrink. If the star's mass is greater
than about two-and-a-half times that of our
own sun, the collapse never stops. The star

is crushed down to the inconceivable sin-

gularity of a black hole, a place where all

the laws of physics break down.
It was not a welcome discovery, One of

the great minds of that era. Sir Arthur Ed-
dington, said that "there should be a law
of nature to prevent the star from behaving
in this absurd way." Many agreed. So the
astounding Oppenheimer-Snyder analysis

remained a mathematical curiosity until the

1960s. "At that time, almost singlehand-
edly, John Wheeler led an effort at Prince-
ton to bring these bizarre objects back to

the field of physics," says William Press,

professor of astronomy at Harvard^
"Wheeler and his graduate students set
out to find ways to take these mathematical
solutions to Einstein's equations and con-
nect them to the real world."

According to Thome, their effort con-
sisted ot two key tests: Each of their arcane
space beasts had to be born under con-
ditions that can actually be found in the
universe, and they had to be stable enough
to survive. The black hole passed the first

test with ease. "The initial conditions for

making a black hole aren't very stringent,"

says Thome. "You simply need a star that's

a few times more massive than our sun.
We see them all over the place."

Stability was a tougher criterion to meet.
Throughout the Sixties many physicists
pinned their hopes of killing off the black
hole on the idea that it would fall apart un-
der the slightest perturbation. About ten
years ago Thome's proficient graduate
students cut off that escape.

Richard Price, for one, wondered whether
a black hole could form if the collapsing
star were not quite spherical. Suppose it

had bumps on it. "I found thai, as far as an
observer on the outside can see, those
bumps simply smooth out and radiate away
as gravity waves," says Price, now profes-

sor of physics at the University of Utah.
Further research by Larry Smarr, at the
University of Illinois, and others has shown
that even if you throw one black hole at

another—one of the most cataclysmic
events imaginable— all you get is a bigger,

very stable black hole.

While students at Caltech in 1972, Wil-
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liam Press and Saul Teukolsky discovered

that the dying star's rotation wasn't going

to throw a wrench into the works, either.

"They ceriainly don't explode in a burst of

gravitational waves, as some had hoped,"

says Press. Alas, the black hole's cou-

sins—the wormhole. the lunnel through

hyperspace, and the white hole—suc-

cumbed to the same conditions.

On the main viewer, the hyperspace spi-

ffing of stars and fluid light suddenly nar-

rowed into a vortex as if a plug had been

pulled and the universe was being sucked

spirating down a cosmic sink drain.

"Wormhole!" Kirk snapped to Sulu. "Get

us back on impulse power! Full reverse!"

Star Trek: The Motion Picture

by Gene Roddenberry

As early as 1916, Ludwig Flamm, an ob-

scure Viennese physicis!. took another look

at Schwarzschild's version of the black hole

and discovered an incredible effect. By

adjusting the solution, he could make that

flexible rubber mat of space-time bend

down so deeply that it dropped through

hyperspace and connected to another uni-

verse. And so the wormhole was born.

Some 40 years later Wheeler became very

enamored of wormholes—he developed

them into a novel theory of electricity—and

by 1957 he declared that the wormhole did

not necessarily have to go to another uni-

verse; it could also connect distant regions

contained within our own universe.

"All this was the hot topic of discussion

over beer when I was a graduate student

under Wheeler," Thorne recalls. "But we
never took it seriously. It. was just a cute

mathematical twist to Einstein's equations.

We had a gut-level feeling that it was just

too bizarre really to occur."

Plasma physicist Martin Kruskal, of

Princeton, came up with the first persua-

sive argument against wormholes. While

playing around with relativity equations" in

1959, he saw that the conditions required

to create a wormhole were a lot to ask of

the universe. A standard black hole, after

all, is born in the collapse of a massive

star—a real denizen of the heavens. But

wormholes called for ready-made points

of infinite density. And how were they going

to appear out of nowhere? As Price points

out, "You have to have a sort of religious

conviction that these singularities were cast

into our universe at the moment of its birth,

just waiting to blossom into wormholes,"

Working out the evolution of this incred-

ible opening, Kruskal also discovered that

the wormhole is exlraordinariiy short-lived.

The two universes are disconnected at first.

each with its own singularity sitting within

it, biding its time. Then, like some cosmic

accordion, the two singularities reach out

through hyperspace, latch onto each other,

form the wormhole for a short time, and

just as quickly contract and separate. "The

pinch-off occurs so fast that it's impossible

for anything to get across, much to the

"You have until this time tomorrow."

chagrin of Star Trek fans," says Thorne. By

the time the starship Enterprise got into the

passageway, the throat would have closed

off, consigning the explorers and their five-

year mission to oblivion.

Chinook went ever deeper into that field

which the monstrously whirling monstrous

mass created. ... He felt no jump, no warp,

nothing except free fall when the jet cut off.

In his viewscreens, the universe appeared

momentarily to stagger. It steadied at once;

the effect was an optical illusion due to the

persistence of vision. Everywhere around,

he saw titanic serenity. . . .
Chinook had

passed through.

The Avatar

by Poul Anderson

Thoughts of magical jumps through

space and time did not die with the worm-

hole. Tunnels through hyperspace also

popped out of Einstein's equations when

theoreticians took a hard look at more

complicated cases—collapsing stars with

a bit of electric charge on them or with

angular momentum.
"Tunnels through hyperspace were first

formulated back in 1917, when a German
named Reissner and a Danish scientist

named Nordstrem looked at an electrically

charged black hole," Thorne explains. "But

we didn't realize they were tunnels until

1959, when two of John Wheeler's stu-

dents, Dieter Brill and John Graves, worked

out the evolution of the Reissner-Nord-

stram solution."

What they saw was this: Time slows down

within a strong gravitational field, and black

holes carry this effect to the extreme. An
observer sitting on that charged, collaps-

ing star after it sinks through the event ho-

rizon will have a fraction of a second tick

away on his watch while many eons pass

outside, in our own universe.

At some point during the collapse, a

strong electrical repulsion builds up, be-

coming so great that the star begins to ex-

pand again. According to one scenario,

this reexpanding matter tunnels through

hyperspace and reemerges at the begin-

ning of time in another universe, a cosmos

that exists in our far, far future. Thorne

elaborates: "This charged, collapsing star

disconnects itself from our external uni-

verse and forms a little capsule, a little

closed universe of its own, for a fraction of

a second. Then it reattaches itself to this

new universe and goes exploding out."

Einstein's equations don't really de-

scribe the exact geography of space-time.

Relativists find it just as easy to connect

that tunnel to a distant region of our own
universe; and when they do that, the star

ends up reexpanding sometime in our past.

So there you have it: a time machine. (Or

. do you?)

Scientists don't really expect black holes

to be electrically charged; the charged

particles in space would soon neutralize

such an object. But a rotating black hole

has very similar effects. And when black

holes are found, scientists expect to see
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them rotating, just as the star from which

they were formed.

The singularity at the center of a rolating

black hole would be not a point, but a ring.

Some have speculated that a well-aimed

plunge through the ring's center would take

you to those other universes and other

times. "This speaks for something very

deep in people," says Eardley. "It's an es-

cape from death. You don't get killed after

you fall into the black hole; you just come
out somewhere else. It makes a great

mythology."

And a myth it remains for serious relativ-

ists. Roger Penrose, a mathematical phys-

icist at Oxford University, was the first to

realize why such time tunnels could not

work: Matter is around to muck up the re-

sults. Remember, as a few dozen micro-

seconds tick away on that collapsing star

behind the event horizon, the entire future

of our own universe is flashing by outside.

"What that means," says Thorne, "is that

all the light from all the cosmic events tak-

ing place down through the eons falls into

the hole and hits the collapsing star in a

fraction of a second. That's an awful lot to

get zapped with."

Penrose says that there would be a ter-

rific pileup of radiation that would- become
more and more energetic as it passes the

event horizon and plunges into the black

hole. "You wind up with an infinite energy

density," says Thorne, "which grabs hold

of the-curvature of space-time and seals

off the tunnel before it even has the chance

to form." Instead of a gate to a cosmic

never-never land, you end up with an or-

dinary black hole that has an impenetrable

singularity at its center.

To Price, the instability of such tunnels

is "a sign of the good taste built into the

general theory of relativity." The universe

has retained its sanity. We no longer have

to worry that our great-great-grandchil-

dren could ever come back and kill us,

thus cutting to shreds the principle of

causality. Fiction, for now, remains stranger

than truth.

Something else impossible was hap-

pening. Light. Light should not happen
within the confines of a collapsar. . . . He
imagined it had to be ahead. His specu-

lations turned to the possible existence of

white holes, knife wounds into other uni-

verses.

The Black Hole

by Atan Dean Foster

Twenty years ago astronomers were
stunned to discover that some starlike ob-

jects were pouring out enormous amounts

of radio energy. Located a few billion light-

years from Earth, these "quasi-stellar" ob-

jects, or quasars, radiate the energy of 100

billion suns from a space only a few light-

years across. In some cases astronomers

could see that huge jets of matter were

being shot out from the nucleus of these

amazing beasts. Observers kept asking

themselves what could possibly be run-

ning such a gargantuan cosmic engine.

In 1964 Israeli physicist Yuval Ne'eman,

now Israel's, minister of science, and a

Russian astrophysicist, Igor Novikov,

though! the white hole would be a possible

answer. White holes are simply black holes

in reverse. Instead of an event horizon, they

have an antievent horizon, a region of space

whence things can onlycome gushing forth

but that nothing can enter.

Ne'eman and Novikov had an unusual

explanation for how this could come about.

They suggested that "lagging cores" re-

mained scattered about after the cata-

clysm that gave birth to our universe. In a

sense they were regions of space that had

delayed their "bang." These infinitely dense

bodies just sat there until they burst forth

a few billion years later as quasars. Others

suggested that collapsing black holes in

other universes were tunneling through and

erupting as white holes in our own cosmos.

Such was the escape route for the intrepid

astronauts in the movie The Black Hole.

"At the time a small handful of astrophys-

icists took this white-hole hypothesis very

seriously," says Thorne. "It seemed im-

possible to explain the enormous power

output of quasars in any other way." But in

1974 Douglas Eardley decided to take Ein-

stein's equations and see what would hap-

pen if a bit of matter were hurled toward a

lagging core.

The lagging core turns out to be quite a

paradoxical creature. It has a gravitational

field thai draws matter ever closer, yet won't

let anything in past the antievent horizon.

Whatever tails toward it gets scrunched up

at the antievent horizon, forbidden to enter,

yet still being accelerated inward to higher

and higher energies, like a car racing its

engine against a stone wall. Soon the gravity

of this energetic surface layer becomes so

strong that a black hole forms around the

lagging core. This would all happen just

seconds after the Big Bang; so even if the

core does explode to form a white hole,

we'd never know about it. Also that foun-

tain would be hidden behind the opaque

walls of the black hole.

"If you believe in general relativity."

Thorne says, "you have to accept the fact

that white holes have nothing to do with

reality. They are as unstable as the tunnels

through hyperspace. They'd be destroyed

by any stray radiation falling in toward

them." Like the other bizarre members of

the cosmic zoo, the white hole was born of

an ideal mathematical solution, one that

did not take into account a real universe

filled with light and matter.

Ironically, many theorists now believe that

a rotating black hole may be the cosmic

dynamo responsible for the tremendous

power of quasars, which are thought to be

the brilliant nuclei of abnormally violent

galaxies. According to the model, stars,

interstellar gas, and magnetic fields are

pulled inward by the powerful gravitational

field of an immense black hole residing in

the galactic center. This matter forms an

accretion disk—a whirling cloud of matter

resembling Saturn's rings—that rotates



around the hole's equator. Huge amounts
' of energy are released as this material spi-

rals toward the black abyss and fs ripped .

apart by tidal forces. Electrical energy is

released as the magnetic fields thread

through the hole and whirl around with its

rotation. This immense generator channels
its energy along the black hole's spin axis,

sending a perpetual deluge ot particles out

of each pole—the quasar's magnificent

fountain of energy.

As far as the laws of mathematics refer

to reality, they are not certain; and as far

as they are certain, they do not refer to

reality.

Albert Einstein, 1921
Now that the chalk dust has settled from

this flurry of proofs and counterproofs, only

the black hole has survived. The challenge

is to find conclusive proof that these mon-
strous creatures indeed exist. So far there

are only indirect hints: that black-hole model
explaining the energy of the quasar, and a
number of puzzling X-ray sources that

flicker very rapidly in the sky.

One of these exceptionally bright sources
is found in the constellation Cygnus. As-
tronomers now know that Cygnus X-fs
powerful X rays come from a double star

system consisting of a giant blue star and
a dark, invisible companion whose mass
of 8 to 15 times that of our sun makes it a

prime suspect to be a black hole. Obser-
vations and theory agree that matter is

being drawn from the supergiant by its dark
companion's powerful gravitational field

and heated to enormous temperatures. X
rays are given off as the hot gases spiral

in. toward the center and form a swirling

disk around the black hole.

"Such phenomena as the quasar jets and
Cygnus X-1 are easily explained by black

holes," Thorne notes. "No one has found
a better answer. But the evidence is cir-

cumstantial. We still don't have a signature,

something jumping up and saying, 'I am
truly a black hole.' That will likely come from

detecting gravity waves."
General relativity predicts that as a mas-

sive object accelerates or vibrates in a cer-

tain way, it will send off gravitational
waves—ripples in the four-dimensional sea
of space-time. Theory says that very weak
waves are produced as the earth orbits the

sun. But detectable events will come only

from more spectacular events, such as the
formation of massive black holes.

In projects now being planned around
the world, heavy cylinders magnetically

suspended in space and laser beams re-

llected between multiple mirrors will be
used to record the brief distortion of local

space-lime geometry as the ripples pass
by. "I have a firm bet with Jerry Ostriker, a

theoretical astrophysicist at Princeton, that

they'll be discovered before the year 2000,"

Thorne reports. "That prediction is framed
and hangs outside my office. The only un-
certainty is how strong the waves will be."

In the meantime the black hole itself is

taking on a new look. The brilliant British

physicist Stephen Hawking suggests that

black holes may not be so black after all,

that they may give off elementary atomic
particles. Space-time is so twisted near a
black hole, Hawking says, that a pair of

particles— a particle and its antiparticle

—

can form just outside the event horizon.

One particle disappears into the black hole;

the remaining one flies away, reducing the

hole's mass a bit.

For a regular black hole, this evapora-
tion is just about meaningless. A black hole
with the mass of our sun would need more
than 105 ' years to evaporate. But Hawking
says that miniblack holes could have been
born during the first turbulent moments of

the Big Bang, 20 billion years ago. If so.

an object with the mass of a mountain
squeezed to the size of an atomic nucleus
would be dying about now with a powerful
explosion of gamma rays. Astronomers are

listening eagerly for that pop,

"Accelerating to warp one, sir." As Sulu
began moving the helm controls, Kirk could
teel the slight reverb of increasing power.
Almost a century ago the first successful

quantum leap of a starship into warp drive

made hash of all those theories based on
too narrow or unimaginative an interpre-

tation of Einstein's work.
. . .

Star Trek: The Motion Picture

by Gene Roddenberry
It seems only yesterday that a few nine-

teenth-century scientists were firmly stat-

ing that the laws of physics would prevent

man from flying heavier-than-air ma-
chines. Are today's relativists falling into

the same trap by rejecting the more bi-

zarre solutions to Einstein's equations?

"We're all free to speculate that new. stable

white-hole and wormhole solutions will be
found once we're better at the mathemat-
ics," says Thorne, "But that's all it is right

now, pure speculation."

Recently William Kinnersly, a mathemat-
ical physicist at Montana State University,

discovered a very sophisticated mathe-
matical technique that can generate end-
less solutions to Einstein's equations. Kin-

nersly and a dozen researchers around the

world are now cranking out solutions faster

than physicists can interpret them. "But we
still have reason to suspect that the most -

interesting solutions have already been
done," Thorne suggests. He and others

seem confident that the black hole will be
the only new exhibit in the cosmic zoo to

come out of general relativity.

If there are any surprises around the cor-

ner, they are expected to come when sci-

ence can finally unite gravity with quantum
mechanics—the laws of physics at the

atomic level— into one unifying theory.

General relativity breaks down when it tries

to face the infinite forces and densities of

a singularity; quantum gravity may not.

"My guess is that bizarre things will be
discovered fifty years from now." Thorne
says. "But they won't be wormholes and
white holes. They'll be things that we have
not even imagined yet."DO
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A moving feast enriches the desert and nurtures hope

SEEDS OF A NEW EDEN
BYNOELVIETMEYER

In this modern garden, some oi the fruits and other crops have become
kinetic, freed from ancient moorings on Earth, preparing !o journey into

space. The plants spin in drums and flow through humid air on conveyor

belts. Some grow sideways out of walls. Many dangle their straw-colored

roots like the tresses of ladies in procession. This garden grows at the

University of Arizona's Environmental Research Laboratory (ERL), near Tuc-

son Airport. There, some of the researchers on a staff of 120 are preparing

for future farms in space. In one project (above and right), heads of Bibb

lettuce in foam-rubber collars are plugged into the wall of an eight-foot-long

plastic cylinder. Spun at 55 revolutions per minute, the drum provides gravity

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MITCHELL FUNK



£The challenge was to construct a farm
on the stark, sterile ground of Sadiyat Island, where

winds whipped sand into the salty air*

in a simulation of an orbiting food station. Green leaves home in on a flu-

orescent growlight. Rotational forces tug roots into nutrient mist.

The lab, challenging the dry and fiery air of the Arizona desert (above
and left), has already contributed a substantial harvest of agricultural knowl-
edge to farmers on Earth. Once, years ago. the ruler ot oil-rich Abu Dhabi
sent the University of Arizona a $1 .6-million check, coupled with a challenge.
Sheikh Zayed requested simply that Carl Hodges, the ERL director, develop
a vegetable farm on Sadiyat Island, off the coast of Abu Dhabi. When Hodges
arrived to inspect the island, he found only stark, white, sterile ground. Winds
whipped up scorching sand, homogenizing it with salt spray. But two years
after construction began, ERL scientist Jim Riley and his crew had built 52
greenhouses— most of them inflatable, with the appearance ot blisters on
the sunburned face of the desert. Inside them grew verdant crops ot bush



^They're growing melons over

fish ponds, providing a soft landing zone lor ripe fruit.

Another team is trying to cultivate fuel3

beans, cabbages, cucumbers, tomatoes, and flowers. Today these plastic-

blisters, budding up through the floor of a forbidding desert island, produce
enough vegetables to feed a quarter of the population of Abu Dhabi,
Back in Arizona. Hodges is pursuing his long quest for new ways to

harness the sun. His staff is experimenting with simple reflector panels
(below) to bathe young plants with light. They're growing melons over fish

ponds, saving space and providing a soft landing zone for ripe fruit. One
of his research teams is attempting to cultivate fuel: It's studying the pro-
duction of a wild desert plant whose copious sap contains hydrocarbons
similar to those in crude oil. Surrounded by such projects, Hodges does not
share some scientists' pessimism about the world's dwindling food supply.
"I believe in self-fulfilling prophecies," he says. 'And so I believe we have
a duty to prophesy—and plan for—bountiful harvests in the future."OQ
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Isolation can be a problem in such rural

areas. It's not too bad in the summer in

Elie, with Winnipeg less than a leisurely

hour's drive away on an excellent highway.

But it can be rough in the winter, when the

temperature can tumble to - 4G°F and the

wind-chill can freeze exposed flesh in half

a minute. Matters are much worse for the

typical resident of the Canadian prairie, who
might be 150 miles ot fair-quality road from

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan (population

32,000). Roughly a quarter of Canada's
people live in remote areas, far from the

cities. The Canadian government hopes

that advanced communications methods
made possible by new technology can

break that isolation. Like Great Britain. Ja-

pan, France, and Germany, it has under-

taken an extensive program intended to

find the technology thai best suits the needs

of the Canadian people.

The Elie test is focused on a new tech-

nology that's sparking a revolution in com-
munications: fiberoptics. The cable that

hangs from Elie's telephone poles and is

buried a few feet underground carries in-

formation not over wires but through hair-

thin fibers of ultratransparent glass. Con-

fined to a fiber's central core, lighl can travel

for miles, even around corners, carrying

far more information much faster than

electricity can convey it. Thus, the resi-

dents of 150 homes in Elie and St. Eu-

stache are brought beyond today's wired

society into a startling new fibered society.

Planning for the Elie experiment began

in the late 1970s, and the system went into

service in September 1981
,
on schedule

—

a rarity for such high-technology demon-
strations. The goal is ambitious, to prove a

technology that could carry the vastly in-

creased communications we'll need in the

1990s. The approach is a no-nonsense one.

concentrating on careful engineering rather

than public-relations hype. Project man-
ager George A. Tough works in an ordinary

cubicle at the Manitoba Telephone Sys-

tem's Winnipeg headquarters. The proj-

ect's showplace is a model living room,

complete with soft carpet, couch, coffee

table, and sample hardware. But it shares

a plain, white trailer behind the single-story

Elie telephone office with the guts of the

system, a room full of metal boxes mounted

on racks and connected by cables. When
a strong wind blows across the prairie, the

trailer makes ominous noises. The price

tag adds up to $9.5 million Canadian,

roughly equivalent to £7.5 million in the

United States—modest for such a system.

Fiberoptics is one of the newest of to-

day's hot technologies. You can look at it

as a sort of wonder drug for the ills of mod-
ern communications and at Elie as a clin-

ical trial. What fiberoptics does is to over-

come for all practical purposes the limits

on how much information a single com-
munications channel can handle. For ex-

ample, it's not practical to transmit a tele-

vision program over telephone lines; to do

so would require sending the equivalent of

2,500 typed pages of text per second, or

\?.2 OMNI

about 1,300 telephone conversations per

second. At best, a pair of telephone wires

can carr.y about two dozen conversations

at a time, and then only' by using special

data-handling techniques. One optical

system now in use can carry 4,000 con-

versations on a pair of fibers, and the the-

oretical limit may be more than 100,000.

Fiberoptics thereby can bring telephone

service, television shows, computerfzed

databases- -any kind of communication

—

into the home over a single pair of glass

fibers, replacing two or more networks of

costly metal cable.

The technology got its start in 1966,

when :wq physicist's. Charles Kao and

George Hockham, then working at Stand-

ard Telecommunications Laboratories, in

England—suggested the idea of making

optical fibers good enough for communi-

cations. But it wasn't until 1970 that the first

fiber good enough for communications was

made at the Corning Glass Works by Rob-

ert A. Maurer. Achievements since then

^Fiberoptics can

bring telephone service,

television shows,

computer databases—
any medium

of communication—into the

home over a

single pair of glass fibers^

have been impressive. By reducing im-

purities to the parts-per-billion level, en-

gineers have made glass fibers so trans-

parent that light can travel for several miles

before even half of it is absorbed. Re-

search teams at British Telecom and Bell

Telephone Laboratories have transmitted

signals over 100 kilometers of uninter-

rupted fiber. Window glass is murky by

comparison.

For light sources, engineers have per-

fected semiconductor lasers and light-

emitting diodes, smaller than grains of salt,

that emit beams of the proper wavelength

and shape for transmission through optical

fibers, The lasers, which in the early 1970s

couldn't operate continuously at room tem-

perature without self-destructing, are now
rated for lifetimes of over 1 million hours

—

100 years. Electronic circuitry can turn these

light sources on and off up to 1 billion times

a second, producing pulses of light de-

tectable at the other end of the fiber, where

the light can then be converted back into

electrical signals.

Putting the pieces together provides a

fiberoptics communications system with

some important advantages over conven-

tional alternatives. A single, pencil-thin fi-

beroptics cable can carry more informa-

tion than a bulky metal cable as large

around as a man's arm. Thus, several fi-

beroptics cables can oe scieezed into the

same space as a single metal cable, And
when that space is in crowded telephone

ducts under busy city streets, the fibers

can save millions of dollars that otherwise

would go to digging up the pavement to

install new ducts.

Fiberoptics cables can carry informa-

tion just as far at high transmission rates

as at low ones; metal cables can't. This

means that fiberoptics can carry more in-

formation farther without signal-boosting

repeaters. They don't pick up electromag-

netic noise emitted by such sources as auto

spark plugs and citizen's-band radios. They

don't carry electrical currents: so lightning

doesn't strike them, and they can be strung

through explosive atmospheres. Though

the required processing is expensive, the

basic raw material for optical fibers is cheap

and readily available. Like any other glass,

they're made of sand.

Telephone companies are already put-

ting fiberoptics to work, connecting

switching offices with lines that can carry

hundreds or thousands of phone calls at

once. Fiberoptics cables will soon run along

the northeast corridor between Boston and

Washington. D.C., the nation's busiest tele-

phone route. San Francisco and Los An-

geles will soon be connected by fiberop-

tics cable. By 1988 fiberoptics cable will

be carrying phone calls under the Atlantic

Ocean, and then the Pacific will have a

cable laid under it.

Elie takes this new technology all the way

to people's homes. One fiberoptics cable

brings four signals- telephone. te-wsion.

stereophonic FM radio, and digital data for

a computerized information service— into

the home, with plenty of room to spare for

other services. (Everything is free for the

time being exceol '.he cable ielevision.) This

doesn't sound very impressive to laymen,

but it excites the communications experts

for several reasons. Telephone and cable-

television networks are now completely

separate and incompatible systems that use

different types of metal cable. Digital data

can be sent over an ordinary phone line,

but not as rapidly as over fiberoptics and

only at the cost of keeping the phone busy.

That room for new services opens up new
terrain that is just beginning to be ex-

plored. And the ability to combine all these

services on a single network offers a way
around some massive economic problems

in rural areas, where each mile of cable

might serve only two or three homes.

The most innovative service offered in

Elie and St. Eustache is Telidon, the com-
puterized information, or videotex, service

developed by Canada's Department of

Communications. To use it. you need a

keyboard, a video display (usually a tele-

vision set, though a home-computer screen

can also be used), and a box of electron-

ics. You can use it as a kind of automated.



continually updated almanac, starting by

picking a generic category such as weath-

er, for example, then identifying the spe-

cific forecast you want by specifying sub-

categories or subsubcategories. There are

also code numbers that will take you di-

rectly to a particular display without stop-

ping at intermediate ones. Though it can

be somewhat cumbersome, the system is

easy to learn and invaluable for quickly re-

trieving information: What is the weather

forecast, or what is the price of hogs?

Telidon is still evolving, George Tough

reports. The system is now beginning to

offer services that make the user take an

active role. One example is teleshop-

ping—offered by the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany,- which has evolved into a depart-

ment-store chain from its seventeenth-

century roots in fur trading. Selections range

from men's socks to mink coats, but it's the

ordinary things that have been selling. Toys

are always among the public's favorite ifems

during the Christmas season, says Bruno

Leps, of Infomart, one of the companies

providing Telidon service.

Interactive programs such as games and

educational courses make people "light

up," Tough says, though simple informa-

tion retrieval seems "cold and formal" in

comparison, Children are especially en-

thusiastic, lured by such simple computer

games as tic-tac-toe, blackjack, and the

old word game hangman, Leps says. Pac-

Man and other video games aren't offered

yet, although Leps says that some are in

the planning stage for 1983. Yet children

did use the games so much that Infomart

had to fake them off the air to prevent com-

puter overloads until new equipment could

be installed. Game playing tied up the ter-

minal at Elie's regional high school so badly

that it was finally banned in favor of edu-

cational programs.

fvlany of the children in the vicinity have

explored Telidon well enough to learn their

way around the system. Tough mentions

one five-year-old who helps his parents use

the infomart data bank. Children seven to

ten years old "are the ones who can really

run through it," says Gregory Drysdale, an

electrical contractor in Elie. In St. Eu-

stache, seven-year-old Keith Martens at-

tends a "French immersion" school, where

all classwork is conducted in French; he

learned to read English by playing with Tel-

idon, At Elie High School, teacher Ray Khan

hopes to use Telidon and microcomputers

in his mathematics courses to provide both

remedial work for slow learners and chal-

lenging material for his brightest pupils.

Khan says that other teachers are writing

material' for Telidon—a task that doesn't

require any comprehension of computer

programming.

Telidon has other practical options, in-

cluding an extensive store of agricultural

information. This is important to Victor

Beaudin, who farms nearly three square

miles of 'prairie near Elie. He uses Info-

"You may laugh at this, but my occupation is writing science fiction."

mart's Grassroots service every day to

check the weather, grain futures, and hog

prices and to get information on when to

use agricultural chemicals and how to ap-

ply them. The service is so valuable that

Beaudin says he'd consider paying $50 a

month for what is now free as part of the

experiment. But he'd also like more exten-

sive and interactive services, particularly

the chance to store records of his plant-

ings and yields— necessary for success in

the risky business of farming.

One of the most notable booms fiber-

optics has brought to many Elie and St.

Eusiache residents is a private telephone

line. That's taken for granted in big cities

and the suburbs, but party lines are still

"the rule in the rural areas of Canada and

the United States. The reason for this is the

cost: Simply cutting the number of parties

on a line from ten to four can cost about

$1,000 per home. Beaudin, who was on a

six-party line before fiberoptics, tells of

waiting up to 45 minutes before he could

make a call. Hilda Martens, Keith's mother,

who is a school trustee and lives in St. Eu-

stache, recalls sharing an eight-party line

that was kept so busy by a school and

convent that it was virtually useless.

Before the fiberoptics system came in,

television reception was limited to broad-

casts from Winnipeg. "Elie had been dying

for American stations, much to the dismay

of the Department of Communications,"

Tough says. Now residents have access to

all four U.S. networks, the three commer-

cial ones and the Public Broadcasting Ser-

vice.The greater variety is welcome, though

not everyone has stayed glued to the tube.

Greg Drysdale, tor example, says his fam-

ily still doesn't watch much television. But

Elie parents now have to draw up some"

rules limiting their children's viewing.

After living with the fiberoptics system

for a little over a year, the people of Elie

have quietly made it part of their routine.

They're very ordinary-seeming people,

much like those in small towns across the

United States, and their information needs

are not unlike those of American country

people. Hilda Martens needs to know the

weather on a winter morning in order to

decide whether to keep the schools open;

-so she consults Telidon rather than the ra-

dio. Her husband uses Telidon to check

sports results, though lately he's been

working in the Canadian Arctic because

carpentry jobs are scarce around Winni-

peg. The Martenses find the fiberoptics

system helpful in one of the trickier jobs of

parenthood—finding babysitters, who en-

joy playing with the system.

The Elie experiment is scheduled to end

in March, after 18 months in operation. The

sponsors—the Department of Communi-
cations, Manitoba Telephone, the Cana-

dian Telecommunication Carriers Associ-

ation, Northern Telecom, and Infomart—

plan a survey then to learn how much
money participants would be willing to pay

for the services they received and to see

how those services might be improved. The



sponsors also hope "to get a teel for !he

subscriber's time budget," in Tough's

words—to figure out how much people will

use the services. There's a chance that the

Elie system will be kept going after its

scheduled end. That would please most

Elie and St. Eustache residents.

Elie's is actually the second system to

bring optical fibers into the home. The first

was HI-OV1S (tor Highly Interactive Optical

Visual Information System), in Higashi

Ikcma, Japan ,
sponsored by the Japanese

Ministry for International Trade and Indus-

try (MITI). Started in 1972 to test the idea

of interactive communications, the MITI

project settled on a fiberoptics system in

1976. Operation began in July 1978 and

co'ilinues today.

HI-OVIS is nothing if not ambitious. So

far about 7 billion yen (roughly $28 million)

has been spent on the project, according

to Masahiro Kawahata, managing director

of the Visual Information System Devel-

opment Association, which runs HI-OVIS.

Outside observers have estimated that to-

tal costs might actually be as high as $100

million. All this for a system that serves the

same number of homes as Elie's does in

a smaller area.

The centerpiece of HI-OVIS is what's

called interactive video. Each home has a

television camera and a microphone linked

to a central studio, where local programs

originate. A typical program might feature

town residents demons! -ating favorite rec-

ipes in their own kitchens, with the televi-

sion signal from the home sent to the stu-

dio, then retransmitted to other homes. The

same technique is used to produce video

versions of radio call-in shows, in which

viewers can see the caller as well as listen

to his voice. Fascinating though the idea

may be. it's also expensive Kawahata says

that HI-OVIS spends $80,000, roughly. $500

per subscriber, each month to produce

such programs, That doesn't cover video-

tex, which is not included in HI-OVIS.

The most recent English-language re-

port on HI-OVIS accounts for only the first

20 months of the experiment, through early

1980. During that period only about half of

the 500 people in HI-OVIS homes made
their own video broadcasts Many said they

were too shy to appear in front of the cam-

era. This was particularly true of women,
who in Japan are traditionally subservient

to their husbands. (Some 70 percent of

women using HI-OVIS identify themselves

as nonworking housewives.) The pro-

gramming, which typically includes such

shows as Let's Enjoy Homemaking and

Happy School Life, seems largely aimed

at this audience of housewives and their

at-home children. Educational shows are

particularly common.
The children have been, if anything, too

enthusiastic about summoning nonedu-

cational programs from the system's vid-

eotape library, which can be sent to homes

over the fiberoptics system. Early on in the

experiments their requests overwhelmed

the library and wore out some of the tapes.

HI-OVIS management—adults, naturally-

solved the problem by taking the popular

tapes out of the library; in the words of one

American communications specialist, it

"sort of defeats the whole thing, doesn't it?"

English-language reports about HI-OVIS

speak of sweeping social goals. One is to

create a two-way communications system

in which "the concept of supplier and re-

ceiver of information will lose its meaning,

and the user will be required not only to

pay charges but also to function as an in-

formation source to establish an ideal sys-

tem." Others include promoting lifelong

education and establishing a new "com-

munity" based on interaction over the

communications system.

On the surface, HI-OVIS seems like the

sort of project you want to see succeed.

Yet some nagging questions linger after

five years of observing it from afar. There's

the simple, pragmatic issue of bringing its

price tag down to people's means. Right

now each subscriber's share of the contin-

uing programming costs is comparable to

the rent on an average American apart-

ment. Higashi Ikoma, a comparatively new

bedroom community where most men hold

management or professional jobs, was se-

lected not as a representative site but as



one that seemed particularly receptive to

new information services. Can this expe-

rience be translated to Japan as a whole?

And what will happen when subscribers

have to pay for HI-OVIS, something that

hasn'l happened yet, though Kawahata

says it's next on the agenda? Then, too,

the project's managers somelimes seem

to have a disquieting interest in program-

ming the subscriber's mind, ratherthan re-

sponding to his or her needs; this may be

a direct reflection of the benign paternal-

ism of Japanese society. And why has re-

liable information on such an important pi-

oneering experiment been so difficult to

obtain outside Japan?
Some problems, Including rumors that

HI-OVIS was being canceled, appear to

reflect a bureaucratic battle that belies

the American impression of a monolithic

"Japan, Inc." The Nippon Telegraph and

Telephone Corporation (NTT), Japan's

government-owned phone company, ap-

parently feels threatened by MITI's spon-

sorship of HI-OVIS. This can lead to some

strange results. While describing Japa-

nese fiberoptics research at the Interna-

tional Conference on Communications last

June. NTT engineers never mentioned

HI-OVIS. (Kawahata had been invited to

talk about HI-OVIS. but he had to drop out

at the last minute, asserting that HI-OVIS

couldn't pay for the trip.)

The battle over HI-OVIS may presage

many more around the world. Regulations

in the United States and much of Canada

generally enforce a strict separation be-

tween telephone and cable-television sys-

tems. (Hl-OVIS includes-video but not tele-

phone service.) There are loopholes in

Manitoba, but getting permission for the

Elie experiment was still fraught with red

tape. In most of Canada and the United

States such an experiment would violate

existing regulations.

Western European governments own the

telephone systems, and there's very little

cable television. This has allowed France

to plan the world's largest experiment: a

$100-million fiberoptics network in the re-

sort town of Biarritz.. The system is to start

serving 1.500 homes next year, with 3,500

more to be added later. In addition to ser-

vices like those in Manitoba, Biarritz will

have video telephones, with television

cameras in every home. That move has

some observers shaking their heads; the

Bell System found out the hard way that

Americans had little interest in home Pic-

turephones.

Residents of several cities in West Ger-

many will have a chance to try similar ser-

vices as part of an experiment called

BIGFON (an acronym formed from its Ger-

man name). A smaller-scale' test without

videophones is already under way in Mil-

ton Keynes, England. And the Japanese

telephone company has similar plans.

All these systems, like Elie and HI-OVIS,

will be watched carefully; their real impact

-**03£z,

"I have everything but happiness."

may not be felt for many years. Fiberoptics

changes the rules for communications

systems. Information-carrying capacity has

traditionally been at a premium, and en-

gineers have had to devise ingenious

schemes to use the little capacity that has

been available. With fiberoptics they sud-

denly have more roorrUhan they know what

to do with,

Fiberoptics has opened a new frontier

of communications, one that's being ex-

plored in the Elie, HI-OVIS, Biarritz, and

BIGFON systems. Even if some of these

early tests aren't unquestioned successes,

they will help identify the services that

people want and estimate how much they'll

pay. Biarritz and BIGFON, for example, will

see whether video telephones are an idea

whose time has come or a concept best

left to molder in 1930s-vintage science-fic-

tion magazines. Other services may work

in some areas, not in others. Fire and bur-

glar alarms might be attractive to city

dwellers but not to the folks in Elie, where

there's no fire department and. Tough says,

'''they don't even lock the doors yet."

Where will the future lead? How about a

home work station that would let you talk

to a computer at your office and draw in-

formation out of data banks around the

world without ever leaving your home? Or

what about access to a video library that

could let you play any program you wanted

in your home at your convenience? Or an

automated library that could extract infor-

mation from a vast variety of sources on

topics ranging from lasers to baseball sta-

tistics? How about adding automatic lan-

guage translation? All these ideas are on

the technological horizon. The uncertain-

ties lie in the harsh world of economics and

the arcane realm of regulations. Can the

services be offered at a price low enough

that people will pay it? Can the regulatory

tangle be unwound enough to make the

services possible7 The jury is still out.

When could the fibered society arrive?

Optimists in France and West Germany talk

in terms of a few years, the last half of the

1980s. The Canadians, pointing to the

economic and regulatory uncertainties,

think it could happen somewhere in the

1990s. A Telidon terminal now costs about

$2,000 in Canada, and more work is clearly

needed on matching software and ser-

vices to user needs. In the United States

the answer may well be, after the turn of

the century, thanks to a particularly bad

regulatory mess and the involvement of

such large and powerful vested interests

as phone companies. TV broadcasters, and

the cable-television industry. Nobody's

even talking about an experiment with an

integrated fiberoptics communications

system in the United States.

There are questions to be asked, too: Do

we want it at all? Could too-perfect com-

munications isolate us from direct human

contact? Could it be used for brainwash-

ing? "Is it a moral technology9 " asks Greg

Drysdale, who has lived with the Elie sys-

tem. None of us have the answer yet.DO





FEAR AND FERTILITY
CON INUtil ROM -AGE rj:

he said excitedly. "It's sort of like making
all the green lights on Broadway alter the

snow plow has been through."

Shettles's attempt lo establish an em-
bryo-transfer facility at the Star Clinic, us-

ing many of these in vitro techniques,

threatened to arouse great controversy. In

his own folksy way, to humanize the pro-

cedure, he referred to the transfer ol a two-

to three-day human embryo as "early

.adoption." But it's a phrase that !he Cath-
olic Church and various conservative po-

litical groups would not have found reas-

suring. Nor would they have been able to

countenance the image of a clinic where
human embryos are frozen in liquid nitro-

gen at -190C
C, and where retired Folies

Bergere showgirls could be paid to serve

as surrogate mothers.

Nonetheless, from a medical stand-

point, the advantages of embryo trans-

plants are considerable. A woman with her

ovaries intact, for example, but unable to

conceive a child of her own would be able

to have her embryo carried by another
woman. In the reverse situation, a woman
who had nonviable eggs but was still able

to carry a fetus to term could experience
the stages of pregnancy after receiving an
"adopted" embryo.

Where would the egg come from? "I've

been able to get an egg out of the uterus,

to retrieve it after it's been normally fertil-

ized," Shettles explained.

"And I've been able to do that in a couple
of people with lUDs [which prevent the fer-

tilized egg from embedding in the uterine

wall]. We know the egg would have gone
to waste otherwise."

In a third instance, a woman with an ec-
topic pregnancy— in which a fertilized egg
remains lodged in a fallopian tube—would
undergo a procedure to transfer the em-
bryo to her uterus. Shettles said he per-

formed that feat at Columbia-Presbyterian

in the 1950s.

A larger implication of embryo trans-

plants is that they will enable physicians to

recognize any gross abnormality in the four-

to eight-cell embryo, even before implan-

tation has actually occurred. Dr, Robert
Edwards, in England, has considered
freezing part of an embryo while testing

the other part for genetic defects. Once
perfected, the technique could be used
most effectively on women in the thirty-five-

to forty-two-year-old range, those most
likely to carry abnormal fetuses. Abor-
tions, for these women, would be unnec-
essary, because any defects would be di-

agnosed in the embryonic stage, even
before implantation had occurred.

Shettles was critical, however, of Ed-
wards's early-testing plan. Such experi-

ments could- prove detrimental to the fetus,

he asserted. Besides, he had doubts that

doctors could draw valid conclusions about
the normality of the embryo by examining
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just a small sample Of cells. "You take two

bunches of grapes from the same vine, and

it doesn't mean they're both good." Shet-

tles commented.
Other inherent advantages to embryo

adoption have less of a medical basis and

may therefore arouse greater controversy.

A woman may simply decide that she would

rather pay another woman to carry her and

her husband's embryo. Shettles said thai

he could accommodate her. Or when
menopause looms, a woman might choose

to have her embryo placed in frozen stor-

age, thereby prolonging her reproductive

years as indefinitely as her husband's, 'Just

like Sara in the Bible," Shettles told me.

"who had her baby when she was ninety."

The day when such a miracle comes to

pass, when a modern-day Sara—retired

on her social security pension—has a baby,

may be very near. Shettles estimated that

any half-dozen experimental clinics would

be capable of freezing and transferring

human embryos wifhin one or two years.

The fact that thousands of successful

transplantations have been performed on

baboons, sheep, and mice suggests that

the delay with humans stems mainly from

ethical concerns.

Shettles doubts that the freezing proc-

ess itself would cause a problem, even

though he has never had the occasion to

freeze an animal or human embryo, A ma-

jor advantage of freezing, he said, is that

the process allows the doctor to implant

an embryo st p'ecisely ".he right time oi the

woman's ovulatory cycle, thereby better-

ing the odds that the implantation will be

successful. "Deep freezing may be re-

quired." he said, "in order that the transfer

be carried out in' a subsequent cycle for

proper synchronization." Under most cir-

cumstances the embryo would be frozen

for only one or two weeks. "But." Shettles

added, "if you can keep the embryo fof a

month. I don't know why you couldn't keep

it for six months or a year."

The. thawing process did not seem to

trouble him. either. "I know in principle that

you have to bring the embryo out of the

thaw at the right rate, not just stick it under

a hot spigot and start."

Mor was Shettles concerned that the

carrier would reject the transplanted em-

bryo, He believes that the mother and do-

nor would not even need to share the same
Rh factor or blood type. A transplanted fe-

tus, unlike a transplanted organ, is already

a separate organism, not an integral part

of the mother's body. For women tempted

with the thought of becoming embryo car-

riers. Shettles listed only a lew prerequi-

sites. To minimize the chances that the fe-

tus would be rejected, he would look for

well-nourished women who do not smoke
and do not abuse alcohol or drugs.

To listen to Shettles is like being led by

Dante through the intricate passages of the

underworld. Beyond each theory, there is

yet another theory, more mysterious, more

forbidding and more controversial Ihan the

one before. And the most extreme of these

theories is cloning, a subject that has fas-

cinated this fertility pioneer for many dec-

ades. While he insisted that he had the

knowledge to clone both men and women,
he was more hesitant tojeveal his theories

for fear of adverse pLolicity. Such fears are

understandable. His collaboration on sev-

eral book projecis with science writer David

Rorvik. whose account of a cloning birth

was pronounced "a fraud and a hoax" by

a Philadelphia judge, forced him to be cau-

tious. Though Shettles was not involved in

the publication of Rorvik's In His Image,

he refused to discuss the entire episode.

The doctor will tell you. however, that he

has already succeeded in' duplicating an

egg of one of his female patients without

fertilization by a sperm cell ("The Clone

Doctor." March 1979). Though the late Dr.

Pierre Soupart at about the same time suc-

ceeded in cleaving an unfertilized mouse
egg at Vanderbilt University. Shettles's claim

that he performed the same experiment on

a human egg has been challenged by sci-

entists in the field,

As if to validate his work. Shettles Showed

me photographs of the cloning experiment

that was conducted in Vermont, the results

of which were published in 1980 in the In-

ternational Journal of Fertility. "Here are

two ovocytes [eggs before maturation] be-

fore fertilization has occurred.'' he indi-

cated. "I took the zonae off. And I put them

m a petri dish, and I got them close to-

gether. They stuck together, and
I
got them

to cleave. And that's a form of cloning, in

a way. or you might say parthenogenesis,

whatever you want to call it " The experi-

ment ran its course for only three days, for

Shettles lacked the tissue-culture facilities

to carry the cloning test any further, The

final photographs he took revealed that the

embryo had divided into seven or eight

cells, each cell presumably containing

identical genetic matter.

There was one final revelation in the

course of our dialogue. The doctor had yet

another cloning theory— newer, more star-

tling, and more likely to create sensational

headlines than any other aspect of his work.

He now had the knowledge, he said, to

clone a-man. not with eggs, but with sperm.

Normally when a human egg unites with

a sperm cell, it is a marriage that weds two

gametes, each containing 23 chromo-

somes. The result is a new cell with a full

human complement of 46 chromosomes.

"I've noticed, however, through the years."

Shettles began, "ever since
I
worked on

sperm, that some sperm are big, And that

they're diploid, already containing forty-six

chromosomes."

The mere suggestion that some human
sperm cells are, in fact, diploid is a signif-

icant revelation, which if borne out in the

next few years will place the old country

doctor ahead of his more sophisticated

colleagues. "Theoretically, a diploid sperm

may be possible." California physician

Robert Glass conjectures. "It's certainly true



in rabbits. It wouldn't surprise me it it were

also true' in humans. I
just don't know."

"How can you really tell that- some hu-

man sperm are diploid?" I challenged

Shettles.

"No one's tried to test the big sperm for

foriy-six chromosomes," he said, "but

everything points to their being diploid. I've

seen the diploid sperm from way back in

1960,
I
might sound like a conceited devil,

but I feel like my parents blessed me with

a keen sense of observation."

What is the ratio of diploid, to haploid

sperm? "It varies from person to person,"

Shettles answered, "but generally very low.

perhaps one or two percent diploid."

Able to isolate these rare diploid cells

from the larger sperm population, Shettles

said he had all the ingredients to perform

his cloning experiment. "What I'd like to

do." he revealed, "is to take the nucleus

out of an egg that's all set to be fertilized.

With a microdissection, you can go in di-

rectly and remove the nucleus. Take it out,

suck it out, but leave the zona, Leave the

zona intact." In order to finish his test, he

would replace the discarded core of the

egg with a c.plo.d sperm nucleus, thereby

filling in the hollowed zona. If all went well,

he would implant the true male clone in a

carrier's uterus after several days of lab-

oratory maturation.

I was incredulous. "I'll make a delayed

twin out of you," Shettles. threatened. "You

want a twin now. Well. I'll get your nucleus.

I'll get a good egg, take the nucleus out;

put ypur/iucleus in, and incubate it. There

you go!"

It was dusk when we parted at the curb

on Las Vegas Boulevaid South. The noc-

turnal signs of city life were beginning to

appear. The lights had just come on at the

wedding chapel. The hookers were al-

ready stirring. The doctor hurried back to

the clinic and locked the door.

"I'm just trying to help the Lord out in his

Work."

—Dr. Landrum B. Shettles

I could not suppress I ho notion that I was
abandoning him. He seemed extraordi-

narily ill-equipped to cope on his own with

the perils of Las Vegas, a city that he had

called "nothing but a lot of lights and con-

crete." He loved opera in a town where

people played baccarat as a pastime. He
was cea'ly tus-ti ate tied.

I also sensed that the grand American

Dream that he hoped to find, as Hunter

Thompson once wrote, "somewhere in the

Las Vegas area." would remain undiscov-

ered. The clinic was not doing well. Shet-

tles had seen maybe two dozen patients

in a span of several months, but their gyne-

cological ailments were routine and their

fees hardly sufficient to support a medical

staff oi three. The owners of the clinic, Franz

Joseph Harorny and his wife, Linda, suc-

cessful Vegas 'ea es'a:.o spectators, were

growing restless and wanted a more im-

mediate return on their investment. "When
will your article appear?" the Austrian-born

Harorny asked me.

Finally there was that driven qualify to

Landrum Shettles. He had already packed

his bags in two cities oyer the last decade,

unable to carry out his life's calling. Las

Vegas was now the third town where he

had hoped to try out his unorthodox, yet

brilliant, Iheories. But Vegas, far from being

an oasis for infertile couples, was a spir-

itual wasteland for a man of Sheltles's eru-

dition. At seventy-three, he remained

fiercely proud but was only modestly sit-

uated, culturally isolated, and separated

by thousands of miles from a family that

included seven children. I feared that he

would have to pack his bags yet again.

Returning to New York with these

thoughts in mind. I
called the doctor's lit-

erary agent, Barbara Lowenstein. to alert

her to his precarious financial state. I also

spoke with Omni's president, Kathy Kee-

ton, who had met him in Vegas, The Omni
Foundation, I was told, would be willing to

underwrite some of his experiments. Then

I phoned his New York attorney, Michael f.

Dennis, Would the counselor be able to

help his client prepare a research budget,

I wanted to know.

But the doctor, who had never been able

to collect his fees trom his delinquent pa-

tients, much less formulate a budget, was

uncertain about where he wanted to prac-

tice and how large a grant would be needed

to carry on his work.

A letter arrived about one month later. It

was as I had suspected. The clinic was
being closed, Shettles wrote. His employ-

ers had become impatient with the trickie

of business. His two-year contract was
being abrogated.

He was thinking noneMe : ess of making

a go of Vegas, and he hoped 1o "open an

office in a nice location."

At the same time the doctor spoke of

moving on to California to pursue research

with a colleague, of returning to his friends

in rustic Vermont, or of heading back in a

blaze of glory to his hometown of Ponto-

toc, where he would become the venera-

ble country doctor.

And finally a phone call came at 7:45

one August morning. I was in the shower

in New York. It must have been dark in Ne-

vada at a quarter to five when Shettles

placed his call. He had had a dream, he

told me, in which he had cloned both a

male and a female. He proceeded to elab-

orate on the surgical details.

The call was followed by a lengthy letter,

some of it technical, that recapped our most

recent, early-morning discussion of clon-

ing. He wrote that he was not really med-
dling with the "Lord's Work," just trying to

help Him out a bit, so to speak. And then

he concluded, "It was so beautifully won-

derful that you came into existence and

were born! I'm so proud, happy for you.

Ever cordially, Landrum B. Shettles. "DQ
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and had no groat discoveries to his credit.

And here he was claiming that with an ar-

tificial device he knew things about the

universe that the greatest minds of the past,

even Copernicus, couldn't- have known.

And that sort of artificial revelation be-

came the rage, the scientific revolution of

the seventeenth century. You took a micro-

scope, a vacuum pump, or an electrical

machine, and you didn't have to think bet-

ter thain anybody in the past. You saw things

they didn't see and knew things they didn't

know. A whole new tradition arrived. They

called it the New Philosophy. And the church

got very uptight about technology exceed-

ing human capacity.

Take the modern claim of certain philos-

ophers that, by ingesting LSD, they can

gain an experience of the universe beyond

the reach of ordinary mortals—the drug

experience. Now we've discarded that one.

We've said okay, they've just bent their

minds. It's an artifact of the drug, not real

knowledge of the universe. But we got a

little whiff there of what the medieval church

was concerned about. If you could take a

pill that enabled you to see quarks, all hell

would break loose. Galileo was claiming

that, with these artificial aids, you could

know more and better. He got us used to

clothing the naked eye and seeing a dif-

ferent world. He found a different set of

things that you had to explain with science.

Now we've become terribly used to that.

Today we believe in qua'rks, pulsars, and

DMA—things quite unreachable by the na-

ked ' snses. We've become quite used to

believing in, and operating with, things far

beyond the limits of our senses.

What is happening now is just another

round of the same. We are just getting used

to the spooky fact that artificial intel'igence

can do things we can't. And the computer

is growing a "create" button and becom-

ing wise. It's becom ng cever—cleverer

than we are. At the moment it's clever at

comparatively trivial operations, like alge-

bra, differential equations, chess, and DNA
formulation. But we know now, in principle.

how to make a machine think, how to give

it an education that enables it to make pro-

cedural values and judgments. Anything

you can teach human beings in values,

strategies, and creative thought, you can

now teach through a computer. Although

people are revolted by the idea of- being

supplanted by the machines, it is no more

the supplanting of human capabilities than

the church had to get used to in the sev-

enteenth century.

Omni: Still, if computers can educate

themselves through feedback and self-

programming, isn't there the danger that

we will lose control over our destiny as we
relinquish thinking for ourselves?

Price:- That's exactly the beef the church

"I've been led laundry soap every day fcr the :a-i six mcnifis.

and it's made me sick. For some reason they find that remarkable."

had with Galileo. It had lost control. I
think

we'll gel used to losing control that way

and realize there are other uses for human

beings. When all those instruments were

inventedto augment the senses, we didn't

give up using our eyes, ears, nose, and

mouth. We won't give up using our brain.

We won't give up our willpower.

Omni: But if computers outpace the intel-

ligence o" i hen designers and operators,

how will we humans be able to check

whether they are still accurate in their re-

sults— or wise in their advice9

Price; 1 see no greater difficulty in this than

in leaving the land of unaided human sens-

es Galileo knew there were really moun-

tains on the moon, because he could

measure their shadows and calculate that

these mountains were the same size as his

friendly neighborhood Alps. We would have

been very shocked if. when we got to the

moon, we had found it was not as we ex-

pected it to be -if it were made of green

cheese. We knew already what it was like.

We don't question instruments that tell

us DNA is a double helix, or that the quark

is arranged in a certain way. or that pulsars

exist. Nobody has been out to a pulsar and

seen it pulsing, yet we believe it does.

Omni: We believe it until someone comes

up with a better theory.

Price: Sure, but all theory and all cognition

are like that We believe in our present eco-

nomics, just as we do our physics and

chemistry. But we know that next year we're

going to understand things deeper and

differently,

Omni: If anything requiring brainpower will

be done by artificial brains, won't our own

brains atrophy?

Price; No, It's quite a long -.r~e in :he uti.'e

and there will then be other things for us

to do, The range of human creation cannot

be that limited. There's no end to the pic-

tures to be painted, poems to be written,

ballets to be danced— or interesting hu-

man beings to be known. These might be-

come the valuable things as what dies out

is the capacity to make a tremendous con-

tribution by being very, very clever.

Shortly after 1600. it became obvious that

there was no future in merely using your

eyes if you wanted to see more. You had

better .get yourself a telescope and a mi-

croscope. We don't regret that, or love our

eyes less, because they've been sup-

planted in that way. I think our eyes give

us more joy and understanding now that

we have these artificial aids.

Omni: Won't the computer be analyzing the

works of Beethoven. Chopin, Mozart; and

Bach and be producing its own original

music or art?

Price: It should be a relaiively trivial task to

say to a computer, "Write me a sonata in the

style of Beethoven." and have it do it.

Omni: And produce a good one?

Price: I
can imagine that, but not in the first

thirty or forty years of trying. It's possible.

It hasn't been done yet. But we have only

a sort of Stone Age style, steam computer.

It's only just the beginning.OO





a boy who loved his father more than death.

They are not the same story, not really.

But I
can't tell you one without telling you

the other.

The man was Dr. Alvin Bevis, and the

boy was his son, Joseph, and the only

woman that either of them loved was Con-

nie, who in 1977 married Alvin, with hope

and joy, and in 1978 gave birth to Joe on

the brink of death and adored them both

accordingly. It was an affectionate family.

This made it almost certain that they would

come to grief.

Connie could have no more children after

Joe. She shouldn't even have had him. Her

doctor called her a damn fool for refusing

to abort him in the fourth month when the

problems began. "He'll be born retarded.

You'll die in labor." To which she answered,

"I'll have one child, or I won't believe that

I
ever lived." In her seventh month they

took Joe out of her, womb and all. He was
scrawny and little, and the doctor told her

to expect him to be mentally deficient and

physically uncoordinated. Connie nodded

and ignored him, She was lucky. She had

Joe, alive, and silently she said to any who
pitied her, / am more a woman than any of

you barren ones who still have to worry

about the phases of the moon,

Neither Alvin nor Connie ever believed

Joe would be retarded. And soon enough

it was clear that he wasn't. He walked at

eight months. He talked at twelve months.

He had his alphabet at eighteen months,

He could read at a second-grade level by

the lime he was three. He was inquisitive,

demanding, independent, disobedient, and

exquisitely beautiful, with a shock of cop-

per-colored hair and a face as smooth and

deep as a coldwater pool.

His parents watched him devour learn-

ing and were sometimes hard pressed to

feed him with what he needed. He will be

a great man. they both whispered io each

other in the secret conversations of night.

It made them proud; it made them afraid

to know that his learning and his safety

had, by chance or the grand design of

things, been entrusted to them.

Out of all the variety the Bevises offered

their son in the first few years of his life, Joe

became obsessed with stories. He would

bring books and insist that Connie or Alvin

read to him, but if it was not a storybook,

he quickly ran and got another, until at last

they were reading a story. Then he sat im-

prisoned by the chain of events as the tale

unfolded, saying nothing until the story was

over. Again and again "Once upon a time,"

or "There once was a,' or "One day the

king sent out a proclamation." until Alvin

and Connie had every storybook in the

house practically memorized. Fairy tales

were Joe's favorites, but as time passed,

he graduated to movies and contempo-

rary stories and even history.

The problem was not the thirst for tales,

however. The conflict began because Joe

had to live out his stories. He would get up

in the morning and announce that Mommy
was Mama Bear, Daddy was Papa Bear,

and he was Baby Bear. When he was an-

gry, he would be Goldilocks and run away.

Other mornings Daddy would be Fiumpel-

stiltskin. Mommy would be the Farmer's

Daughter, and Joe would be the King. Joe

was Hansel, Mommy was Gretel, and Alvin

was the Wicked Witch.

"Why can't I be Hansel's and Gretel's

father?" Alvin asked. He resented being

the Wicked Witch. Not that he thought it

meanr. anything. He told himself it merely

annoyed him to have his son constantly

assigning him dialogue and action for the

day's activities. Alvin never knew from one

hour to the next who he was going to be

in his own home.
After a time, mild annoyance gave way

to open irritation; if it was a phase Joe was

going through, it ought surely to have ended

by now. Alvin finally suggested that the boy

be taken to a child psychologist. The doc-

tor said it was a phase.

"Which means that sooner or later he'll

get over it?" Alvin asked. "Or that you just

can't figure out what's going on?"

"Both." said the psychologist cheerfully.

"You'll just have to live with it."

But Alvin did not like living with it. He

wanted his son to call him Daddy He was

the father, after all. Why should he have to

put up with his child, no matter how bright

the boy was. assigning him silly roles to

play whenever he came home'' Alvin put

his foot down, He refused to answer to any

name but Father. And after a little anger

and a lot of repeated attempts. Joe finally

slopped trying to get his father to play a

part. Indeed, as far as Alvin knew, Joe en-

tirely stopped acting out stones.

It was not so. of course. Joe simply acted

them out with Connie after Alvin had gone

for the day to cut up DNA and put it back

together creatively. That was how Joe

learned to hide things from his father. He

wasn't lying: he was just biding his time,

Joe was sure that if only he found good
enough stories. Daddy would play again,

So when Daddy was home. Joe did not

act out stories. Instead he and his father

played number and word games, studied

elementary Spanish as an introduction to

Latin, -plinked out simple programs on the

Atari, and laughed and romped until

Mommy came in and told her boys to calm

down before the roof fell in on them. This

is being a father, Alvin told himself. / am a

good father. And it was true. It was true,

even though every now and then Joe would

ask his mother hopefully, "Do you think that

Daddy will want to be in this story?"

"Daddy just doesn't like to pretend. He

likes your stories, but not acting them out."

In 1983 Joe turned five and entered

school; that same year Dr. Bevis created

a bacterium that lived on acid precipitation

and neutralized it. In 1987 Joe left school,

because he knew more than any of his

teachers: at precisely that time Dr. Bevis

began earning royalties on commercial

breeding of his bacterium for spot cleanup



in acidized bodies of water. The university

suddenly became terrified that he might
retire and live on his income and take his

name away from the school. So he was
given a laboratory and twenty assistants

and secretaries and an administrative as-
sistant, and from then on Dr. Bevis could
pretty well do what he liked with his time.

What he liked was to make sure the re-

search was still going on as carefully and
methodically as was proper, and in direc-

tions that he approved of. Then he went
home and became the faculty of one for

his son's very private academy.
It was an idyllic time for Alvin.

It was hell for Joe.

Joe loved his father, mind you. Joe played
at learning, and they had a wonderful time,

reading The Praise of Folly in the original

Latin, duplicating great experiments, and
then devising experiments of their own

—

too many things to list. Enough to say that

Alvin had never had a graduate student so
quick to grasp new ideas, so eager to de-
vise newer ones of his own. How could Al-

vin have known that Joe was starving to

death before his eyes?
For with Father home, Joe and Mother

could not play.

Before Alvin had taken him out of school,

Joe used to read books with his mother.
All day at home she would read Jane Eyre.

and Joe would read it in school, hiding it

behind copies of Friends and Neighbors.

Homer, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Twain,

Mitchell, Galsworthy, Elswyth Thane. And
then in those precious hours after school
let out and before Alvin came home from
work they would be Ashley and Scarlett.

Tibby and Julian, Huck and Jim. Walter and
Griselde, Odysseus and Circe. Joe no
longer assigned the parts the way he did

when he was little. They both knew what
book they were reading, and they would,

live within the milieu of that book. Each had
to guess from the other's behavior what
role had been chosen that particular day;

it was a triumphant moment when at last

Connie would dare to venture Joe's name
for the day, or Joe call Mother by hers. In

all the years of playing the games, never
once did they choose to be the same per-

son; never once did they fail to figure out
what role the other played.

Now Alvin was home, and that game was
over. No more stolen moments of reading
during school. Father frowned on stories.

History, yes; lies and poses, no. And so
while Alvin thought that joy had finally come,
for Joe and Connie joy was dead.

Their life became one of allusion, drop-
ping phrases to each other out of books.
playing subtle characters without ever al-

lowing themselves to utter the other's name,
So perfectly did they perform that Alvin

never knew what was happening, Just now
and then he'd realize that something was
going on that he didn't understand.

"What "sort of weather is this for Janu-
ary?" Alvin said one day, looking out the
window ai heavy rain.

"Fine," said Joe, and then, thinking of



"The Merchant's Tale," he smiled at his

mother. "In May we climb trees."

"What?" Alvin asked. "What does that

have to do with anything?"

"I just like tree climbing."

"It all depends," said Connie, "on whether

the sun dazzles your eyes."

When Connie left the room, Joe asked

an innocuous question about teleology, and

Alvin put the previous exchange com-

pletely out of his mind.

Or rather tried to put it out of his mind.

He was no tool. Though Joe and Connie

were very subtle, Alvin gradually realized

he did not speak the native language of

his own home. He was well enough read

to catch a reference or two. Turning into

swine. Sprinkling dust. "Frankly, I don't give

a damn." Remarks that didn'l quite fit into

the conversation, phrases that seemed
strangely resonant. And as he grew more

aware of his wife's and his son's private

language, the more isolated he felt. His

lessons with Joe began to seem not excit-

ing but hollow, as if they were both acting

a role. Taking parts in a story. The story of

the loving father-teacher and the dutiful,

brilliant student-son. It had been the best

time of Alvin's life, better than any life he

had created in the lab, but that was when
he had believed it, Now it was just a play.

His son's real life was somewhere else.

/ didn't like playing the parts he gave me.

years ago, Alvin thought. Does he like

playing the part that I have given him?

"You've gone as far as I can take you,"

Alvin said at breakfast one day, "in every-

thing, except biology of course: So I'll guide

your studies in biology, and for everything

else I'm hiring advanced graduate stu-

dents in various fields at the. university. A
different one each day."

Joe's eyes went deep and distant. "You

won't be my teacher anymore?"

"Can't teach you what I don't know," Al-

vin said-. And he went back to the lab. Went

back and with delicate cruelty tore apart

a dozen cells and made them into some-

thing ofher than themselves, whether they

would or not.

Back at home. Joe and Connie looked

at each other in puzzlement, Joe was thir-

teen. He was getting tall and felt shy and

awkward before his mother They had been

three years without stories together. With

Father there, they had played at being

prisoners, passing messages under the

guard's very nose.'Now there was no guard,

and without the need for secrecy there was

no message anymore. Joe took to going

outside and reading or playing obses-

sively at the computer; more, doors were

locked in the Bevis home than had ever

been locked before.

Joe dreamed terrifying, gentle night-

mares- dreamed of the same thing, over

and over; the seMino was efferent, but al-

ways the story was the same. He dreamed

of being on a boat, and the gunwale began

to crumble wherever he touched it, and he

tried to warn his parents, but they wouldn't

listen, they leaned, it broke away under their

hands, and they fell into the sea, drowning.

He dreamed that he was bound up in a

web
:
tied like a spider's victim, but the spi-

der never, never, never came to taste of

him, left him there to desiccate in helpless

bondage, though he cried out and strug-

gled. How could he explain such dreams

to his parents? He remembered Joseph in

Genesis, who spoke too much ot dreams;

remembered Cassandra; remembered lo-

caste, who thought to slay her child for fear

of oracles. / am caught up in a story, Joe

though!, from which I cannot escape. Each

change is a fall: each tall tears me from

myself. If I cannot be the people of the tales,

who am I then?

Life was normal enough for all that.

Breakfast lunch dinner, sleep wake sleep,

work earn spend own, use break fix. All

the cycles of ordinary life played out de-

spite the shadow of inevitable ends. One
day Alvin and his son were in a bookstore,

the Gryphon, which had the complete

Penguin Classics. Alvin was browsing

through the titles to see what might be of

some use when he noticed Jos was no

longer following him.

His son. all the slender live feet nine

inches of him, was standing half the store
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away, bent in avid concentration over
something on the counter, Alvin felt a ter-

rible yearning ior his son. He was so beau-
tiful, and yet somehow in these dozen and
one years of Joe's life, Alvin had lost him.

Now Joe was nearing manhood, and very

soon it would be too late. When did he cease
to be mine? Alvin wondered. When did he
become, so much his mother's son? Why
must he be as beautiful as she, and yet

have the mind he has? He is Apollo, Alvin

said to himself.

And in that moment he knew what he
had lost. By calling his son Apollo, he had
told himself what he had taken from his

son. A connection between stories the child

acted out and his knowledge of who he
was. The connection was so real, it was
almost tangible, and yet Alvin could not put

it into words, could nof bear the knowl-

edge, and so, and so, and so-
Just as he was sure he/had the truth of

things, it slipped away. Without word's, his

memory could not hold it, lost the under-
standing the moment it came, / knew It all,

and I have already forgotten. Angry at him-

self, Alvin strode to his son and realized

that Joe was not doing anything intelligent

at all. He had a deck of tarot cards spread
before him. He was doing a reading.

"Cross my palms, with silver," said Alvin.

He thought he was making a joke, but his.

anger spoke too loudly in his voice. Joe
looked up with shame on his face. Alvin

cringed inside himself. Just by speaking
to you, I wound you. Alvin wanted to apol-

ogize, but he had no strategy for that: so

he tried to affirm ^har i; had been a joke by
making another. "Discovering the secrets

of the universe?"

Joe half-smiled and quickly gathered up
the cards and put them away.

"No," Alvin said. "No, you were inter-

ested; you don't have to put them away."

"It's just nonsense," Joe said.

You're lying, Alvin thought.

'All the meanings are so vague, they

could fit just about anything." Joe laughed
mirthlessly.

"You looked pretty interested."

"I was just, you know, wondering how to

program a computer for this, wondering
whether I could d.o a program that would
make it make some sense. Not just the ran-

dom fall of [he cards, you know. A way to

make it respond to who a person really is.

Cut through all the

"Yes?"

"Just wondering."

"Cut through all the—?"

"Stories we tell ourselves. All the lies that

we believe about ourselves. About who we
really are."

Something didn't ring true in the boy's

words, Alvin knew. Something was wrong.
And because in Alvin's world nothing could

long exist unexplained, he decided the boy
seemed awkward becat.se r's father had

made him ashamed' of his own curiosity, /

am ashamed that I have made you
ashamed. Alvin thought. So I will buy you
She cards.

"I'll buy the cards. And the book you were
looking at."

"No, Dad," said Joe.

"No, it's all right. Why not? Play around
with the computer. See if you can turn this

nonsense into something. What the hell,

you mighi come up with some good
graphics and sell the program for a bun-

dle." Alvin laughed. So did Joe. Even Joe's

laugh was a lie.

What Alvin didn't know was this: Joe was
not ashamed. Joe was merely afraid. For

he had laid out the cards as the book in-

structed, but he had not needed the ex-

planations, had not needed the names of

the faces. He had known their names at

once, had known their faces. It was Creon
who held. the sword and the scales. Ophe-
lia, naked, wreathed in green, with man and

falcon, bull and lion around. Ophelia, who
danced in her madness. And I was once
the boy with the starflower in the sixth cup,

giving it to my child-mother, when gifts were
possible between us. The cards were not

dice, they were names, and he laid them
out in stories, drawing them in order from

the deck in a pattern that he knew was
largely the story of his life. All the names
that he had borne were in these cards, and
all the shapes of pasl and future dwelt here,



waiting to be dealt. It was this that fright-

ened him. He had been deprived of stories

for so long, his own story of father, mother,

son was so fragile now that he was madly

grasping at anything; Father mocked, but

Joe looked at the story of the cards, and

he believed. / do not want to take these

home. It puts myself wrapped in a silk in

my own hands. "Please donV.he said to

his father.

But Alvin, who knew_better, bought them

anyway, hoping to please his son.

Joe stayed away from the cards for a

whole day. He had only touched them the

once; surely he need not toy with this fear

again. It was irrational, mere wish fulfill-

ment, Joe told himself. The cards mean
nothing. They are not to be feared. I can

touch them and learn no truth from them.

And yel all his rationalism, all his certainty

that the cards were meaningless, were, he

knew, merely lies he was telling to per-

suade himself to try the cards again* and

this time seriously.

"What did you bring those home for?"

Mother asked in the other room.

Father said nothing. Joe knew from the

silence that Father did not want to make
any explanation that might be overheard.

"They're silly." said Mother. "I thought

you were a scientisl and a skeptic. I thought

you didn't believe in things like this."

"It was just a lark," Father lied. "I bought

Ihem for Joe to plink around with. He's

thinking of doing a computer program to

make the cards respond somehow to peo-

ple's personalities. The boy has a right lo

play now and then."

And in the family room, where the toy

computer sat mute on the shelf, Joe tried

not to think of Odysseus walking away from

the eight cups, treading the lip of the

ocean's basin, his back turned to the wine.

Forty-eight kilobytes and two little disks.

This isn't computer enough for what I mean
to do. Joe thought. I will not do it, of course.

But with Father's computer from his office

upstairs, with the hard disk and the right

type of interface, perhaps there is space

and time enough for all the operations. Of

course I will not do it. I do not care to do

it. I do not dare to do it.

At two in the morning he got up from his

bed. where, he could no! sleep, went

downstairs, and began to program the

graphics oi the tarot deck upon the screen.

But in e'ach picture he made changes, for

he knew that the artist, gifted as he was,

had made mistakes. Had not understood

that the Page of Cups was a buffoon with

agiant phallus, from which flowed the sea.

Had hot known that the Queen of Swords

was a statue and it was her throne that was

alive, an angel groaning in agony at the

stone burden she- had to bear. The child at

the gate of ten stars was being eaten by

the old man's dogs. The man hanging up-

side down with crossed legs and peace

upon-hi's face., he wore no halo'; his hair

"The child approaches. Act lovable."

was afire. And the Queen of Pentacles had

just given birth to a bloody star, whose fa-

ther was not the King of Pentacles, that

poor cuckold.

And as the pictures and their stories came

to him, he began to hear the echoes of all

the other stories he had read. Cassandra.

Queen of Swords, flung her bladed words,

and people batted them out of the air like

flies, when if they had only caught them

and used them, they would not have met

the future unarmed. For a moment Odys-

seus bound to the- mast was the hanged

man; in the right circumstances, Macbeth

could show up in the ever-trusting Page of

Cups, or crush himself under the ambi-

tious Queen of Pentacles, Queen of Coins

if she crossed him. The cards held tales of

power, tales of pain, in the invisible threads

that bound them to one another. Invisible

threads, but Joe knew they were there, and

he had to make the pictures right, make

the program right, so that he could find

true stories when he read the cards.

Through the night he labored until each

picture was right; the job was only begun

when he fell asleep at last. His parents were

worried on finding him there in the morn-

ing, but they hadn't the heart to waken him.

When he awoke, he was alone in ihe house,

and he began again immediately, drawing

the cards on the TV screen, storing them

in the computer's memory; as for his own

memory, he needed no help to recall them

all, for he knew their names and their sto-

ries and was beginning to understand how
their names changed every time they came
together.

By evening it was done, along with a brief

randomizer program that dealt Ihe cards.

The pictures were right. The names were

right. But this time when the computer

spread the cards before him—This is you,

this covers you, this crosses you— it was

meaningless. The computer could not do

what hands could do. It could not under-

stand and unconsciously deal the cards.

it was not a randomizer program that was

needed at all, tor the shuffling of the tarot

was not done by chance.

"May I tinker a little with your com-

puter?" Joe asked.

"The hard disk?" Father looked doubt-

ful. "I don't want you to open it, Joe. I don't

want to fry to come up with another ten

thousand dollars this week if something

goes wrong." Behind his words was a worry:

77ms business with the tarot cards has gone

far enough, and I'm sorry I bought them for

you, and I don't want you to use the com-

puter, especially if it would make this ob-

session any stronger.

'Just an interface, Father. You don't use

Ihe parallel port anyway, and I can put it

back afterward."

"The Atari and the hard disk aren't even

compatible."

"I know," said Joe.

But in the end there really couldn't be

much argument. Joe knew computers bet-

ter than Alvin did, and they both knew that

what Joe took apart, Joe could put to-



gether. It. took days of tinkering with hard-

ware and plinking at the program. During

that time Joe did nothing else. In the be-

ginning he tried to distract himself. At lunch

he told Mother about books they ought to

read; at dinner he spoke to Father about

Newton and Einstein until Alvin had to re-

mind him that he was a biologist, not a

mathematician. No one was tooled by these

attempts at breaking the obsession. The

larot program drew Joe back after every

meal, after every interruption, until at last

he began to refuse meals and ignore the

interruptions entirely.

"You have to eat. You can't die for this

silly game," said Mother,

Joe said nothing. She set a sandwich by

him, and he ate some of it.

"Joe, this has gone far enough. Get your-

self under control," said Father.

Joe didn't look up. "I'm under control,"

he said, and he went on working.

After six days Alvin came and stood be-

tween Joe and the television set. "This

nonsense will end now," Alvin said. "You

are behaving like a boy with serious prob-

lems. The most obvious cure is to discon-

nect the computer, which I will do if you do

not stop working on this absurd program

at once. We- try to give you freedom, Joe,

but when you do this to us and to yourself,

then—"
"That's all right." said Joe. "I've mostly

finished it anyway." He got up and went to

bed and slept for fourteen hours.

Alvin was relieved. "I thought he was

losing his mind."

Connie was more worried than ever.

"What do you think he'll do if it doesn't

work?"
"Work? How could it work? Work at what?

Cross my palm with silver and I'll tell your

future."

"Haven't you been listening to him?"

"He hasn't said a word in days."

"He believes in what he's doing. He thinks

his program will tell the truth."

Alvin laughed. "Maybe your doctor,

what's-his-name, maybe he was right.

Maybe there was brain damage after all."

Connie looked at him in horror. "God,

Alvin."

"A joke, for Christ's sake."

"It wasn't funny."

They didn't talk about it, but in the mid-

dle of the night, at different times, each of

them got up and went into Joe's room to

look at him in his sleep.

Who are you? Connie asked silently. What

are you going to do if this project of yours

is a failure? What are you going to do if it

succeeds?
Alvin, however, just nodded. He refused

to be worried. Phases and stages of life,

Children go through times of madness as

ihey grow.

Be a lunatic thirteen-year-old, Joe, if you

must. You'll return to reality soon enough.

You're my son, and I know that you'll prefer

reality- in the long run.

"Put his ashes in here. He always said he wanted to remain

active, no matter what!"

The next evening Joe insisted that his

father help him test the program. "It won't

work on me," Alvin said. "I don't believe in

it. It's like faith healing and taking vitamin

C for colds. It never works on skeptics."

Connie stood small near the refrigerator.

Alvin noticed the way she seemed to re-

treat from the conversation.

"Did you try it?" Alvin asked her.

She nodded.

"Mom did it four times for me," Joe said

gravely;

"Couldn't get it right the first time?" Fa-

ther asked. It was a joke.

"Got it right every time," Joe said.

Alvin looked at Connie. She met his gaze

at first, but then looked away in—what?

Fear? Shame? Embarrassment? Alvin

couldn't tell. But he sensed that something

painful had happened while he was at work.

"Should I do it?" Alvin asked her.

"No," Connie whispered.

"Please," Joe said. "How can I test it if

you won't help? I can't tell if it's right or

wrong unless I know the people doing it."

"What kind of fortuneteller are you?" Al-

vin asked. "You're supposed to be able to

tell the future of strangers."

"I don't tell the future," Joe said. "The

program just tells the truth,"

"Ah, truth!" said Alvin. "Truth about what?"

"Who you really are."

'Am I
in disguise?"

"It tells your names. It tells your story,

Ask Mother if it doesn't."

"Joe," Alvin said, "I'll play this little game
with you. But don't expect me to regard it

as true. I'll do almost anything for you, Joe,

but I won't lie for you."

"I know."

"Just so you understand."

"I understand."

Alvin sat down at the keyboard. From the

kitchen came a sound like the whine a

cringing hound makes, back in its throat.

It was Connie, and she was terrified. Her

fear, whatever caused it, was contagious.

Alvin shuddered and then ridiculed him-

self for letting this upset him. He was in

control, and it was absurd to be afraid. He

wouldn't be snowed by his own son.

"What do I do?"

"Just type things in."

"What things?"

"Whatever comes to mind."

"Words? Numbers? How do I know what

to write if you don't tell me?"
"It doesn't matter what you write. Just so

you write whatever you feel like writing."

/ don't feel like writing anything, Alvin

thought. I don't feel like humoring this non-

sense another moment. But he could not

say so, not to Joe; he had to be the patient

father, giving this absurdity a fair chance.

He began to come up with numbers, with

words. But after a few moments there was

no randomness, no free association in his

choice. It was not in Alvin's nature to let

chance guide his choices. Instead he be-

gan reciting on the keyboard the long

strings of genetic-code information on his

most recent bacterial subjects, fragments



of names, fragments of numeric data, pro-

gressing in order through the DNA. He knew

as he did it that he was cheating his son,

that Joe wanted something oi himself. But

he told himself, What could be more a part

oi methan something I made?
"Enough?" he asked Joe,

Joe shrugged. "Do you think it is?"

"I could have done five words and you

would have been satisfied7
"

"If you think you're through, you're

through," Joe said quietly.

"Oh, you're very good at this," Alvin said.

"Even the hocus-pocus."

"You're through then?"

"Yes."

Joe started the program running. He

leaned back and waited. He could sense

his lather's impatience, and he found him-

self relishing the wait. The whirring and

clicking of the disk drive. And then the cards

began appearing on the screen. This is

you. This covers you. This crosses you. This

is above you, below you, before you, be-

hind you. Your foundation and your house,

your death and your name. Joe waited tor

what had come before, what had come so

predictably, the stories that had flooded in

upon him when he read for his mother and

for himself a dozen times before. But the

stories did not come. Because the cards

were the same. Over and over again, the

King of Swords.

Joe looked at it and understood at once.

Father had lied. Father had consciously

controlled his input, had ordered it in some

way that told the cards that they were being

forced v
The program had not failed. Father

simply would not be read. The. King of

Swords, by himself, was power, as all the

Kings were power. The King of Pentacles

was the power of money, the power of the

bribe. The King of Wands was the power

of life, the power to make new. The King of

Cups was the power of negation, and

obliteration, the power of murder and sleep.

And the King oi Swords was the power or

words that others would believe. Swords

could say. "I will kill you," and be believed,

and so be obeyed. Swords could say, "I

love you," and be believed, and so be

adored. Swords could lie. And all his father

had given him was lies. What Alvin didn't

know was that even the choice of lies told

the truth.

"Edmund," said Joe. Edmund was the

lying bastard in King Lear.

"What?" asked Father.

"We are only what nature makes us. And

nothing more."

"You're getting this from the cards?"

Joe looked at his father, expressing

nothing.

"It's all the same card," said Alvin.

"I know," said Joe.

"What's this supposed to be?"

"A waste of time," said Joe. Then he got

up and walked out of the room.

Alvin sat there, looking at the little tarot

cards laid out on the screen. As he watched.

the display changed, each card in turn

being surrounded by a thin line and then

blown up large, nearly filling the screen.

The King of Swords every time. With the

point of his sword coming out of his mouth,

and his hands clutching at his groin. Surely,

Alvin thought, that was not what was drawn

on the Waite deck.

Connie stood near the kitchen doorway,

leaning on therefrigerator. 'And that's all?"

she asked.

"Should there be more?" Alvin asked.

"God," she said.

"What happened with you?"

"Nothing," she said, walking calmly out

of the room. Alvin heard her rush up the

stairs. And he wondered how things got

out of control like this,

Alvin could not make up his mind how

to feel about his son's project. It was silly,

and Alvin wanted nothing to do with it,

wished, he'd never bought the cards lor

him. For days on end Alvin would stay at

the laboratory until late at night and rush

back again in the morning without so much

as eating breakiast with his family. Then,

exhausted from lack of sleep, he would get

up late, come downstairs, and pretend for

the whole day that nothing unusual was

going on. On such days he discussed Joe's

readings with him. or his own genetic ex-

periments: sometimes, when the artificial

cheer had been maintained long enough

to be believed. Alvin would even discuss

Joe's tarot program, It was at such times

that Alvin offered to provide Joe with intro-

ductions, to get him better computers to

work with, to advise him on the strategy of

development and publication. Afterward

Alvin always regretted having helped Joe,

because what Joe was doing was a

shameful waste of a brilliant mind. It also

did not make Joe love him any more.

Yet as time passed. Alvin realized that

other people were taking Joe seriously. A
group oi psychologists administered bat-

teries of tests to hundreds of subjects—

who had also put random data into Joe's

program. When Joe interpreted the tarot

readouts for these people, the correlation

was statistically significant. Joe himself re-

jected those results, because the psycho-

logical tests were probably invalid meas-

urements themselves. More important to

him was the months of work in clinics, doing

readings with people the doctors knew in-

timately, Even the most skeptical oi the

participating psychologists had to admit

that Joe knew things about people that he

could not possibly know. And most oi the

psychologists said openly that Joe not only

confirmed much that they already knew but

also provided brilliant new insights. "It's

like stepping into my patient's mind." one

oi them told Alvin.

'My son is brilliant. Dr. Fryer, and I
want

him to succeed, but surely this mumbo-

jumbo can't be more than luck."

Dr, Fryer only smiled and took a sip of

wine. 'Uoe tells me that you have never

submitted to the test yourself:"



Alvin almost argued, but it was true. He
never had submitted, even though he went

through the motions. "I've seen it in ac-

tion." Aivin said.

"Have you? Have you seen his results

with someone you know well?"

Alvin shook his head, then smiled, "I fig-

ured that since I didn't believe in ii, it

wouldn't workaround me."

"It isn't magic."

"It isn't science, either," said Alvin.

"No. you're right. Not science at all. But

just because it isn't science doesn't mean
it isn't true."

"Either it's science or it isn't."

"What a clear world you live in," said Dr.

Fryer. "All the lines neatly drawn. We've run

double-blind tests on his program, Dr. Bev-

is. Without knowing it, he has analyzed

data taken from the same patient on dif-

ferent days, under different circumstanc-

es: the patient has even been given dif-

ferent instructions in some of the samples,

so that it wasn't random. And you know
what happened?"

Alvin knew but did not say so.

"Not only did his program read substan-

tially the same for all the diiferent random
inputs (or the same patient, but the pro-

gram also spotted the ringers. Easily. And
then it turned out that the ringers were a

consistent result for the woman who wrote

the test we happened to use for the non-

random input. Even when it shouldn't have

worked, it worked."

"Very impressive," said Alvin. sounding

as unimpressed as he could.

"It/s impressive."

"I don't know about that," said Alvin. "So

the cards are consistent. How do we know
that they mean anything, or that what they

mean is true?"

"Hasn't it occurred to you that your son

is why it's true?"

Alvin tapped his spoon on the table-

cloth, providing a muffled rhythm.

"Your son's computer program objecti-

fies random input. But only your- son can
read it. To me that says that it's his mind
that makes his method work, not his pro-

gram. It we could figure out what's going

on inside your son's head, Dr. Bevis, then

his method would be science. Until then

it's an art, But whether it is art or science,

he tells the truth."

"Forgive me tor what might seem a.slight

to your profession," said Alvin, "but how in

God's name do you know whether what he

says is true?"

Dr. Fryer smiled and cocked his head.

"Because I can't conceive of it being wrong.

We can't test his interpretations the way we
tested his program. I've tried to find objec-

tive tests. For instance, whether his find-

ings agree with my notes. But my notes

mean nothing, because until your son reads

my patients, I really don't understand them.

And after he reads them,
I can't conceive

of any other view of them. Before you dis-

miss me as hopeless y subjective, remem-
ber please, Dr. Bevis, that I have every rea-

son to fear arc J
igh:agairs r your son's work.

Headand antlers
above the rest.



II undoes everything thai I have believed

in It undermines my own life's work. And

Joe is just like you. He doesn't think psy-

chology is a science, either. Forgive me for

what might seem a slight to your son, but

he is troubled and cold and difficult to work

with. I don't like him much. So why do I

believe him?"

"That's your problem, isn't it?"

"On the contrary, Dr. Bevis. Everyone

who's seen what Joe does, believes it. Ex-

cept for you. I think that most definitely

makes it your problem."

Dr. Fryer was wrong. Not everyone be-

lieved Joe.

"No," said Connie.

"No what?" asked- Alvin. It was break-

fast. Joe hadn't come downstairs yet. Alvin

and Connie hadn't said a word since "Here's

the eggs" and "Thanks."

Connie was drawing paths with her fork

through the yolk stains on her plate. "Don't

do another reading with Joe."

"I wasn't planning on it."

"Dr. Fryer told you to believe it, didn't

he?" She put her fork down.

"But I didn't believe Dr. Fryer."

Connie got up from the table and began

washing the dishes. Alvin watched her as

she rattled the plates to make as -much

noise as possible. Nothing was normal

anymore. Connie was angry as she washed

the dishes. There was a dishwasher, but

she was scrubbing everything by hand.

Nothing was. as it should be. Alvin tried to

figure out why he felt such dread.

"You' will do a reading with Joe," said

Connie, "because you don't believe Dr.

Fryer. You always insist on verifying every-

thing for yourself. If you believe, you must

question your belief. If you doubt, you doubt

your own disbelief. Am I
not right?"

"No." Yes,

"And I'm telling you this once to 'have

faith in your doubt. There is no truth what-

ever in his God-damned tarot."

In all these years of marriage, Alvin could

not remember Connie using such coarse

language. But then she hadn't said god-

damn; she had said God-damned, with all

the theological overtones.

"I mean," she went on, filling the silence,

"I mean how can anyone take this seri-

ously? The card he calls Strength—

a

woman closing a lion's mouth, yes, fine,

but Ihen he makes up a God-damned story

about it, how the lion wanted her baby and

she fed it to him." She looked at Alvin with

fear. "It's sick, isn't it?"

"He said that?"

"And the Devil, forcing the lovers to stay

together. He's supposed to be the firstborn

child, chaining Adam and Eve together.

That's why locaste and Laios tried to kill

Oedipus. Because they hated each other,

and ihe baby would force them to stay to-

gether. But then they stayed together any-

way because of shame at what they had

done to an innocent child. And then they

told everyone that asinine lie about the or-

acle and her prophecy."

"He's read too many books."

Connie trembled. "If he does a reading

of you, I'm afraid of what will happen."

"If he feeds me crap like that, Connie,

I'll just bite my lip. No fights, I
promise."

She touched his chest. Not his shirt, his

chest. It felt as if her finger burned right

through the cloth. "I'm not worried that you'll

fight," she said. "I'm afraid that you'll be-

lieve him."

"Why would I
believe him?"

"We don't live in the Tower, Alvin!"

"Of course we don't."

"I'm not locaste, Alvin!"

"Of course you aren't."

"Don't believe him. Don't believe any-

thing he says."

"Connie, don't get so upset.'' Again; "Why

would I
believe him?"

She shook her head and walked out of

the room. The water was still running in the

sink. She hadn't said a word. But her an-

swer rang in the room as if she had spo-

ken: "Because it's true."

Alvin tried to sort it out for hours. Oedi-

pus and locaste. Adam, Eve, and the Devil.

The mother feeding her baby to the lion.

As Dr. Fryer had said, it isn't the cards, it

isn't the program, it's Joe. Joe and the sto-

ries in his head. Is there a story in the world

that Joe hasn't read? All the tales that man

has told himself, all the visions of the world,

and Joe knew them. Knew and believed

them. Joe the repository of all the world's

lies, and now he was telling the lies back,

and they believed him, every one of them

believed him.

No matter how hard Alvin tried to freat

this nonsense with the contempt it de-

served, one thing kept coming back lo him.

Joes program had known that Alvin was

lying, that Alvin was playing games, not

telling the truth. Joe's program was valid

at least that far. If his method can pass that

negative test, how can I call myself a sci-

entist if I disbelieve it before I've given it

the positive test as welP

That night while Joe was watching

M'A'S'H reruns, Alvin came into the family

room to talk to him. It always startled Alvin

to see his son watching normal television

shows, especially old ones from Alvin's own

youth. The same boy who had read Ulys-

ses and made sense of it without reading

a single commentary, and he was laughing

out loud at the television.

It was only after he had sat beside his

son and watched for a while that Alvin re-

alized that Joe was not laughing at the

places where the laugh track did. He was

not laughing at the jokes. He was laughing

at Hawkeye himself.

"What was so funny?" asked Alvin.

"Hawkeye," said Joe.

"He was being serious."

"I know," said Joe. "But he's so sure he's

right, and everybody believes him. Don't

you think that's funny?"

As a matter of fact, no, I don't. "I want to



give it another try, Joe," said Alvin.

Even though it was an abrupt change of

subject, Joe understood at once, as if he
had long been wailing for his father to

speak. They got into the car. and Alvin drove

them to the university. The computer peo-

ple immediately made one of the lull-color

terminals available. This time Alvin allowed

himself to be truly random, not thinking at

all about what he was choosing, avoiding

any meaning as he typed. When he was
sick of typing, he looked ai Joe for per-

mission to be through. Joe shrugged. Alvin

entered one more sel of letters and then

said, "Done."

Alvin entered a single command that told

the computer to start analyzing the input,

and father and son saf together to watch

the story unfold.

After a seemingly eternai wait, in which

neither of them said a word, a picture of a

card appeared on the screen.

"This is you," said Joe. It was the King

of Swords.

"What does it mean?" asked Alvin.

"Very little by itself."

"Why is the sword coming out of his

mouth?"
"Because he kills by the words of his

mouth."
Father nodded. 'And why is he holding

his crotch?"

"I don't know."

"I thought you knew," said Father.

"I don't know until I see Iho othe: cards

Joe pressed the return key, and a new card

almost completely covered the old one. A
thin blue line appeared. around it, and then

it was blown up to fill the screen. It was
Judgment, an angel blowing a trumpet,

awakening the dead, who were gray with

corruption, standing in their graves. "This-

covers you," said Joe.

"What does it mean?"
"It's how you spend your life. Judging

the dead."
"Like God? You're saying I think I'm God?"
"It's what you do, Father," said Joe. "You

judge everything. You're a scientist, I can't

help what the cards say."

"I study life."

"You break life down into its pieces. Then

you make your judgment. Only when it's all

in fragments like the flesh of the dead,"

Alvin tried to hear anger or bitterness in

Joe's voice, but Joe was calm, matter-of-

fact, for all the world like a doctor with a

good bedside manner. Or like a historian

telling ihe simple truth.

Joe pressed the key. and on the small

display another card appeared, again on

top of the first two, but horizontally. "This

crosses you," said Joe. And the card was
ouilined in biue. and zoomed close. It was
the Devil.

"What does it mean, crossing me?"
"Your enemy, your obstacle. The son of

Laios and locaste."

Alvin remembered that Connie had
mentioned locaste. "How similar is this to

what you told Connie?" he asked.

Joe looked at him impassively. "How can

I know after only three cards?"

Alvin waved him to go on.

A card above. "This crowns you." The

Two of Wands, a man- holding the world in

his hands, staring off into the distance, with

two small saplings growing out of the stone

parapet beside him. "The crown is what

you think you are, the story you tell yourself

about yourself, Life-giver, the God of Gen-
esis, the Prince whose kiss awakens
Sleeping Beauty and Snow White."

A card below. "This is beneath you, what

you most fear to become." A man lying on

the ground, ten swords piercing him in a

row. He did not bleed.

"I've never lain awake at night afraid that

someone would stab me to death."

Joe looked at him placidly. "But. Father,

I told you, swords are words as often as

not. What you fear is death at the hands of

storytellers. According to the cards, you're

the sort of man who would have killed" the

messenger who brought bad news."

According to the cards, or according to

you? But Alvin held his anger and said

nothing.

A card to the right. "This is behind you,

the story of your past," A man in a sword-

studded boat, poling the craft upstream,

a woman and child sitting bowed in front



of him. "Hansel and Gretel sent into the
sea in a leaky boat.

1 '

"It doesn't look like a brother and sister."

said Alvin. "It looks like a mother and child.''

"Ah," said Joe. A card to the lefi. "This

is before you. where you know your course
will lead." A sarcophagus with a knight

sculpted in stone upon it. a bird resting on
his head.

Death, thought Alvin. Always a safe pre-

diction. And yet not safe at all. The cards
themselves seemed malevolent. They all

depicted situations thai cried out with ag-
ony or fear. That was the- gimmick, Alvin

decided. Potent enough pictures will seem
to be important whether they really mean
anything or not. Heavy with meaning like

a pregnant woman, they can be made to

bear anything.

"It isn't death," said Joe.

Alvin was startled to have his thoughts
so appropriately interrupted.

"It's a monument afler you're dead. With
your words engraved on it and above it.

Blind Homer. Jesus. Mahomet. To have your
words read like scripture."

And for the first time Alvin was genuinely
frightened by what. his son had found. Wot
that this future frightened him. Hadn't he
forbidden himselfto hope- for it. he wanted
it so much? No, what he feared was the
way he felt himselt say. silently, Yes, yes.

this, is True. I will not be flattered into beliet.

he said to himself. But underneath every
layer of doubt thai he built between himself
and the cards he believed. Whatever Joe
told him, he would believe, and so he de-
nied belief now, not because of disbelief

but because he was afraid. Perhaps that

was why he had doubted from the start.

Next the computer placed a card in the

lower right-hand corner. "This is your
house.'' It was the Tower, broken by light-

ning, a man and a woman falling from it."

surrounded by tears of flame.

A card directly above it. "This answers
you."A man under a tree, beside a stream.

with a hand coming from a small cloud,

giving him a cup. "Elijah by the brook, and
the ravens feed him."

And above that a man walking away from
a stack of eight cups, with a pole and trav-

eling cloak. The pole is a wand, with leaves
growing from it. The cups are arranged so
that a space is left where a ninth cup had
been. "This saves you."

And then, at the top of the vertical file of

four cards, Death. "This ends it." A bishop,

a woman, and a child kneeling before Death
on a horse. The horse is trampling the

corpse of a man who had been a king.

Beside the man lie his crown and a golden
sword. In the distance a ship is foundering
in a swift river. The sun is rising between
pillars in the east. And Death holds a leafy

wand in his hand, with a sheaf of wheat
bound to it at the top. A banner of life over
fhe corpse of the king. "This ends it," said

Joe- definitively.

Alvin waited, looking at the cards, wait-

ing for Joe to explain it. But Joe did not
explain. He just gazed at the monitor and
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then suddenly got to his feet. "Thank you,

Father," he said. "It's all clear now."

"To you it's clear," Alvin said.

"Yes," said Joe. "Thank you very much
for not lying this time." Then Joe made as

if to leave.

"Hey. wait," Alvin said. "Aren't you going

lo explain it to me?"
"No," said Joe.

"Why not?'"

"You wouldn't believe me,"

Alvin was not about to admit to anyone,

least of all himself, that he did believe. "I

still want to know. I'm curious. Can't I be

curious?"

Joe studied his father's face. "I told

Mother, and she hasn't spoken a natural

word to me since."

So it was not just Alvin's imagination. The

tarot program had driven a wedge be-

tween Connie and Joe. He'd been right.

"I'll speak a natural word or two every day,

I promise," Alvin said.

"That's what I'm afraid of." Joe said.

"Son," Alvin said. "Dr. Fryer told me that

the stories you tell, the way you put things

together, is the closest thing to truth about

people that he's ever heard. Even if I don't

believe it, don't I
have the right to hear the

truth?"

"I don't know if it is the truth. Or it there

is such a thing."

"There is. The way things are, that's truth."

"But how are things, with people? What
causes me to feel the way I do or act the

way I do? Hormones? Parents7 Social pat-

terns? All the causes or purposes of all our

acts are just stories we tell ourselves, sto-

ries we believe or disbelieve, changing all

the time. But still we live, still we act, and

all those acts have some kind, of cause.

The patterns all fit together into a web that

connects everyone who's ever lived with

everyone else. And every new person

changes the web. adds to if, changes the

connections, makes it all different. That's

what I find with this-.program, how you be-

lieve you fit into the web."

"Not how
I
really fit?"

Joe shrugged. "How can I know? How
can I measure it?

I
discover the stories that

you believe most secretly, the stories that

control your acts. But the very telling of the

story changes the way you believe. Moves
some things into the open, changes who
you are. I undo my work by doing it."

"Then undo your work with me, and tell

me the truth."

"I don't want to."

"Why not?"

"Because I'm in your story."

Alvin spoke then more honestly than he

ever meant to. "Then for God's sake tell

me the story, because I don't know who
the hell you are."

Joe walked back to his chair and sat

down. "I am Goneril and Regan, because
you made me act put the lie that you needed

to hear. I am Oedipus, because you pinned

my ankles together and left me exposed

on the hillside' to save your own future."

"I have loved you more than life."
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"You were always afraid of me, Father.

Like Lear, afraid that I wouldn't care for you

when I was still vigorous and you were en-

feebled by age. Like Laios, terrified that

my power would overshadow you. So you

took control; you put me out of my place."

"I gave years to educating you
—

"

"Educating me in order to make me for-

ever your shadow, your student. When the

only thing that I really loved was the
- one

thing that would free me from you— all the

stories."

"Damnable stupid fictions."

"No more stupid than the fiction you be-

lieve. Your story of little cells and DNA, your

story that there is -such a thing as reality

that can be objectively perceived, God,

what an idea, to see with inhuman eyes,

without interpretation. That's exactly how
stones see, without interpretation, be-

cause without interpretation there isn't any

sight."

"I think I know that much at least," Alvin

said, trying to feel as contemptuous as he

•He dreamed that

he was bound up in a web,

tied tike a

spider's victim, but the

spider never

. came to taste of him, left

him there to

desiccate in bondage^

sounded. "I never said I was objective."

"Scientific was the word. What could be

verified was scientific. That was all that you

would ever let me study, what could be

verified. The trouble is, Father, that nothing

in the world that matters at ail is verifiable.

What makes us' who we are is forever ten-

uous, fragile, the web of a spider eaten and
remadeevery day. I can never see out. of

your eyes. Yet I can never see any other

way than through the eyes of every story-

teller who ever taught me how to see. That

was what you did to me, Father. You for-

bade me to hear any storyteller but you. It

was your reality
I
had to surrender to. Your

fiction I had to believe."

Alvin felt his oast s ipping out irom under

him. "If I had known those games of make-

believe were so important to you, I wouldn't

have
—

"

"You knew they were that important to

me," Joe said coldly. "Why else would you

have bothered to forbid me7 But my mother

dipped me into the water, all but my heel,

and
I
got all the power you tried to keep

from me. You see. Mother was not Gri-

selde. She wouldn't kill her children for her

husband's sake. When you exiled me, you

exiled her. We lived the stories together as

long as we were free."

"What do you mean?"
"Until you came home to teach me. We

were free until then. We acted out all the

stories that we could. Without you."

It conjured tor Alvin the ridiculous image

of Connie playing Goldilocks and the Three

Bears day after day for years. He laughed

in spite of himself, laughed sharply, for only

a moment.
Joe took the laugh all wrong. Or perhaps

took it exactly right. He took his father by

the wrist and gripped him so tightly that

Alvin grew afraid. Joe was stronger than

Alvin had thought. "Grendel feels the touch

of Beowulf on his hand," Joe whispered,

"and he thinks, Perhaps I should have

stayed at home tonight. Perhaps I am not

hungry after all."

Alvin tried for a moment to pull his arm

away but could not. What have I done to

you, Joe? he shouted inside himself. Then

he relaxed his arm and surrendered to the

tale. "Tell me my story from the cards," he

said. "Please,"

Without letting go of his father's arm, Joe

began, "You are Lear, and your kingdom

is great. Your whole life is shaped so that

you will live forever in stone, in memory:

Your dream is to create life. You thought I

would be such life, as malleable as the little

worlds you make from DNA. But from the

moment I was born you were afraid of me.

I couldn't be taken apart and recombined

like all your little animals. And you were

afraid that I would steal the swords from

your sepulcher. You were afraid that you

would live on as Joseph Bevis's father, in-

stead of me forever being Alvin Bevis's son."

"I was jealous of my child," said Alvin.

trying to sound skeptical.

"Like the father rat that devours his ba-

bies because he knows that someday they

will challenge his supremacy, yes. It's the

oldest pattern in the world, a tale older than

teeth."

"Goon, this is quite fascinating." I refuse

to care.

'All the storytellers know how this tale

ends. Every time a father tries to change
the future by controlling his children, it ends

the same. Either the children lie, like Gon-

eril and Regan, and pretend to be what he

made them, or the children tell the truth,

like Cordelia, and the father casts (hem out.

I tried to tell the truth, but then together

Mother and I lied to you. It was so much
easier, and it kept me alive. She was Grim

the Fisher, and she saved me alive."

locaste and'Laios and Oedipus. "I see

where this is going," Alvin said. "I thought

you were bright enough not to believe in

that Freudian nonsense about the Oedipus

complex
"

"Freud thought he was telling the story

of all mankind when he was only telling his

own. Just because the story of Oedipus

isn't true for everyone doesn't mean that it

isn't true for me. But don'i worry, Father, I

don't have to kill you in the forest in order

to fake possession of your throne."



"I'm not worried." It was a lie. It was a

truthful understatement.

"Laios died only because he would not

le! his son pass along the road."

"Pass along any road you please."

"And I am the Devil. You and Mother were

in Eden until I
came. Because of me you

were cast out. And now you're in hell."

"How neatly it all fits."
.

"For you to achieve your dream, you had

to kill me with your story. When 1 lay there

with your blades in my back, only then could

you be sure that your sepulcher was sale.

When you exiled me in a boat I
could not

live in, only then could you be safe, you

thought. But 1 am the Horn Child, and the

boat bore me quickly across the sea to my
true kingdom."

"This isn't anything coming from the

computer," said Alvin. "This is just you being

a normal resentful teen-ager. Just a phase

that everyone goes through."

Joe's grip on Alvin's arm only tightened.

"I didn't die, I didn't wither. I have my power

now, and you're not safe. Your house is

broken, and you and Mother are being

thrown from it to your destruction, and you

know it. Why did you come to me, except

that you knew you were being destroyed?"

Again Alvin tried to find a way to fend off

Joe's story with ridicule. This time he could

not. Joe had pierced through shield and

armor and cloven him, neck to heart. "In

the name of God, Joe. how do we end it

ail?" He barely kept from shouting.

Joe relaxed his grip on Alvin's arm at

last. The blood began to flow again, pain-

fully; Alvin fancied he could measure it

passing* through his calibrated arteries.

"Two ways," said Joe. "There is one way

you can save yourself."

Alvin looked at the cards on the screen.

"Exile."

'Just leave. Just go away for a while. Let

us alone for a while. Let me pass you by,

stop trying to rule, stop trying to force your

story on me, and then after a while we can

see what's changed."

"Oh. excellent. A son divorcing his fa-

ther. Not too likely."

"Or death. As the deliverer. As the ful-

fillment of your dream. If you die now, you

defeat me. As Laios destroyed Oedipus at

last."

Alvin stood up to leave. "This is rank

melodrama. Nobody's going to die be-

cause. of this."

"Then why can't you stop trembling?"

asked Joe.

"Because I'm angry, that's why." Alvin

said. "I'm angry at the way you choose to.

look at me. I
love you more than any other

father I know loves his son, and this is the

way you choose to view it. How sharper

than a serpent's tooth
—

"

"How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is

to have a thankless child. Away, away!"

"Lear, isn't it? You gave me the script,

and now I'm saying the goddamn lines."

Jo@ smiled a strange, sphinxlike smile.

"It's a good exit line, though, isn't it?"

'Joe, I'm not going to leave, and I'm not

going to drop dead, either. You've told me
a lot. Like you said, not the truth, not real-

ity, but the way you see things. That helps,

to know how you see things."

Joe shook his head in despair. "Father,

you don't understand.-lt was you who put

those cards up on the screen. Not I. My
reading is completely different. Com-
pletely different, but no better."

"If I'm the King of Swords, who are you?"

"The Hanged Man," Joe said.

Alvin shook his head. "What an ugly world

you choose to live in."

"Not neat and pretty like yours, not bound

about by rules the way yours is. Laws and

principles, theories and hypotheses, may

they cover your eyes and keep you happy."

'Joe, I think you need help," said Alvin.

"Don't we all," said Joe.

"So do I. A family counselor maybe. I

think we need outside help."

"I've told you what you can do."

"I'm not going to run away from this, Joe,

no matter how much you want me to."

"You already have. You've been running

away for months. These are your cards. Fa-

ther, not mine."

"Joe, I want to help you out ot this—un-

happiness."

Joe frowned. "Father, don't you under-

stand? The Hanged Man is smiling. The

Hanged Man has won."

Alvin did not go home. He couldn't face

Connie right now, did not want to try to

explain what he felt about what Joe had

told him. So he went to the laboratory and

lost himself for a time in reading records

of what was happening with the different

subject organisms. Some good results. If

it all held up, Alvin Bevis would have taken

mankind a long way toward being able to

read the DNA chain. There was a Nobel in

it. More important still, there was real

change. / will have changed the world, he

thought. And then there came into his mind

the picture of the man holding the world in

his hands: looking off into the distance. The

Two of Wands. His dream, Joe was right

about that. Bight about Alvin's longing for

a monument to last forever.

And in a moment of unusual clarity Alvin

saw that Joe was right about everything.

Wasn't Alvin even now doing just what the

cards called for him to do to save himself,

going into hiding with the Eight of Cups?

His house was breaking down, all was being

undone, and he was setting out on a long

journey that would lead him to solitude.

Greatness, but solitude.

There was one card that Joe hadn't

worked into his story, however. The Four of

Cups. "This answers you," he had said.

The hand of God coming from a cloud. Eli-

jah by the brook. If God were to whisper to

me, what would He say?

He would say, Alvin thought, that there

is something profoundly wrong, something

circular in all that Joe has done. He has

synthesized things that no other mind in



the world could have brought together
meaningfully. He is, as Dr. Fryer said.
touching on the borders of Truth. But. by
God, ihere is something wrong, something
he has overlooked. Not a mistake, exactly.
Simply a place where Joe has not put two
true things together in his own life; Stories
make us who we are: the tarot program
identifies the stories we believe; by hear-
ing the tale of the tarot. we have changed
who we are; therefore—

Therefore, no one knows how much of
Joe's tarot story is believed because it is

true, and how much becomes true be-
cause it is believed. Joe is not a scienlist

. Joe is a tale-teller. But the gifted, powerlul
teller of tales soon lives in the world he has
created, for as more and more people be-
lieve him, his tales become true.

We do not have to be the family ofLaios.
I do not have to play at being Lear. I can
say no to this story, and make it false. Not
that Joe could tell any other story, because
this is the one that he believes. But I can
change what he believes by changing what
the cards say, and I can change what the
cards say by being someone else.

King of Swords. Imposing my will on oth-
ers, making them live in the world that my
words created. And now my son, too, doing
the same. But I can change, and so can
he, and then perhaps his brilliance, his in-
sights can shape a better world than the
sick one he is making us live in.

And .as he grew more excited, Alvin felt

himself fill with light, as ifthe cup had poured
into him from the cloud. He believed in

fact, that he had already changed. That he
was already something other than what Joe
said he was.

The telephone rang. Rang twice, three
times, before Alvm reached out to answer
it. It was Connie.

'Alvin?" she asked in a small voice.
"Connie," he said.

'Alvin, Joe called me." She sounded losi
distant.

"Did he? Don't worry, Connie, every-
thing's going to be tine."

"Oh, I know." Connie said. "I finally fig-
ured it out. It's the thing that Helen never
figured out. It's the thing that locasie never
had the guts to do. Enid knew it. though.
Enid could do it. I love you, Alvin." She
hung up.

Alvin sat with his hand on the phone for
thirty seconds. That's how long it took him
to realize that Connie sounded sleepy. That
Connie was trying to change the cards
too. By killing herself.

All the way home in the car. Alvin was
afraid that he was going crazy. He kept
warning himself to drive carefully, not to
take chances. He wouldn't be able to save
Connie if he had an accident on the way.
And then there would come a voice that
sounded like Joe's, whispering. That's the
story you tell yourself, but the truth is you're
driving sfowlySnd carefully, hoping she will

die so everything will be simple again It's

the best solution, Connie has solved it alt
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and you're being stow so she can suc-

ceed, but telling yourself you're being

careful so you can live with yourself after

she's dead.

No, said Alvin again and again, pushing

on the accelerator, weaving through the

traffic, then forcing himself to slow down,

not to kill himself to save two seconds

Sleeping pills weren't that fast. And maybe

he was wrong; maybe she hadn't taken pills.

Or maybe he was thinking that in order to

slow himself down so that Connie would

die and everything would be simple again-

Shut up, he told himself. Just get there.

he told himself.

He got there, fumbled with the key. and

burst inside. "Connie!" he shouted.
'

Joe was standing in the archway be-

tween the kitchen and the family room.

"It's all right," Joe said. "1 got here when

she was on the phone to you. I
forced her

to vomit, and most of the pills hadn't even

dissolved yet."

"She's awake?"

"More or less."

Joe stepped aside, and Alvin walked into

the family room. Connie sat on a chair,

looking catatonic. But as he came nearer,

she turned away, which at once hurt him

and relieved him. At least she was not

hopelessly insane. So it was not too late

for change.

"Joe," Alvin said, still looking at Connie,

"I've been thinking. About the reading."

Joe stood behind him, saying nothing.

"I believe it. You told the truth. The whole

thing, just as you said."

Still Joe did not answer. Well, what can

he say, anyway? Alvin asked himself. Noth-

ing At least he's listening. 'Joe, you told

the truth.
I
really screwed up the family. I've

had to have the whole thing my way, and

it really screwed things up. Do you hear

me. Connie? I'm telling both of you, I agree

with Joe about the past. But not the future.

There's nothing magical about those cards.

They don't tell the future. They just tell the

outcome of the pattern, the way things will

end if the pattern isn't changed. But we

can change it, don'S you see? That's what

Connie was trying to do with the pills,

change the way things turn out. Well, I'm

the one who can really change, by chang-

ing me. Can you see that? I'm changed

already As if I drank from the cup that came

to me out of the cloud, Joe. I don't have to

control things the way I did. It's all going

to be better now. We can build up from, up

from—"
The ashes, those were the next words.

But Ihey were the wrong words. Alvin could

sense that. All his words were wrong. It

had seemed Irue in the lab, when he thought

of it; now it sounded dishonest. Desperate.

Ashes in his mouth. He turned around to

Joe. His son was not listening silently Joes

face was contorted with rage, his hands

trembling ,
tears streaming down his cheeks.

As soon as Alvin looked at him. Joe

screamed at him. "You can't just let it be,

"Hold it, Murcheson! You know you're not supposed to take

company material home with you!"

can you! You have to do it again and again

and again, don't you!"

Oh, I see, Alvin thought. By wanting to

change things, t was just making them more

the same. Trying to control the world they

live in. I didn't think it through well enough.

God played a dirty trick on me, giving me

that cup from the chad.

"I'm sorry," Alvin said.

"No!" Joe shouted. "There's nothing you

can say!"

"You're right," Alvin said, trying to calm

Joe. "I should just have— "

"Don't say anything 1." Joe screamed, his

face red.

"I won't, I won't," said Alvin. "I wont say

another—"
"Nothingl Nothing! Nothing!"

"I'm just agreeing with you, that's—"

Joe lunged forward and screamed it in

his father's face. "God damn you, don't talk

at all!"
. . „,

"I see," said Alvin, suddenly realizing. 1

see—as long as I try to put it in words, I'm

forcing my view of things on the rest of you,

and if I—"
There were no words left for Joe to say.

He had tried every word he knew that might

silence his father, but none would. Where

words fail, there remains the act. The only

thing close at hand was a heavy glass dish

on the side table. Joe did not mean to grab

it did not mean to strike his father across

the head with it. He only meant his father

to be still. But all his incantations had failed,

and still his father spoke, still his father stood

in the way, refusing to let him pass, and so

he smashed him across the head with the

glass dish.

But it was the dish that broke, not his

father's head. And the fragment of glass in

Joe's hand kept right on going after the

blow followed through with the stroke, and

the sharp edge of the glass cut neatly

through the fleshy, bloody, windy part of

Alvin's throat. All the way through, severing

the carotid artery, the veins, and above all

the trachea, so that no more air flowed

through Alvin's larynx. Alvin was wordless

as he fell backward, spraying blood from

his throat, clutching at the pieces of glass

imbedded in the side of his face.

. "ljh-oh," said Connie in a high and

childish voice.

Alvin lay on his back on the floor, his

head propped up on the front edge of the

couch. He. felt a terrible throbbing in his

throat and a strange silence in his ears

where the blood no longer flowed. He had.

not known how noisy the blood in the head

could be, until now, and now he could not

tell anyone. He could only lie there, not

moving, not turning his head, watching.

He watched as Connie stared at his throat

and slowly tore at her hair; he watched as

Joe carefully and methodically pushed the

bloody piece of glass into his right eye and

then into his left. / see now, said Alvin si-

lently Sorry I didn't understand before. You

found the answer to the riddle that de-

voured us, my Oedipus. I'm just not good

at riddles, I'm afraid.OO



6A pair of robots

hooked onto his trouser legs

and dragged him
in the direction of the

jixr.

Curiosity seekers still

find their way to Bob
Taylor's doorstep, 15
miles west of Edin-

burgh, Scotland
They come to hear of

the morning of No-
vember 9, 1979, when
the usually phleg-

matic forester, pants
torn and voice gasp-
ing, stumbled from
the rolling woodland
near his home. He'd
been attacked by two
robots from a space-
craft, he told his in-

credulous wife, who
retorted, "There's not

such a thing!'
1

Thosewords stung
the sixty-one-year-

old Scotsman, and he
felt compelled to

prove his credibility.

So he picked up the

phone and called
Sergeant Ian Wark. a policeman m the town of Livingston

At 10 that morning, Taylor told Wark, he had been in-

specting livestock fencing. He'd jusl walked down a iim-

berland path and turned into a clearing when he saw a
"domed spacecraft as tall as the surrounding spruces

"

As he stood transfixed, Taylor claims, a pair of small, "ro-

botlike balls" rolled toward Him, each one bnslling with
half a dozen metallic spikes, or legs, that made "plopping
noises" as they iouched Ihe ground. Next the robots hooked

UFO UPDATE

Imprints as the un-

mistakable mark of a

spacecraft. But to

Sergeant Wark, they

were an enigma, one
that deserved seri-

ous investigation

The sergean! spent

days trying to locate

earthly machinery
lhat would leave
tracks of identical di-

mensions. When he
failed to find any. he
sent the forester's

clothes to a forensic

laboratory, again
without results.

Wark contends that

Taylor's story cannot
be dismissed. Bui he
isn't the sole sleuth on
the case. The^ day
after the Incident

architect Steuart
Campbell, an Inves-

tigator for Ihe British

UFO Research Association, arrived on the scene In his

recent report Campbell concludes that Taylor witnessed
ball lightning a rare electrical discharge that now and
again flashes across the sky

But a lot of people have been calling Campbell's theory
rubbish, Among his detractors is Bob Taylor, who reasons,
"If it was some kind of lightning, there would have been
severe heat and burned grass.' J. Dale Barry, a laser
physicist and ball lightning expert at Hughes Aircraft

onto his trouser legs and dragged him in the direction of Company, agrees. The maximum diameter reported for
the dome. "Suddenlya powerful smell choked me," Taylor
recalls. "Then I lost consciousness." He awoke in ihe
clearing a short time later, alone, with a blinding headache
and unsteady legs.

Reluming to the spot that afternoon with Wark, Taylor
pointed to a pair of ten-foot-long bulldozer tracks set seven
feet apart. Encircling Ihe tracks were 32 holes, each three
inches ii

lightning is 30 centimeters, Barry notes, while the cir-

cle formed In Livingston was many times that size.

Bob Taylor a story is still repeated by Livingston school-
•vno know him as "the man that saw the UFO."

Now retired, he often returns to the familiar forest clearing.
"The spot seems to be a magnel. and I'm drawn there,"
he says. "I can't imagine this happening twice, bul if it

diameter and three inches deep. Taylor saw the
\
did, that would be lovely."—ERIC MISHARA



zelle adds "But the Frew

tape elevated it from just

folklore to a legitimate

phenomenon—something
to be seriously scruti-

nized."—Sherry Baker

u
\Nho would venture to say

that nowhere else were

to be lound any that enjoyed

She glorious sight 61 Nature's

Opera, [that] we were.the

only ones that had dived

deep to the secret and had

knowledge of it?"

—Christiaan Huygens

and
land home faces Chesa-

peake Bay (above). On the

evening of May 31, 1982.

with the sun still shining

brightly, the Frews and sev-

eral dinner guests noticed

a dark object rise out of the

water: it looked like a 30-

foot-long serpent punctuated

with humps. Bob grabbed

his video camera and began

lilming what he thought

might be "Chessie;" a sea

creature that allegedly

inhabits the bay.

A group of scientists from

the Smithsonian Institution

met with Frew and the other

eyewitnesses to review

the three-minute tape a few

days later. George Zug.

head of the department of

vertebrate zoology at the

Smithsonian's National

Museum of Natural History,

in Washington, DC ,
says

the film.was "most interest-

ing," but he refuses to

speculate on what the obiect

might be. He points out

that the usual explanations

for such "creatures —
partially submerged logs,

for instance, or optical

illusions—do not fit the

elongated, animate object

on Frew's film. He also

states that the front end ot

the "thing" appears and

disappears vertically on the

film: it doesn't roll above

and below the surface, as

swimming animals would

The next step in the

"Chessle" investigation is

photo enhancement of

Frew's film with a computer

at Johns Hopkins University

In the meantime Mike Friz-

ze.lle and Bob Lazzara.

of Enigma, a Maryland-

based organization ihat in-

vestigates unexplained

phenomena, are compiling

a comparative sludy of

past "Chessie" sightings—

and any new ones That

are reported "We hope well

be able to develop a pat-

tern," says Lazzara "We
need to find environmental

data common to most

sightings, so we can go out

and look tor the animal."

"We didn't lake 'Chessie'

so seriously before," Frlz-

^mi

ESP researchers have

long believed thai dreamers

are especially receptive to

telepathic messages. The

chief problem ior the mes-

sage sender to know when

the intended recipient was

dreaming Now, thanks to a

new dream-telepathy sys-

tem, this information will

be readily available

The system, developed

by psychologist Keith

Hearne, of Hull, England,

works whenever the dreamer

has a "lucid" dream (one

m which he or she Is fully

aware, though asleep)

At the onset ot dreaming

the dreamer deliberately

breathes rapidly for several

seconds. The more rapid

breathing rate is detected by

a lissue-box-sized elec-

tronic breath detector, whose

sensors are hooked to the

dreamer's nostrils When
stimulated, the breath de-

tector signals another
' machine, which dials the
1

phone number ot the distant

message sender When the

telephone rings, Hearne

says, the sender knows a

lucid dream ts in progress

and "tries to transmit" the

message to the dreamer

telepathicaily

Hearne says he has

successfully used this tech-

nique to communicate with

dreamers- if you too. want

someone reading your

mind, you can buy Hearne's

new dream-telepathy ma-

I chine, including a breath

I detector and a phone-dialing

unit, from lncam, Ltd.. of

London. England

— Margaret Sachs

:

"In my view, ESP's return to

respectability has so

i widened the scope ot

imagination and brought

i
back areas of wonder and

1

mystery long lost to the

disenchanting forces ot

science and materialism."

—Martyn Skinner



What has four extrater-

restrials, a mysterious
talisman tram somewhere ir

the cosmos, and reams of

UFO footage'? The World's

Largest UFO Exhibit, on

the fifty-first floor of the IDS
Tower, over the city of

Minneapolis

The five-room exhibit is

stocked with mementos of

close encounters: "authenti-

cated" UFO photos; astro-

naut Gordon Cooper, on
videotape, describing, his

UFO sighling; and tape

recordings of people who
have seen aliens peering in

their bedroom windows
and scurrying across their

roofs Some 250,000 visi-

tors flock to the exhibit

each year, eager to examine
Jimmy Carter's report of

a UFO sighting or try [heir

hands at one of five "cosmic

Quizzes." ("What's the

greatest number of people

a UFO with occu-

pants'?" one display board
asks. The answer: "38.")

"It's close encounters of

the third kind—face-to^

face meetings with aliens—
that fascinate peopl

says businessman Dick
Hobson, founder of the ex-
hibit "If only we had an
extraterrestrial walking

around in here, we'd have
lines fifty mileslong."

Without access to any
bona fide extraterrestrials,

however. Hobson manages
to attract crowds by inviting

guest speakers such as
J. Allen Hynek, director of;

the Center for UFO Studies,

in Evanstan. Illinois. The
exhibit is so popular that

spinoffs have been launched
in Sonora and San Bernar-

dino, California, and a
traveling version of the show
may hit the college circuit

this fall.—Carol Truxal

"There is always another

crisis around the comer"
—Marshall McLuhan

Like most people, Jake
Rotstein (above) wanted to

get rich quick So he adver-

tised in the Kansas dry
Star tor a psychic. If he

could just get hired as a
public-relations agent for a

gifted seer, he reasoned,

he'd make millions on
TV and books.

The would-be entrepre-

neur placed his ad in the

paper once a week for 20
years. Then il happened On
November 30. 1977, Rot-

stein claims, he struck

psychic gold; he received a

call from Lane Slarkey, a

twenty-two-year-old Kansas
City art student with "ex-

traordinary psychic skills.'

According to Rotstein.

Starkey met him for a chat

that very week "While I

sat in my attic, staring at a
candle," he relates, "Star-

key was locked in my base-
ment. He drew that very

same candle in a notebook

as if he could see through

walis right into my head
"

Nevertheless, Rotstem a

retired home-improvement
contractor, has yet to cash
in. Young Lane Slarkey

grew tired of waiting for his

fortune and went off to

art school in London. And
Rotstein says he hears IrOm

him only now and then

through the mail

The Kansas City PR
agent blames his misfortune

on the Committee for the

Scientific Investigation

of Claims of the Paranormal

(CSICOP). Since CSICOP s

members include distin-

guished scientists like B F

Skinner and Carl Sagan.

Rotstein says, it has the

power Ic test and Ie

those who claim to be
psychic: in fact, w I

CSlCOP's stamp o| ap-

proval, book and TV inves-

tors won't take a ps

seriously. "YetCSlC
refused to test Sis

Rotstein charges. "And me
reason Is plain. The-,

make- a billion, and they

won't get a dime.'

But according to

CSlCOP's presitier

Kurtz, "thai

On more that

sion. he say;,

offered to tt

whenever a datewa
Rotsrem backed out

sequently. Kurtz now
aoubts that Starkey even
exists If Starkey is so

talented. Kurtz wonders,
why doesn't he agree to a

test? Why doesn't he call

CSICOP himself?

Part of the reason
stern says, is that "Siarkey s

a mental cripple. He was
logging in London recenily

for Instance, and he

smack into a stone wall."

—Peter Rondinone

"People prefer bunk to de-
bunk in psychic mailers.

"

—Hairy Price
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After a local newspaper i

Ihe plane's

ersonality, il be-

agnet for all

manner ol ghost hunters-.

Two college students claim
,

ihey had an encounter

with a pair ot ghosts inside

the cockpit. ("One guy

was sd shaken up." DeWitt

remembers "that I had
to drive him to the hospital

emergency room .") And
a self-described psychic

asserts that the bomber
is manned by the ghost of a

dead flyer, one Arthur Pryor.

But Lieutenant DeWitt,

who has since abandoned
his post at the museum.

al "We can't find

any record of Pryor he

reports. "And. besides, l

don't believe In ghosts."

-Eric Mishara

I flying is yet in its

md it may hereafter

be brought to perfection,

and the tune may come
when mankind may fly to

—Bernard de Fontenelle

Those about to die often

see their lives flash before

them. But, according to

psychologist Kenneth Ring,

of the University ol Con-

necticut, people who recover

from bouts of clinical death

report glimpses of the

future as well

To study the visions of

near-death prophets. Ring

traveled the country, tape-

recording talks with more

than a dozen survivors. One
of his subjects, for Instance,

was a man who had nearly

succumbed to appendicitis

in 1941, at the age of ten

During the operation, he told

Ring, he saw himself grown

Up and married, with two

children. He envisioned

himaell sitting in an armchair,

aware of something "very

strange" behind the wall

This very scene suddenly

unfolded one day in 1968,

the man told Ring, "when I

sat in a chair reading a

book, and happened to

glance at my children I re-

alized that this was the

memory from 1941. And the

strange object behind the

wall was a foroed-air heater,

something not in my sphere

ol knowledge as a

Ring heard subject after

subject repori uncanny

premonitions of things that

they say have since come
true But he was most

impressed by those who
related visions about the fate

of the world.

Indeed, almost ail Ring's

subjects have prophesied

a disastrous epoch that they

assert will begin in a dec-

ade or less. Some have

foreseen earthquakes, vol-

canoes, and droughts;

others, famine and nuclear

war. While most of us un-

doubtedly would pensh

in the decades of destruc-

tion, Ring's subjects say

that peace will ultimately

prevail. "The trouble will be

transitory rather than total,"

Ihey contend, with decades

of worldwide brotherhood

to follow

Ring, however, doesn't

really take these visions

literally "I'm inclined to think

the prophecies are meta-

phors for the fears and

hopes of the subconscious,"

he says. "As the near-

death victim is jolted to

awareness, he might per-

ceive a symbolic earthquake

or volcanic eruption

As he calms down and

enters a period of serenity,

he might sense universal

brotherly love."

—Glenn Van Warrebey

"The supernatural Is the

natural no! yet understood."

—Elbert Hubbard
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8.5 inches and weighed no more than 18

grams, a little over half an ounce. Yet it had

to be strong enough to supportthe barbell

weights that were slowly piled on it. At 50-

pound increments, a five-pound shotput

was dropped nearby, simulating the earth-

quake. The more earthquakes the struc-

ture survived in eight minutes, the more

points a team got.

Another challenge was Monsters Men-

acing Mankind, in which remote-con-

trolled, custom-built creatures of one team

did battle with those of another. Finally there

was the Ornonaut Challenge, in which each

team represented a group of aliens ex-

ploring Earth. The challenge was to con-

struct an EEV that could carry one team

member, be powered by a 12-volt car bat-

tery, and use no more than $35 worth of

material in its construction. The ornonaut

aliens then had to cruise over a course,

using the vehicle to gather up as many Earth

samples as possible n eight minutes with-

out stepping out of the EEV and without

using their hands or feet. (Some ol the

samples: an apple, an orange, a balloon,

a nail, an egg. a cereal box. and a small

pile of sand.)

The adult judges award points not only

for efficiency but also for creative talent.

The McLoughlin tear- members, who won

the regionals and went on to the national

competition, dressed up their act by dec-

orating their faces with stage paint. The

team that eventually went on to take the

national title, a group of five boys from

James Caldwell High School in Caldwell,

New Jersey, had even more elaborate cos-

tumes: sweatpants and long-tailed- tuxedo

jackets worn over orange T-shirts. They

performed their ornonaut maneuvers to the

accompaniment of their own soundtrack.

At one point during the competition the

McLoughlin team showed more substan-

tive creativity. Shortly before the OM events

began, they realized they had nothing on

their vehicle that could pick up sand. "The

night beiore the competition we took an

old plastic flowerpot and. made it into a

scoop." Kristin Fortlage relates. Not only

did their solution work well, but their con-

trivance bore an uncanny resemblance to

the Mars Viking probe scoop, which NASA
needed a decade to design and build.

Most participants come from the so-

called Talented and Gifted (TAG) pro-

grams. Many feel this is a program these

children have long needed. "We do a lot

for the athletically gifted student," says

Karen Lockman. TAG coordinator for Or-

egon's Clackamas schoo: district, "but very

little for the intellectually gifted child. The

Olympics ot the Mind gives them an outlet

for their energies."

The OM organizers see it as more than

just jazzy intellectual and engineering ex-

ercises, For one thing, Samuel Micklus

points out, OM helps draw out some of the

youngsters' creative skills: "ive seen me-

diocre students be really good thinkers on

these problems."

For another, it gefs them to practice

valuable skills. "The world (hese young

people will inherit as adulls will be filled

wilh guestions that won't be answered in

books," says Kristy Clark, "To solve them,

they'll need diverse ways of thinking and

exploring, We have no idea what knowl-

edge they'll need in fifteen years, but we
do know they'll need problem-solving skills."

Right about now students all over the

country are working on next year's list of

OM challenges, many of which are varia-

tions on those run in 1982. Instead of the

ornonaut challenge, which had a futuristic

format, this year's challenge is inspired by

the past. It is called Leonardo da Vinci's

Spring-Driven Car. The Renaissance ge-

nius once designed a car that was pro-

pelled by springs, and OM participants are

being asked to do something similar: build

a car that can be propelled by springs or

anything elastic and ride it around a short

obstacle course. Then they have to propel

it through a "time tunnel" and have it come
out the other end looking like a twentieth-

century spring-powered machine. "It should

be interesting." says Carol Micklus.DO
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breeze. When fuel is injected into a si

sonic airflow, a shock wave is set up that

partly seals off the fuel flow from the main
airstream. delaying its mixing. The iuei

doesn't burn properly. Solving this prob-
lem required some sophisticated design
work back in the 1960s; by 1965 scientists

at the Marquardt Corporation were able to

operate an experimental scramjet in a wind-
tunnel test af better than Mach 10. And to-

. day researchers are certain that scramjets
will eventually power aircraft at speeds as
high as Mach 12 or 14.

Why are there no scramjets in the air to-

day? When developing simpler jet engines
and rockets, designers can test a rocket
on the ground and predict its performance
in space. The same is true when a turbojet
is ground-tested with high-speed air from
a wind tunnel. Unfortunately, wind-tunnel
trials of scramjets cannot reliably predict
how the engine will actually perform in hy-
personic flight.

Today, however, this hurdle, too, may fall.

In principle, everything anyone might seek
to learn from ground-based tests can be
calculated from a set of equations that give
a mathematical description of the flow of

air around an aircraft or through an engine.
These are the Navier-Stokes equations,
which have been known for over a century.

But they're so complicated that until re-

cently they could be solved only for limited, .

special cases. Still, sophisticated com-
puters are harnessing the power of these
venerable equations.

At the Ames Research Center, in Cali-

fornia, the llliac IV computer was put to

work studying solutions to the Navier-Stokes
equations. Built about 1970, the llliac IV

featured electronics technology that seems
almost primitive by current standards. For
instance, its memory featured microchips
each of which could hold only 256 bits of

data. Today's most advanced chips hold
more than 262,000 bits, llliac IV was for

years one of the world's fastest computers.
It had 64 central processors, each a pow-
erful computer in its own right, and thus
could work 64 times faster than standard
computers of its vintage. Nowadays com-
mon home computers execute a few
hundred mathematical operations per
second. By contrast llliac IV had a speed
of 25 million operations per second or, as
a computer expert would say, 25 mega-
flops. Its memory was 16 million words. With
this power it was able to solve such prob-
lems as designing the wings for important
new commercial airliners, the Boeing 757
and Airbus 310. It also contributed to prog-
ress in scramjets.

But the llliac. in all the glory of its mega-
flops, will stand as a mere dwarf beside
the next generation of NASA computers:
the Mumerical Aerodynamic Simulator. This

machine will have a speed of a gigaflop.

a billion operations per second, and a I
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garganluan memory of 240 million words.

Randolph A. Graves, manager (or com-
puiational methods at NASA's Washington.

D.G., headquarters, predicts. "We should

see it in 1986 or 1987. Thai's where the

frontiers will be."

The computer is not a replacement for

the wind tunnel. William Ballhaus. director

of aeronautics at the Ames Research Cen-

ter, says, "It provides us with an alternate

source of data, with -a different set of in-

herent errors." But the combination of

computers and wind tunnels will be es-

pecially powerful. For example, it will be

possible to compute features of the flow.

not only around a full-size scramjet aircraft

in flight, but around a small-scale model in

the wind tunnel. When the wind-tunnel tests

match the computer predictions, we will

know that we really understand scramjets.

And we will have the confidence to build

the first experimental scramjet craft. The

first takeoff of the jet-rocket airplane may
not be far in the future. Graves believes

that we will probably be ready in ten years

to begin some kind of flight testing.

Researchers at the Langley Research

Center, in Virginia, have long planned a

suitable test craft, the Hypersonic Re-

search Aircraft (HRA). It would be rocket-

powered, about the size of a large fighter

plane, and carried atoft by a large jet such

as a 747, possibly perched on its back like

the shuttle orbiter. When let loose into free

flight, its rockers would lla-c to life, thrust-

ing the craft to Mach 6 and an altitude of

120.00.0 feet. Thai would not be lough to

do. The X-15 flew laster'and higher 20 years

ago. Then the scramjets would come on.

Their mission would be to suslain the craft

in cruising flight, without the aid of rockets.

Then, mission accomplished, this HRA
would glide down to a landing on the dry

lake, bed at Edwards Air Force Base.-in the

Mojave Desert, the time-honored landing

site for rocket-powered craft, from 1947's

X-1 to 1982's shuttle Columbia.

The next step would be the HRA-B.

Rather than fly first on rockets and then on

scramjets, HRA-B would reverse this se-

quence. It would have more powerful

scramjet engines, capable of doing dou-

ble duty. At low speeds— say. from 600 mph
up to 4.000 mph. or Mach 6—they would

work as ordinary ramjets. Then, tor speeds

up to Mach 12. they would switch to super-

sonic combustion and become scramjets.

At that speed, and at 130.000 feet, the

scramjets would .shut down, and the rock-

ets would begin firing.

These would thrust the HRA-B close to

orbit, perhaps into orbit. The first tests would

prove that the engines could be protected

against the blazing heat of reentry. And

almost without intending to. in the HRA-B
the nation would have taken the next great

step beyond the space shuttle.

The HRA-B would noi require the com-

plex and expensive launch facilities of Cape
Canaveral or Vandenberg Air Force Base.

Instead it would need only a good airport.

Together with its carrier aircraft, it would

provide aircraft-type simplicity ir- space-

flight and single-stage flight to orbit, with

none of the costs of launching and re-

covering a rocket's first stage. Its payload

would be.small. only a few thousand pounds

at the most. But it would point inevitably

toward things to come.

By 2010 or 2015. our experience with

HRA-B. together with our firm background

in studying hypersonic design on com-

puters, would put us in a strong position

to go ahead with Star-Raker. A1 least within

the aerospace industry the final decision

to proceed might by then be so obvious

as to be almost anticlimactic.

Orbiting hotels won't be far behind. As

early as 1967 Barron Hilton. Conrad's son.

stated that if launch costs could be made
sufficiently low. he would build a hotel in

space. In today's dollars, his cost target

would be $15 to put one pound of freight

in orbit. Studies at Rockwell International,

builder of the shuttle, suggest that Star-

Raker could achieve a c©st as low as $10

a pound. If this prediction bears out. the

passengers aboard Star-Raker may be

merely the usual collection of tourists, with

their excess baggage and American Ex-

press cards. But that, after all, is how
everyone hopes spaceflight will be.DO

"After spending 1.6 billion dollars and ten years on this pro/eel. I've tost interest in it.

"
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BREAKTHROUGHS new products

crash, we won't be able to tell what fre-

quencies they were tuned to, what was on

their video-display screens, how their dials

read. Today we can reconstruct mechan-
ical parts. In the cockpits of these planes,

there won't be any mechanical parts. We
can't trace electrons in a smoking hulk.

"So we are going to 'need recorders thai

can save a!', the essential data for us. Oth-

erwise we'll never be able to determine what

had happened."
Considering the airline industry's indif-

ference to the second generation of new
flight recorders. Roberts believes the third

generation will make its first mark in busi-

ness and commuter planes that now have

no flight-data systems at all. There, the need

for recorders is so clear thai reluctance

won't be so strong as in Ihe commercial

airline business.

"Because the new system is lighter and

cheaper to operate," Roberts explains, "for

smaller aircraft it makes more sense than

the old ones. We are working to expand

data recording into smaller planes. But the

manufacturers are all hanging back, wait-

ing for others to be first to admit they need

them." How does Roberts expect to get

the new recorders off the ground? "We'll

probably have to get the government to

require them," she says.

A waterproofing kit 'or oortable stereo

systems makes it possible to sing along in

the rain, or water-ski to New Wave, without

worrying about waterlogging your Walk-

man. The Water Sound system includes two

flexible plastic envelopes for the head-

phones and the sound system. The man-

ufacturer says that the Water Soundus so

waterproof not only will it withstand getting

soaked in the shower but it can even be
used while swimming. ($49.95. from Pi-

oneer & Company, 216 Haddon Avenue,

Suite 522, Westmont, NJ 08108.)

Hard-bitten Pac-Man addicts who want

to spend all their time in easy reach of the

game can do just that with a Pac-Man

wristwatch. The watch has a digital time

display above a miniature Pac-Man video

game— complete with threatening ghosts

and a. ravenous dot eater. ($29.95, from

Nelsonic, a division .of M.Z. BergerS Com-
pany. Inc.. 20 West Thirty-seventh Street,

New York. NY 10018.)

Even telephones have been influenced

by the portable-audio craze. The Hands
Free Go Fone is a wireless phone with a

portable Walkman-style transmitter/re-

ceiver and an earphone a;iached to a min-

iature microphone (like a telephone oper-

ator's headset). The unit communicates by

means of a tiny desk- lop console lhal dou-

bles as a recharger. The Hands Free Go
Fone has some limitations. Its range is just

300 feet, and though it can receive incom-

ing calls, it can't make outgoing ones. But

it does leave your lingers free to do the

walking while you're talking. ($149.95. from

Technidyne. SofcO Kaiv Freeway, Suite 216,

Houston, TX 77024.)

For executives, managers, and profes-

sionals who think software means sweat-

ers, McGraw-Hill .offers a Microcomputer

Literacy Program, The self-taught course,

comprising audio cassettes and work-

books, is a guide for choosing and using

desk-top computers. The course also in-

troduces BASIC, a widely used program-

ming language. ($130, from the Computer

Science Divis.cn .
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center, 3939 Wisconsin Ave-

nue, Washington. DC 20016.)

Television puts some people right to

sleep, but Panasonic's latest set is de-

signed to have the opposite effect. The Bi-

Sider is a digital radio alarm clock with its

own built-in miniature black-and-white

television screen. The two-faced clock flips

up or down to function as an AM/FM clock

radio or a small TV set that can be pro-

grammed to turn on at the appointed hour.

($199.95. from Panasonic, One Panasonic

Way, Secaucus. NJ 07094.)OQ



LUNAR HABITATS
The detailed plans are now being laid to transform the moon's

barren landscape into a flowering oasis fit for humankind

BY JULIAN LOEWE

M.lankind's first great extraterrestrial mi-

ration has already begun Much of the engineering remains to be worked out; political

and economic commitments have yet to be mads. But scientists and technicians at

research centers all across the country are working on the nuts and bolts ot lunar

colonization Their work could pay off tar sooner than most people expect.

Even at NASA where a microbjclcet severe!',' cramps more immediate work the

Controlled Ecological Lite Support System (CELSS) program is managing to support

about 25 projects aimed at growing food and recycling wastes in a permanent space

settlement according to James Bredt, head of the Life Sciences Division at NASAs

Office ot Space Science and Applications And at least two olher projects aim to

achieve a full-scale moon pase. NASA has also asked eight leading aerospace firms

tor preliminary studies of a space station—studies that should supply engineering

details for a lunar colony. Last April, at the L-5 Spciety's first annual Conference on

Space Development, some 60 would-be settlers joined forces to plan a colony that

could grow from a bargain-basement habitat tor a few pioneers, into a sell-supporting

world They expect to have a workable design by the end of next year.

Then there's Carolyn Dry's proposal. Dry thinks big. you have to hand that to her.

She set out two years ago to plan man's first primitive lunar pase and came up with a

scheme that might eventually turn the entire maon into an Earthlike planet.

Dry is an architect, a former instructor at Texas ASM, MIT, and UCLA. She now runs

her own company. Natural Process Design in Newbury Park, California. "I like 10 work

with the materials I find available." she says. "Several years ago the Olfice of Naval

Research asked me to design a port for them. I
called the company Dry Ocean

Systems in those days, but people found that too confusing. The final plan was based

on analogies to living organisms. I figured out a method to lift cargo with osmotic
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pressure and used the chemistry of sea-

water'to 'grow' the harbor facilities from

calcium carbonate in much the same way
coral reefs form. If ihe port needs to be

repaired or expanded, new structures could

be grown at will."

That kind of imagination caught the at-

tention of officials working on NASA's ma-

terials-processing and space project, who

set her to thinking about what it would take

to put a permanent base on the moon. "The

two critical factors," she observes, "are how
long you want to stay there and how In-

dependent you want io be. It isn't very dif-

ficult to design a kind of picnic habitat,

where you briny all your supplies from Earth,

stay for a short time, and then go home. If

you want the colony to be self-supporting,

the problem is more complicated."

Again Dry turned to the materials nature

had provided. The moon, il turns out. could

supply more than 90 percent of the non-

recoverable elements a colony would need.

At a conference on space industry held

at Princeton University several years ago,

John D. Mackenzie and Rex C. Claridge,

of the UCLA School of Engineering and

Applied Science, reported that rock sam-

ples returned from the moon by Apollo 11
,

Apollo 12, and Apollo 16 could be melted

and worked into glass fibers, foamed
panels, ceramic tile, and even windows.

They also found that passing an electric

current through molten lunar glass re-

leases oxygen from the ore.

So Dry suggests a habilat built of glass

melted from the lunar rock by sunlight con-

centrated with an enormous mirror. Oxy-

gen released by heating oxidized lunar rock

would be pumped into a heat-resistant

balloon under the puddle of molten glass,

creating a bubble in which some 20 colo-

nists would live. "The most dangerous fea-

ture of the lunar environment is the intense

cosmic radiation," she notes. "A thick layer

of glass should protect against it very ef-

fectively" It would also trap solar heat,

sharply reducing power requirements, In

i's most primitive for"-. :he camp shot id

be ready for habitation within two weeks

after the colonists arrive.

But Dry's scheme does nof end with an

extraterrestrial Quonset hut. The balloon

used to inflate the bubble, also made from

lunar silica, is a double membrane through

which oxygen and carbon dioxide pass-in

opposite directions. Once the glass shell

has hardened, the balloon forms an inner

chamber, in which the colonists live. Car-

bon dioxide exhaled by the colonists and

their livestock passes through the mem-
brane and is trapped by the glass wall; as

it collects, it compresses the inner balloon,

opening an outer chamber where plants —
most likely algae— can grow. The oxygen

they give off then passes back through the

membrane for use by the settlers. Auto-

trophic bacteria— microbes capable of liv-

ing on little more than bare rock—could

digest the lunar soil, creating fertile land

for raising crops.

Dr. Richard Straus, now in the Depart-
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rnent of Prevenlive Medicine af Ohio State

University, once did an experiment that

showed how such an ecosystem could

survive: He kept a guinea pig alive under-

water by allowing it to breathe through a

very thin Teflon membrane. II was a very

simple problem in equilibrium, he ex-

plains. Water is rich in free oxygen but poor

n cfrbor cioxcs exhalations are rich in

CO;, but poor in oxygen. So in an attempt

to balance the distribution of the gases,

oxyg.en rushed ir:o :he guiiea pig's cham-

ber while carbon dioxide exhaled by the

animal quickly flowed away.

"To make this process work on the scale

ol a lunar habitat." Dry says, "essentially

what you do is to recapitulate evolution.

You start with some algae. Ihen add bac-

teria. Between them, they form the basis

for a food chain." Though she is not yet

sure where nitrogen can be obtained, the

rest of :he elements needed fo support life

come from the moon itself. The result is

more than a temporary shelter, As higher

QDry set out to

plan man's first primitive

lunar base

and came up with a scheme
that might

eventuaily turn the entire

moon into a

fertile, Earthiike planet3

plants and animals are added, they form

a balanced, self-supporting ecosystem.

"What you wind up with." Dry says, "is a

controlled terrarium,"

The L-5 project doesn t aim quite that far

ahead. The. 40-member working group is

led by Dr. Renaldo Petrini. a noted Hous-

ton architect. "People have been telling us

that we're two hundred years before our

time, but I don't believe that." Petrini de-

clares. His goal is to design a lunar base

that could be built within the next ten years.

One crucial consideration is who the

personnel will be. "We believe it requires

about thirty people to operate a success-

ful lunar base," Petrini explains. "Each must

have a. minimum of three specializations to

provide all the technical skills necessary

for such an undertaking. No comparable

group has ever been assembled."

Another concern is speed. "The colo-

nists would land during the lunar night to

avoid exposure to heat and radiation." the

Houston architect proposes. "They would

have fourteen days and nights in which to

build their shelter before sunrise. There have

been many construction proposals. We will

probably choose whalever will be fastest.

We are even in ves: .gating 'he use of robots

to hurry the construction."

The structural design group is led by John

Spencer, executive director of Space Hab-

itation Design Associates, in Los Angeles,

and a teacher at the Southern California

Institute of Architecture. "Right now,"

Spencer reports, "we're exploring the pos-

sibility of linking together two external fuel

banks from the space shuttle with a flat,

open framework. Tractors and other heavy

equipment are mounted on the framework

in low-Earth orbit, and the whole assembly

is boosted to the moon by using shuttle

maneuvering engines. The crew is ferried

six at a time in a space-shuttle-derived ve-

hicle already being designed by engi-

neers at the Martin Marietta Corporation."

The first half-dozen crew members to ar-

rive use remotely ooe-'ated :
ractors to hol-

low out a cavern 100 feet long and 40 wide

under the transport framework, and the lu-

nar soil is piled on top. "It takes a good
two yards of soil io shield against radia-

tion." Spencer says. During construction

the builders live in 22-foot-long chambers

grafted to the end of the external fuel tanks.

In four or five days the habitat should be

ready to receive occupants. In the mean-

time the shuttle returns to Earth to pick up

six more people, repeating the round-trip

journey until the entire 24-man comple-

ment is reunited on the moon.

Work areas come next. Spencer envi-

sions a mine somewhere near the equator,

where the Apollo missions discovered evi-

dence of large mineral deposits. A large

mass driver would hurl the lunar material

into space for use in extraterrestrial con-

struction. Inflatable domes might enclose-

work areas, and tunnels would connect the

complex w'.th living quarters. Hydroponic

gardens would provide food and some ox-

ygen. Ore would be broken down to sup-

ply oxygen. "I'd expect to build up a crew

of two hundred without too much delay once

mining or some other serious work got un-

der way." Spencer imagines.

Petrini mentions another commodity that

may prove even more valuable: "Whoever

gets there first will have a lot of important

information to sell. Many of us who wish to

promote the development of space prefer

to ignore that fact, but there is not much
doubt that the military will have a deep in-

terest in observations made from the moon."

In thai event, mining and many other in-

dustries might be long delayed,

If a lunar industry is established. Petrini

estimates population on the moon could

reach 400 after ten years. And beyond?

"We should see the first moon baby in thirty

years, perhaps much less." he predicts.

Whatever sort of moon base finally takes

shape, a few necessities must be pro-

vided: air, water, food, waste disposal, and

electrical power, Air seems partially guar-

anteed by the discovery that oxygen can

be produced by the electrolysis of lunar

ores. So far the other requirements have

proved more difficult.

Provisions for food and waste disposal

CONTINUED ON PAGE ISO



AMATEUR SPACE TELESCOPE

T
By Owen Davies

^^fier more than a decade- of

#««A work, NASA's Space Telescope

# \is now scheduled to fly on

February 28, 1985. It had better launch

on schedule. II it doesn't, NASA could find

its long-awaited eye-in-the-sky only the

second observatory in space.

What could beat it is something called

the Amateur Space Telescope (AST),

now being designed by a dedicated group

of college students, members of the

Independent Space Research Group

(ISRG) based at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, in Troy, New York. Now only

two years old, the AST might be ready for

use as early as mid-1984.

"The project started when some of us

students were discussing the merits

of space astronomy," explains Jesse

Eichenlaub, a former Rensselaer student

and founding secretary of the ISRG.

"We decided it would be nice if amateur

astronomers could have a telescope

to use in orbit. It grew from there."

And it has grown quickly. Founded in

1980, ISRG now has hundreds of

members in 12 countries. The AST

program, which gets its funding from

the International Space Corporation (a

private space-for-profit company) plus

contributions and ISRG membership fees,

is in its final design stages.

As satellites and telescopes go, the

AST will be small: about nine cubic feet

and weighing 200 pounds. Yet because it

will fly above Earth's atmosphere, it will

be astonishingly powerful. It should

pick out stars of the twenty-third

magnitude— as dim as anything the eye

on Mount Palomar can see.

Instead of photographic film, the AST

will use a digital imaging system like

those now used at the principal

observatories on Earth. Complex circuitry

attached to the telescope will translate

the picture into a numerical code that will

be stored in a computer. On command,

the satellite will transmit the digital

"picture" back to Earlh, where it will be

reconverted into a photograph.

Such potent equipment will allow

amateurs to conduct astronomical studies

now possible only at a few professional

observatories, says Ron M.olz, a

Dust storm on Mars; Sw^acies
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mechanical-engineering student Who

has been overseeing the construction

effort at Rensselaer for the last year

"We will probably make regular

planetary observations," Molz says,

"while the NASA Space Telescope won't

have nearly as much timefor that. Ours

would be an early-warning device that

could detect an interesting cloud formation

on Jupiter or a dust storm on Mars in

time to let other observatories know."

Yet the orbiting telescope will be strictly

for amateurs, Eichenlaub emphasizes.

"This was started by students, and we

want students to have access to it," he

says, "We hope to set up school and

planetarium demonstrations and receive

pictures from the satellite."

Still, there are some problems to solve

before that can happen. Chief among

them is. Who will loft the satellite into orbit?

GCH Industries, a fledgling rocket-for-

hire business in California, hopes to have

a booster operating by 1984. "They are

interested in supplying a launch,"

Eichenlaub says.

"The other hope, of course, is the

shuttle," he continues. "But our satellite

doesn't really fit any of NASAs normal

classifications,"

More troublesome is the technological

challenge of putting a telescope in

space. "What worries me is how they are

going to aim it," says NASA space-

telescope expert Dr, David Leckrone.

"NASA and the European Space Agency

have been studying a one-meter tele-

scope, Starlab, since 1973, and Ihey still

have not figured out how to hold it steady.
1

'

But the space amateurs are undaunted.

They seem sure that such obstacles will

be overcome. The ISRG is already

discussing what projects to take on once

the AST is completed. Suggestions

include an orbiting solar observatory; a

high-resolution, ultraviolet telescope;

a radio telescope; and a private lunar

orbiter for mapping and performing

geological surveys. DO

For more information about ISRG, write lo: The

tntisoer.cent Space Research Group, P.O.

Box 1346. Troy. NY 12180.
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HABITATS
'JON iNi.;Ej=^C'-,l 'ASF -.

present the hardest problems, because

they require setting up a closed, careiully

balanced ecosystem where plants provide

not only oxygen but food and where ani-

mals supply just enough organic materia!

tor the plants to live on; Soviet scientists

reported in 1976 that they had supported

three people in a closed ecosystem for six

months with just oxygen, water, and some

grain and vegetables. But most closed-

ecology experiments are far simpler—her-

metically sealed flasks in which algae and

microorganisms manage to survive.

The best-known ecosystems belong to

Joseph A. Hanson, of the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, in Pasadena. In Hanson's flasks,

algae produce the oxygen and food for

animals while the marine creatures create

the carbon dioxide and waste products the

algae need, just as in other ecosystems.

But while most other experimenters con-

tent themselves with microscopic life forms.

Hanson included a higher animal, the

shrimp. The system is driven by lamps that

burn for 12 hours in every 24.

Each flask began with about 16 red trop-

ical shrimps, each about an inch long. Each

flask had a cup of artificial seawater and

a scoop of mixed algae and microorga-

nisms. In some flasks the shrimps died.

while in others they thrived. In a few there

are no visible algae; yet the shrimps have

survived. And in others a wide variety of

different algae have grown, with different

kinds coming to dominate each tlask.

To many investigators, it is this kind of

inexplicable difference that makes con-

trolled ecosystems interesting. "Self-con-

tained microsystems are the most exciting

thing now developing in biology," exults

Clair Folsome, of the University of Hawaii.

whose 15-year-old cultures of algae and

microorganisms are now the oldest surviv-

ing experiments. Working with the flasks,

he explains, it is possible to tell exactly how

much energy enters the system and to fol-

low it through its metabolic cycle.

This feature may make it possible to ex-

periment with evolution itselt. Microbes go

through generafonsquicky. Folsome points

out. It may be that even a trivial change in

a completely known ecosystem would cre-

ate "selection pressures" that would wipe

out one species, promote the growth of

another, or force species to evolve into new
ones. "Scientists could learn whether evo-

lution is discontinuous and catastrophic,

as some see it, or gradual, as many others

believe, Until now we haven't even been

able to determine that," Folsome admits.

Whatever they do for the study of evo-

lution, controlled-ecosystem experiments

will eventually free space crews from the

need to import their food and oxygen.

NASA's Jim Bredt believes such a system

will first be used on a space station in low-

Earth orbit and later be tested on the moon,

"It's just a question of time and money," he

says. "It will take us ten years just to get

through all the research we have to do, no

matter how much money we have. But fairly

soon thereafter we should be able to pro-

duce a system that can support people for

the long run. At the outside, it shouldn't

take any longer than twenty years."

As for the electricity that will power the

lunar colony, that requirement should be

easy enough to supply. Indeed, it may be

free for the collecting, according to David

R. Criswell. of the California Space Insti-

tute at the University of California at San

Diego, Some form of electrostatic charge

exists naturally on the moon's surface..

Apollo photographs showed thai dust was

levitated off the lunar plains by sunlight

striking the finely powdered material.

Criswell is reluctant to discuss the de-

tails of collecting this charge. "I don't want

to start the clock running down at the Pat-

ent Office." he says, "and once I've de-

scribed the process publicly, I will have

only a year in which to apply." He hints

however, that "ydu can view the moon as

a sort ot ceramic substrate suitable for

complex electronic circuits. But instead of

being one centimeter on a side, it's about

the size of America." Space scientists fa-

miliar with Criswell's plan say that it calls
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for large, automated tractors to carve long
windows into the lunar acreage, paving the

shady side of the hillocks with metal sheet-

ing to collect electrons driven from the bright

areas by the intense sunlight.

Carolyn Dry suggests a similar way to

capture this free power: the thermoelectric
effect. When two conductors of different

material are hooked together in an electric

circuit and exposed to widely different

temperatures, a current flows between
them. On the moon, Dry believes, it should
be easy to produce a thermoelectric gen-
erator capable of supplying an entire com-
munity: .Suitable materials are common
there, while areas just centimeters apart

can be baking in the 200°F heat of direct

sunlight or freezing in the shade at -200°F
No one is sure where to find water on

the moon. According to the Apollo sur-

veys, the lunar surface is, as one scientist

observed, "dry as the inside o! a cow's
skull in the Mew Mexico desert on a hot

July afternoon." And while some-think that

ice may eventually be found buried in

shaded areas near the moon's poles, there
is no guarantee it exists there.

"Water is simply hydrogen and oxygen,"
Dry says, "and we've already got a source
of oxygen on the moon. The main difficulty,

then, is finding, a source of hydrogen."
The problem may not be as serious as

it seems, according to Gerald J. Wasser-
burg, professor of geology and geophys-

ics at the California Institute of Technology
and head of Caltech's tamed "lunatic asy-
lum." where detailed studies of the moon
and lunar materials are being vigorously

pursued. "There is no possibility of water
on the moon," Wasserburg asserts, "but
"maybe you can make water there. I sug-
gested that many years ago." He points

out thai a thin layer of hydrogen has been
driven into the moon's surface by the solar

wind. "There is." he hazards, "enough hy-

drogen to make a substantial amount of

water. There's not a lot, but the amount is

not trivial." And all you have to do to'collect

it is heat the rock.

Once the water problem is solved, the

elegance of Dry's colonization scheme
stands out. Its details are still vague, but
its final product is clear in her mind; a moon
on which people can walk unprotected un-
der an open sky.

It would probably start with more of her
blown-glass domes, connected by a net-

work of tunnels. Those near the lunar

equator would be strongly affected by the

moon's four-week day/night cycle. Dry be-
lieves this cycle could drive an artificial

mechanism of evaporation and conden-
sation like the one that powers wind and
precipitation on Earth. In the glass bub-
bles, clouds would be artificial, made of a
membrane that swells when it absorbs
moisture, shading the inhabitants beneath.
"These clouds spill their water as rain and

shrink when the colder night causes the

vapor to condense," she explains.

As the domes proliferate and mines are
worked, more and more of the moon's sur-

face will be made fertile. The colonists may
change, too. Many physicians suspect that

one sixth of Earth's gravity may be too little

to keep bone from losing its calcium, Dry
observes. Hormones may prevent this loss,

but minute eiec'.ncai stimulation may also

be needed. Tiny electrical currents have
been used for more than ten years to heal
recalcitrant bone breaks on Earth.

On the moon, Dry thinks, these currents

can be induced by electromagnetic fields.

These fields would be limited at first to in-

dividual habitats; later, she hopes, they
might include the entire moon. Then the

atmosphere produced in the domes could
be freed. Carefully managed, she feels

certain, subtle manipulations of the moon's
artificial magnetic field could keep the new
atmosphere from escaping to the stars.

Slowly the atmosphere would build up,

shielding against cosmic rays and radia-

tion from solar flares. The sun's heat would
be distributed across man's second planet.

Eventually there would be enough oxygen
to support free-roaming animals. Some-
day the. domes would be removed, forests

would be planted, and seas would form in

low-lying areas.

And there it would be; man's first colo-

nized world.DO



DMPUTER MUSEUM

EXPLDRMTIDrUS
By Al Furst

In
1950 a group of scientists from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) unveiled the first electronic

machine of its kind, christened it the

Whirlwind, and helped usher in a new
age in computer technology. The

Whirlwind, built during World War II as an

airplane flight simulator to train combat
pilots, took up three floors, used 55,000

vacuum tubes, and reguired 150,000

watts of power just to turn it on.

Ken Olsen and Bob Everett, two young

engineers who worked on the project,

later went on to become industry leaders.

Olsen founded Digital Equipment Corpo-

ration (DEC), the first "minicomputer"

manufacturing company. Everett started

MITRE Corporation, an advanced mili-

tary research group. Both men remained

engineers at heart, and they still hold

fond memories of their days at MIT.

So they were understandably disturbed

when, 24 years later, they learned that

the Whirlwind was on the way to the

dump. By 1974 the machine on which

they'd cut their high-tech teeth was
hopelessly outdated. The Cambridge
firm that owned it then planned to sell it

for a few hundred dollars' worth of scrap.

The Whirlwind, in fact, had already been

loaded on a flatbed truck when Olsen and

Everett rescued it. After all, this wasn't

just any machine; this was history. To them,

junking the Whirlwind was like taking a

sledgehammer to a fossilized dinosaur. "I

was horrified," Everett recalls.

So the Whirlwind was whisked away to

a DEC warehouse, where it collected

dust for five years until a suitable show-

case was found—the Computer
Museum, which opened its doors to the

public this summer in Marlboro, Massa-

chusetts. Today the machine is only one

of many historical treasures on view in

the new exhibition center, billed as

"the world's first museum dedicated

exclusively to the history of computers."

While the Whirlwind was in storage,

Olsen and his colleagues scrounged

around for more relics from the past. At

an Army auction, they bought the TX-O,

the earliest transistorized computer—also

built at MIT—for a few hundred dollars.
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The Charles Stark Draper Labs, an MIT

spinoff, donated the working prototype

of a computer on board the Apollo

spacecraft. The machine's miniature

integrated circuits—the most innovative

aspect of its design—eventually paved the

way for desk-top computers. Along with

the ENIGMA, a German coding machine,

came a fragment from Colossus, the

pioneering British computer built during

World War II to decode messages that

ENIGMA was encoding.

Also from England came a two-foot-

square piece of logic, called a "door,"

from the Mark I, an electrochemical

computer that stored its instructions on

paper tape. Gwen Bell, who was
appointed curator of the burgeoning

collection, says the door was originally

retrieved from a Manchester storeroom

once used as a chicken coop. "When
I
first saw it, it was covered with chicken

droppings." Bell says, grimacing.

The facility is housed in a former RCA
semiconductor plant divided into eight

galleries. Computer-generated murals

adorn the lobby, and there are plans to

Tinker- Toy co'sas. ftrass rj^vs and lead Aviyh!':

pipe in computer music. The museum's

next big acquisition, says Bell, now
president, is the ANIFSQ-7—the last of

the mammoth vacuum-tube-based
computers still part of the Early Warning

defense system in northern Canada.

That machine, which has been running

day and night since 1955, is slated for

retirement in February, at which time it will

be shipped to Marlboro.

This museum is more than just a bunch

of machines, says board member Paul

E. Tsongas, who is also Massachusetts's

junior senator in the U.S. Senate. The
facility also serves as a center for

computer research and study. Most

impressive is the Computer Museum's
archive of videotaped interviews with

leading scientists. "If you can sit someone

down in front of a television camera,"

Tsongas notes, "and record his thoughts

and recollections-about events that

.transpired only ten or twenty years before,

that's going to be a lot easier for

historians than going through piles of

musty documents."

The museum is not strictly for acade-

micians, however. Among its most prized

exhibits is the Tinker-Toy computer,

which was designed at MIT's Artificial

Intelligence Lab. It is made entirely out of

siring, brass pins, tiny lead weights,

and Tinker Toys. Activated by human
power, it nevertheless has enough
information stored inside its delicate

innards to be unbeatable at tic-tac-toe.

The museum also boasts the world's

first—and probably most expensive

—

video game. It was invented by a group

of MIT computer "hackers" on a $110,000

minicomputer in 1962 with the help of a

twelve-year-old boy, the son of a professor.

The game features simulated rockets

that shoot down other rockets in video

"hyperspace." But just to make the game
a little more challenging, the hackers-
scientists to the end—also factored in

the gravitational pull that outlying stars

would have on the rockets' trajectories.

"We have the original machine here and

the original program," says Bell. "Any

visitor can play it." But leave your quarters

at home, folks. This is history.DQ
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Super-8 cameras and equipment. To ac-

complish the same tasks using other film

or video formats requires several hundred

pounds of extra paraphernalia, a definite

hindrance when under fire and dashing for

cover. Transferred lo videotape for broad-

cast, these award-winning films rival the

image quality of larger tormats. Super-8 is

occasionally seen on American TV. but

viewers never know the difference, nor does

it matter. Good images are what counts.

In 1981 Alex Pacheco, a twenty-four-year-

old animal-hghts activist, used a smug-

gled Super-8 camera to document Ihe cruel

treatment of animals in a Maryland re-

search lab. His film was presented as evi-

dence in a trial that resulted in legal action

against the lab and its director.

Elsewhere, Super-8 is used for more ar-

tistic purposes. The New Wave and punk

music worlds have spawned a number of

filmmakers who use Super-8. "the peo-

ple's medium," to make movies that are as

spontaneous and unorthodox as their mu-

sic is. Other independent filmmakers, de-

pendent on government grants during an

era of budget cutbacks, have naturally

embraced Super-8. Independent film-

maker Manuel De Landa explains. "Super-

8 allows you to experiment. You can be

daring and spontaneous, without the fear

you have with 16mm that thousands of dol-

lars are passing through the shutter. There's

a freshness, a. rawness. The medium
doesn't get in your way."

De Landa has worked in other formats

and says, "Super-8 has inherent qualities

that make it perfect for certain projects."

Proof of this are his films Ismism. a docu-

mentary depicting the artist as "urban

guerrilla." creatively defacing subway-sta-

tion cigarette-ad posters that he felt were

"a form of pollution," and the antidocu-

mentary Harmful or Fatal if Swallowed, in

which he harassed- pedestrians with his

movie camera. "With Ismism. I
was on the

run. carrying around cutout pictures I glued

onto the faces of these silly cigarette ads.

A compact Super-8 camera was perfect

for recording this," De Landa says.

"I aimed at destroying the well-estab-

lished credibility of documentaries, with

their supposedly 'as invisible as possible'

cameras, when I made Harmful or Fatal if

Swallowed. In this antidocumentary I did

outrageous things like walk around peo-

ple, holding the camera two inches from

their faces. They let me do this only be-

cause I looked like a crazy tourist making

a home movie. I think the antidocumentary

introduces a new level of awareness about

the influence cameras have on what they're

recording. I literally attacked people with

my camera; it was almost like a gun."

Shooting from the hip as always. De
Landa offers other insights: "There's a big

tight going on between video and Super-

8. but I think both are valid. Any artist

chooses his tools according to what he

wants to accomplish. Sometimes I want the

look of film; its a photochemical medium

with softer edges. Video is electronic and

has sharper edges to it. Colors are differ-

ent. As long as the look of these media

remain different, the artist will choose which

best suits his purpose-."

A merging of technologies is already oc-

curring, with many Super-8 filmmakers

transferring their finished movies to video

cassettes for easy viewing on home video-

tape decks. "Inspired by all the visual me-

dia available today, there is a very young

and enthusiastic batch of Super-8 film-

makers who are rolling their own home-

made Star Wars movies, using tabletop sets

and model rocket ships." comments John

Clayton, managing editor of Cinemagic. a

popular how-to magazine for fantasy and

science-fiction filmmakers

David Hutchison. Cinemagic's editor,

explains, 'A good percentage of fantasy

filmmaking involves special effects." Tech-

niques such as animation, time-lapse pho-

tography, slow-motion, superimpositions

and dissolving from one scene to another

can be done "in camera" with Super-8.

"Such capabilities are not available to home

video users, nor are they imminent."

"Super-8 is taught in many grade and

high schools, and a lot of these young peo-

ple show great talent and have aspirations

of someday becoming professional film-

makers." Clayton adds, reminding us that

Steven Spielberg (Jaws. Close Encounters

of the Third Kind. Raiders of the Lost Ark.

E.T.—Ths Extra-Terrestrial) is one of sev-

eral innovative young Hollywood directors

who had his basic training in 8mm film-

making while in his teens.

"Super-8 isn't solely a stepping-stone to

larger formats but is also a medium in its

own right," says Betty McAfee, a Berkeley.

California, educator whose Super-8 films

of her work with disabled children are dis-

tributed nationally, Her latest effort. A School

for Robin, chronicling the education of an

autistic child, will soon be broadcast on

San Francisco public TV. "The world of big-

time filmmakers is a closed group and is

very male-dominated. Super-8 has made
moviemaking accessible to me. as a

woman. Everyone should be encouraged

to see how Super-8 can be useful to what-

ever it is they do."

It has even been suggested that there's

a usefulness and hidden potential in the

millions of feet of home movies that repose

in attics, closets, and drawers across the

country. "What these films show is a side

of American history that is seldom re-

ported. There's no innate drama in it, but

when one considers the last sixty years

and the insanity of things that have oc-

curred, home movies show that the really

important things in people's lives are their

relationships with their family and friends,"

explains P. J, O'Rourke, humorist and for-

mer editor in chief of National Lampoon.

O'Rourke is executive producer ol a new

halt-hour syndicated TV series consisting



entirely of segments from home movies,
appropriately entitled Home Movies. "It's

pure Americana," O'Rourke continues, "an
animated photo album of everybody's
family. These films show that Americans
have a pretty good sense of humor. It's a
very positive portrait." Home Movies pre-
mieres in September 1983.
Home movies have also captured the

negative side of American life. On Novem-
ber 22,1963, in Dallas, Abraham Zapruder
was one of three people to film the assas-
sination of President John R Kennedy. In-

_

vestigators to this day debate whether one
frame of Zapruder's film shows a second
assassin concealed on a grassy knoll,

making this the most scrutinized 8mm film

in history.

Scrutiny of a more pleasant selection of
8mm films occurs annually at major Super-
8 festivals held in cities such as Toronto,
Montreal, Ann Arbor, Los Angeles, and
Caracas. There is even a new Super-8 di-

vision at the prestigious Cannes Film Fes-
tival. Because it is inexpensive, S.uper-8
grows in popularity in the Third World, en-
couraged by ihe International Federation
of Super-8 Cinema and UNESCO. Vene-
zuela's Julio Neri is one of several inde-
pendent producers who make popular
feature films in low-cost Super-8, later hav-
ing them blown up into high-quality 35mm
(professional-gauge) prints for release to

theaters. Weri's most recent work, a Super-
8 documentary about the rivers of South
America, was recently shown on Venezue-
lan television.

Meanwhile in the United States video is

rapidly replacing Super-8 as the home-
movie medium. By 1985 there will be at
least five different {and incompatible) home
videotape systems available. One of these
systems, ironically named 8mm Video (be-
cause of its Smm-wide cassette tape), will

feature a one-piece, lightweight camera-
recorder. Such an advance in the porta-
bility of home video will have to be matched
by further improvements in sound and pic-
ture quality, ease of editing, and equip-
ment expense before Super-8 makes a
permanent fade to black.

But technology is advancing rapidly.

Videotape, too, may someday vanish, fall-

ing victim to even more sophisticated im-
aging technology. For the present Bob
Brodsky sums up what most attracts Super-
8's legion of followers: "We love this me-
dium, because it's working for people who
can't otherwise get a movie made for the
money they've got. Super-8 is not the me-
dium to take to the ends of the earfh, the
Marianas Trench or Mount Everest. If you
have the resources to go there, take the
most rugged, lab-tested professional 16mm
or video equipment you can find. Super-8
is for those with an individual viewpoint to

realize their own personal vision."

As the French poet Jean Cocteau once
said. "Film will become an art only when
its materials are as inexpensive as pencil
and paper." The closest we've come to this

ideal thus far is Super-8.DQ
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FANTASY
oil from the rock-embedded, high-viscos

ity oil in abandoned oil wells to fill the needs

of an energy-hungry world.—A. M. Cha-

krabarty, Medical Center, University of

Chicago. Chicago, Illinois.

My dream machine would have to be the

"Molecular Transporter," a device like the

instrument used by the crew of the fictional

Enterprise. You enter the coordinates of your

desired destination, push a button, and,

poof, you're there. The system would first

be used for the moving of freight. People

would likely adjust slowly to having their

atoms spread across space. But eventu-

ally we'll learn to like it. Instead of tele-

phoning, we'll go. Travel will become prob-

ably the most convenient of human
experiences. Nationalism will fade as we

all become a community of neighbors linked

inexorably by milliseconds. Roadways will

be plowed into wheat fields, and people

will live more uniformly throughout the land.

And since the Transporter is the perfect

symbiosis of luxury and efficiency, its

eventual development is not a quesiion of

if, only of when,

—

Harry Jenkins, design re-

search engineer, Atari, Inc., Sunnyvale,

California.

While I am still working on the "thought-

process/brain-wave" relationship, I do not

have it refined to the point where I want to

submii it. I
will, however, send you a new

electric-current generator. If you move a

wire through a magnetic field, an electric

current will flow through the wire. (This is

the principle on which electrical power

generators work.) I visualize a tremendous

hetwork of wires floating on the ocean.

These wires are subjected to the rapid mo-

tions of wave action. A copper grid will also

be moving with the waves in fhe earth's

magnetic field, generating an electrical

current in the wire. The minute currents

generated can flow to receptors and be

collected into a major form of eleclrical en-

ergy and then sent out through power lines

to paying customers. We will have a major

source of energy with no expenditure of

power, no pollution.—/. M. Levitt, execu-

tive director, Mayor's Science and Tech-

nology Advisory Council, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

I would like to see devised and instituted

"intelligent traffic lights." In this system,

every traffic light in the country—and es-

pecially in New Jersey—would be equipped

with inexpensive sensing strips and a mi-

croprocessor to allow it to make intelligent

decisions. An intelligent decision goes as

follows: II the other road—the one perpen-

dicular to me— is empty, the traffic light on

my road will turn green and let me through.

This would be much more efficient than the

present system, which wastes people's time

arid gasoline and breeds disrespect for

computers. -N.J. A. Sloane, Mathematics

and Statistics Research Center, Bell Lab-

orstociss, Murray Hill, New Jersey.

The device I dream about is a variation on

the old concepf of the time machine. Its

shape would be that of a reclining easy

chair, large enough to hold two adults. It

would enclose the users in a clear capsule.

The device would operate by amplifying

fhe brain's own electrical power. Because

the machine would be operated by mental

power alone, it would be possible to travel

at exceedingly high rates of speed. The

operator could go to a time pouod \r pas"

or future, simply by imagining that time. As

time travelers, the capsule and its occu-

pants would be invisible to the inhabitants

of the age they were visiting. However, they

could project holographic images or simu-

lacra of characters from that era to interact

with the locals. The machine could also

fully record the events of the particular past

or future and bring them back to the pres-

ent time. Of course, the time travelers

couldn't alter history or change the future

by present actions.—Richard Dafner, De-

partment of Radiology, Duke University

Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina.

The invention I
desire would couple the

brain directly to a computer and its mem-
ory. In this way I could preprogram huge

amounts of information and have immedi-

ate access to all of it, just by thinking about

accessing it. I
could, for example, record

the dictionary of a foreign language into a

little volume of solid-state memory, insert

this into my machine, and- then instantly be

able to understand and speak this unfa-

miliar language.

Instead, of accessing memory banks

through electronic means and then ab-

sorbing the displayed output into the brain

by way of the eye, I would transfer the ma-

terial directly to the brain, but without nec-

essarily storing it there permanently. Let's

say I
am finished giving my speech in Man-

darin Chinese. I
would decouple the elec-

tronic memory from my brain and would

no longer be able to speak Chinese.—

S. Fred Singer, Department of Environmen-

tal Sciences, University ot Virginia. Char-

lottesville, Virginia.

Try this dream machine on for size: The

Cybernetic Symbiosis Machine (CSM) takes

advantage ot the latest advances in semi-

conductor technology and is the ultimate

in very large scale integration. The CSM.

which measures only two centimeters on

a side and is two centimeters thick, is con-

nected to small electronic implants in the

brain. Its purpose is to achieve true per-

son-machine synergy in problem finding

and problem solving. By having access to

vast, self-contained databases, fhe CSM
can perform searches and do pattern rec-

ognition to isolate potential problem situ-

ations. The CSM can carry out analyses

augmented by human judgment and hu-

man rules of thumb to "reduce the problem



space." The CSM also operates in a sim-
ulation mode to give a person analyses of

alternate scenarios. It can accept sensory
input to establish new databases or to

augment existing ones.

An option that may eventually become
popular is the Visual Output Module, in

which an implant to the visual area of the
brain is added. With this device, the user
may receive the computer output in three-
dimensional color. The normal output, of

course, exactly resembles the presently
received messages from one's unadorned
brain (rather like talking to oneself).

The machine will be very popular with

executives and professionals of all kinds.
Obviously, the military would be a big user.

Plans have been proposed for multiple-unit

linkups for symbiotic networks, but physi-

cal distance is still a problem—Gary W.
Dickson, professor of management infor-

mation systems, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

And last, but not least, from Russia, the
Electro-Pliss for mister or miss. Drained by
the energy crisis? Preoccupied by envi-

ronmental pollution? Now you can stop
worrying, Electro-Pliss lets each individual

solve these problems.
You and the wind rotate a microlurbine

fitted to your head; thus, you charge up
your own microaccumulators. The electri-

cal energy you produce will poweryou with

a charge to spare. Electro-Pliss not only
doesn't pollute the environment, but
actually enhances it and you, too, by en-
circling your head .and guarding it from
undesirable atmospheric phenomena.
Electro-Pliss has lightweight construction,

high-capacity accumulators, elDgant
composition. Excerpted from Superob-
lects for Superpeople, 1976, by Komar and
Melamid (part of a portfolio ot 36 color
photographs with text in an edition of 100,

published by Ronald Feldman Fine Arts,

Inc.. New York, N.Y.).OQ

bog.;
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explains at one point, referring to a fairly

recent theory that we exist purely to enable
our DNA to reproduce itself. Gonick's car-

toon scientists lament, "I never know if I'm

taking my mitochondria for a walk, or vice
versa," Precisely. The book should be in

every high-school library, but it won't be.

So at least let's have it in every home, to

prove to kids that science is not only inter-

esting but also highly entertaining.

Turning now to speculation on the future,

the most important book this year has to

be the paperback edition of Gerard K.

O'Neill's 2081 (Touchstone Books, $6.25),
O'Neill's faith in the technological future,

and his graphic depiction of how wonder-
ful the world could be, are refreshing an-
tidotes to contemporary pessimism.
On the same lines, but less convinc-

ing—less comprehensible, for that mat-
ter—is R. Buckminster Fuller's Critical Path
(St. Martin's Press, $9.95). Fuller has been
praised as a genius for inventing the geo-
desic dome, but the decades since then
have seen fewer inventions and mOre pon-
tification. Critical Path asserts that, cor-
rectly used, modern technology can elim-
inate scarcity, and since scarcity is the root

cause of war, "Selfishness is unnecessary
and henceforth unrationalizable as man-
dated by survival. War is obsolete.

1
''

Alas,
thfs theorizing never takes into account
perverse habits of human nature: Fuller is

more practical as an engineer than as a
futurist. His passion for buzz words (he in-

sists on calling people Earth ians)clulters his

prose Ks Svwguiics (Macmillan, $12.95)
is even more replete with jargon; in paper-
back for the firs! time, this is his magnum opus
of synergetic theory, alternating between
diagrams and epigrams, like a bizarre blend
olcuc-.Carid Confucius.

Still, Fuller is at least interesting and cre-
ative. Most professional futurists are not,

Encounters with the Future, by Marvin Ce-
tron and Thomas OToole (McGraw-Hill,
$12.95), proves the point. Cetron. a con-
sultant to numerous corporations seeking
reassurance about their economic future,

strings together the most achingly obvious
platitudes, such as "(Mot everything the
computer will trigger in the next 20 years
will be of benefit to mankind," His book,
coauthored with a Washington Post jour-
nalist who ought to be able to do better, is

a lesson in how dull the wonders of tomor-
row can be made to seem.

I may be biased, but The Omni Future
Almanac, edited by Robert Weil (Harmony

|

Books, $11.95), really does the same job I

a whole lot better. I would like to have seen
more sources cited for the figures used,
but this is a thorough depiction of the trends
today that will create the world of 20 years
or so from now. O'Neill's 2087 tells us what
to hope for, in the long term; Weil's writers

tell us what, in the shorter term, we should
reasonably expect.DO
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and produced no original results. It's dif-

ficult to justify any further investment in my
research after that."

Errors involving whole animals are less

frequent, but when they do occur, they can

be disastrous. In one recent incident Dr.

Brenda Kahan, of the" University of Wis-

consin, was sludying chimeric mice, ani-

mals whose bodies contain cells derived

from the fertilized egg as well as foreign

cells injected into the growing embryo. The

choice of the mice used, a variety called

BALB/c, was crucial to the study.

. But when Dr. Kahan grew her chimeras

and tested their cells, she found that the

parent mice could not have been BALB/c.

She and Dr. Robert Auerbach evenlually

traced the error to Charles River Breeding

Laboratories. For neariy a year ihe firm had

been selling hybrid mice, identifying these

animals as purebred BALB/c. Apparently

one of the breeding animals had escaped

and was put back into a wrong cage.

To medical scientists, the discovery is

chilling. Charles River is the world's largest

supplier of lab animals; BALB/c is one of

its most often used varieties. "The serious-

ness of our findings cannot be overem-

phasized," Drs. Kahan and Auerbach state.

Charles River's mistake cost them nearly

a year of work and up to $100,000 in wasted

research funds. And because the BALB/c

is so common; hundreds of other investi-

gators'may have suffered the same mis-

fortune. It will be several years before ihe

full extent of the calamity is known.

"This has really put a scare into people."

says Dr. Harold Hoffman, who direcis the

program in genetic quality control for the

National Institutes of Health. "Studies in

immunology and toxicology are the ones

most at risk. It can cost a million dollars to

set up your lab to test the safety of a single

drug, and there are about fifty-five drugs

now waiting to be tested. This kind of error

could ruin that research."

It is possible to guard against defective

research materials, but it is far from easy.

Genetic- testing of tissue cultures is pains-

taking and specialized work, which few

laboratories can afford to perform rou-

tinely. Several consulting laboratories plan

soon to offer such quality-control services,

but there is much more work to be done

than they can hope to accomplish.

Dr. Hoffman's laboratory works full time

to guard the genetic purity of the 20 strains

of lab animals produced there. In the past

five years six potentially damaging prob-

lems have been brought to light, including

two natural mutations. But Hoffman's is the

only program of its kind in this country.

Drs. Kenneth Pennlineand Hinrick Bitter-

Suerman, of George Washington University,

in St. Louis, recently solved such a prob-

lem—after losing more than a year's work

on transplant immunology because a ma-

jor animal supplier in England had sent them

the wrong' mice. "Eventually we bought two

hundred mice, tesled all of them, and used

only the ones that we knew were right," Dr,

Pennline reports. "There were thirty-seven

of them."

At best, it's a poor solution. "That's hor-

rible to contemplate," Dr. Kahan declares.

"Mot many people can do that kind of check

before an experiment."

Pennline agrees. "Dr. Bitter-Suerman is

working to get legislation that would force

animal suppliers to use better quality con-

trol." he reports. "It should not be neces-

sary to check up on them."

But until such legislation is enacted, the

penalty for not checking can be even worse

than Ihe inconvenience of doing so. "We

were getting into a very productive period

in our work." Pennline recalls. "It shut down

as if a Ion of bricks had fallen on it. With

the field as competitive as it is, and grant

money becoming increasingly scarce, you

just can't afford to lose a year,

"That isn't the worst of it," he adds. "When

your experiments fail and you can't figure

out why, you begin to lose your enthusi-

asm. You slack off. Your colleagues know

you're not doing your best anymore, and it

damages your relationship with them. That's

the part that really hurts. "DO
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The best games of the year

By Scot Morris

With close to 200 new home video games
to choose from, an overall list o! "Best

Games" seemed inadequate. This year,

therefore, we offer two lists—Ten Best

Video and Ten Best Non-Video Games.

In the video listings that follow, five

newer systems not previously reviewed

here are listed first and tied to a favorite

cartridge on that system. These are

followed by five selections of the best

new software. Prices for all items are

approximate and on the high side. Shop
around for discounts.

THE TEN BEST VIDEO GAMES

I. Donkey Kong (comes with ColecoVision

system, under £200). Home video games
are going through a stage similar to that

of phonograph records and record players

in the late 1940s. At first you needed
different turntables to play your standard

78s, Columbia's new33'/3s, and RCAs
45s. Then came integrated machines that

would handle all three.

ColecoVision wants to be your video

consolidator with a computer that plays not

only its own games but, with additional

adapters, games built for the Atari VCS
and Mattel Intellivision as well. Coleco-

Vision's graphics are top-notch, and

Donkey Kong, which accompanies the

unit, is an excellent reproduction of one of

the year's most popular arcade games.

Help Mario climb scaffolding and save his

girl from (he ape (presumably Kong).

We're sure it's only a rumor that when you

get through the third level, you finally

get to see the donkey. Other CV cartridges

that look good are Lady Bug (a neat

Pac-variation) and Zaxxon, a faithful home
version of one of the year's most beautiful

arcade games.
2 B-17 Bomber (for Mattel Intellivision,

$270; with voice adapter, $79; cartridge,

$36). Intellivision has three new voice

games that add an interesting new
dimension of involvement with Mattel's

colorful system. B-17 Bomber takes you

on missions over Europe in World War
II, with voices" ("Rghters at three o'clock."

"Bandits at six o'clock. Watch 'em!'
1

)

that add to the game play and aren't just

cosmetic gimmicks. Get good at B-17

192 OMNI

Bomber, and this solitaire game can go

on for hours.

We don't particularly like the disc control

on Intellivision's handset. A joystick

extension for the discs is now available

for $10.95 a pair, post-paid. It's called

Injoy-a-stick, from Laskey Video, 20
Morning Dove, Irvine, CA 92714.

3. Mine Storm (comes with Vectrex Arcade

System. $200). The Vectrex is self-

contained; it doesn't attach to a TV set

but comes with its own nine-inch-diagonal

screen and plugs into any AC outlet.

The graphics are stunning. Mine Storm,

the resident game, is like the arcade

Asteroids in both play value and visual

quality. Plastic screen overlays add color

to the black-and-white analog display.

A dozen additional cartridges are available

for $30 apiece. Our favorites are Solar

Quest, Scramble, and Hyperchase.

4. The Great Wall Street Fortune Hunt (a

$44.95 game for the Odyssey2
,
$200).

An alphanumeric keypad on the Odyssey2

allows more different kinds of gaming

and introductions to computerdom. The

Top: Non-video games (from left). irivipJ Pwsirt. C;v,!:za!:cr,: Car Wars; Armatton;

Square; Dommaticr,: Si;e;iocK Hoin:ei. Ccr.suiimQ Derecf.'Ve 'rax. and Synsonics

Vectrex, surrounded by the best video games ior other systems. Right: Rainbow S\



Odyssey E
's graphics aren't outstanding,

but a new set of video + board games is

keeping the company competitive. In

this innovative game, you watch the ticker

and buy and sell stocks in response to

news (lashes ("prime rate lowered i%,"
"NATO MEMBERS REACH AGREEMENT," "FROST
hits southeast," etc.), and you watch
your imaginary fortune dwindle or

mushroom as the game goes on. In

advanced games buy Treasury biils, buy
on margin, or buy options—puts and
calls. This is an excellent and, if you can
forget that it's only a game, relatively

painless way to learn about investing,

5. The Incredible Wizard (a $34.95
cartridge for the $299 Astrocade System).
The Astrocade computer has some
dazzling games, including Space Fortress

and Galactic Invasion (the best home
version of Galaxian). Scribbling, with its

256 possible colors, is like an Etch-a-
Sketch for grown-ups. The Incredible

Wizard is a dungeon hunt similar to arcade
Wizard of Wor. Players can compete or

cooperate, "covering each other" to

reach the deepest of 11 levels. Astrocade
also has a BASIC cartridge, witlr a 116-

page instruction booklet, which turns the
system into an 8K programmable com-
puter. A neat way to rationalize buying all

the good games.
6. Frogger (for Atari VCS, by Parker
Brothers. $25). The Monopoly people have
entered the video market with this

addictive little game, a nice copy of the
arcade version. Hop your frog across
river logs or across five lanes of highway
without getting drowned or—splat.

7. Defender (for VCS, by Atari, $37.95).
Great sound effects, a wraparound radar
screen, and action that keeps getting
tougher make this a game that doesn't
quickly grow old. We think it's Atari's best
cartridge for its own system this year.

8. Pitfall (for VCS, by Activision. $31.95).
Guide Pitfall Harry through the jungle;

command him to swing on vines over
gaping tar pits or alligator-infested ponds;
have him jump logs, snakes, and
scorpions and pick up treasures along
the way. You have a 20-minute time limit to

complete the 256 scenes.

Other recent Activision cartridges, all

good, in order of our preference:

Starmaster, Chopper Command, and
Megamania.
9. Demon Attack (for VCS, by ImagJc,

$31.95). Like Activision, Imagic comprises
mainly ex-Atari programmers, imagic
has put out some beautiful cartridges,
including this, their biggest seller, an
invaders-type game with zigzagging,
wing-flapping baddies beaming wicked
death rays. Other Imagic entries worth
seeing are Atlantis (defend the sunken
continent from inexplicably vicious

attackers); Cosmic Ark (capture two of

each species from various planets; we like

the poodles); and Trick Shot (the best
adaptation of pool and billiards we've seen
for home video).

10. PBA Bowling ($29.95). When you're

tired of the shoot- 'em-ups and the gobble-
or-be-gobbled games, try this one, or
PGA Golf, both sophisticated cartridges
for the Mattel system. Forget hand-eye
coordination; concentrate on pure strategy

at your own pace, Choose ball weight
from 7 to 16 pounds, lane slickness. right-

or left-handedness, and then go for the

pocket. For regular bowling or for spare
practice. (You can make the 7-10 split!)

THE TEN BEST NON-VIDEO GAMES _
First a note about our biases. Our

choices are for the average reader, not

the game freak. We like simplicity,

well-written instructions, and games
accessible to people who "aren't good at

games." We usually don't care for games
that take a long commitment of time
to learn, teach, or play, or that require

half a dozen players before things get
interesting. We like what we've never
seen before, innovative ideas or mech-
anisms that allow us to expand the
definition of games to include diversions
of all kinds.

We sieer clear of items we've already
publicized in this column (e.g., Uwe
Meffert's puzzles, featured in October,
and Pac-Man. a 1981 choice). We like to

plug smaller companies when they
deserve it, rather than the game giants,

and. we include mail-ordering information

for companies that may not have outlets

in your town. Our selections are listed

by price, not preference, starting with the

most expensive.

1. Synsonics Drums (Mattel, $150). If

you're a closet Krupa or a repressed Rich,

you have probably declined buying a
set of drums because they are either too
expensive, too big, or too loud. Now
you can indulge your fantasies with

Synsonics Drums; Nothing like them has
ever existed before.

Smaller than a slide carousel and
much cheaper than a real set, they can
be played quietly._ through earphones, or

be piped through a stereo or guitar

amplifier to set the joint rockin'. Play by
hand, with sticks (not included), or by
pressing buttons, to get sounds of a snare
drum, a eymbal (which can be muted
to a "high hat"), a regular tom-tom, and
an adjustable-pitch torn. The gadget
even lets you lay down three separate 16-

beat memory tracks and layer drum
patterns on top, indefinitely. The four

pressure pads could be more sensitive-
soft beats sometimes don't register

—

but above a certain threshold, harder hits

give-louder sounds. Since there. are no
internal speakers, the sound you hear will

depend on the quality of your own amps
and speakers or headphones.
2. Rainbow Stunt Kites (221 Hampton
Drive, Venice, CA 90291. A set of six runs
$109.95, plus $5 for shipping). If you
think kites are only for kids, wait till you

"

fly a train of these stunning stunters. The
last time we did, on a windy ocean
beach, a child came up and asked, 'Are

you the guy who flew the kites in the
Peter Pan peanut butter commercial?"
We aren't, but Steve Edeiken is. The
inventor actually flew two "six packs" for

the commercial—two each of red,

orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple

—

twelve kites in all. Two strings give fine

control over the lead kite (red) and as
many others behind it as you can afford

to hook up. Aluminum tubing and
spinnaker-grade rip-stop nylon fabric

make the. kites expensive but durable and
able to survive crashes. Caution: Mild

or intermittent breezes bring big

CONTINUED ON PAGE 196 193
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THE BLACK BOX—Addicted to cocaine, barbiturates, heroin? A leadihc

Scottish surgeon, Dr. Margaret Patterson, has developed a Walkman-like device

that she claims will free individuals from drug dependence in only ten days. 11 in-

troduces a weak electrical current to the addict's brain, which is supposed to

eliminate withdrawal symptoms and inhibit craving. At least it's worked for a string

of rock stars, including ex-heroin addicts Pete Townshend, Keith Richard, and

Eric Clapton. For the full story of the black box, read the January issue of Omni.

JOHN LILLY—"On vitamin K, I have contacted the creators of the universe. I've

asked them, 'What's your major program?' They answered, 'To make you guys

evolve to the next levels, to teach you, to kick you in the pants when necessary.'

"

So says one of the most exotic scientists to have his body inhabit the twentieth

century. Although Lilly has conducted rigorous research in neurophysiology, his

name is synonymous with drug-induced voyages, sensory-deprivation tanks, and

talking dolphins. Is he crazy, too brilliant lor his peers, or both? Make up your own

mind by reading the John Lilly interview in Omni next month. It may alter your states.

BUSINESS AT THE MILLENNIUM—What is going to be the hot investment of

2001? What careers will all the bright young fast-trackers be pursuing in the twenty-

fi'rst century? What job skills must we learn to avoid becoming obsolete in the job

market of the 1990s and beyond? Which five national economies are going to

boom in the future? Find out the answers to these questions in next month's Omni.

OMNI LAURELS (AND HARDYS)—An annual review of the worst

of the year once again includes a roster of redoubtable researchers who cat

their names into the sands of time. Readers of next months Omni will encou

a clever theory about how we can reap natural gas by breaking down diamonds.

We'll introduce the joys of coaching cockroaches, fears thai the sun is only slightly

farther away than the moon, the world's first biochemical songbook, and the world's

last days, according to seers who were embarrassed to survive their own predic-

tions. Omni presents a whole year, seen through a glass, darkly, of prune juice.

FICTION—In'Kate Wilhelm's "The Mind of Medea," two biologists try to unravel

a mystery: How can the native animals on the planet Medea, called fuxes, seem

to be so intelligent but so short-lived? In a departure from his usual style, Joe

Haldeman has written a tale of a mercenary soldier's life, called "Saul's Death."
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automobile to an isolated area, where he

was pushed from the car." One might have

thought that after such a marathon perform-

ance under the most trying .circumstanc-

es, the man—once out of danger—would

at least have felt secure about his sexual

competence. Instead, he telt himself to have

been rendered "less of a man," and he

became virtually impotent. He, too, kept

the story to himself.

When he married, three years after the

incident, he couldn't even bring himself to

tell his wife about this terrifying experi-

ence. She learned of it only when they went

to see Masters and Johnson a year later,

their marriage still unconsummated.

in yet another case the victim was only

seventeen. He had gone on a picnic with

an older woman and two other couples.

The youth was flustered when, after some

heavy drinking, the two couples began to

engage in uninhibited sex play. When his

own date made open advances, he simply

didn't know what to do and was more em-

barrassed than excited.

"For awhile," Masters says, "the woman
simply taunted him. Then she suggested

to the men that they help her teach him

'how.' They held him and threatened to beat

him if he resisted. The women stripped him

and took turns. . ,

." Finally "the women
laughed at him and repeatedly told him

that he wasn't much of a man and never

would be." He took their word for it, and

he, too, kept quiet about his experience.

Nine years later he went to Masters and

Johnson, along with the woman he hoped

to marry if professional help could over-

come his impotence. (Masters and John-

son were able to help in all three of these

cases, by the way.)

Because of the sparsity of reliable data,

the phenomenon of men raped by women
remains in scientific limbo. Many such sex-

ual assaults have been reported in the lit-

erature, but no male victim has ever been

interviewed immediately after an attack,

though...women frequently have been. As

I for what goes on in the mind of the female

perpetrator of male rape, as far as we know

no investigator has yet had the opportunity

to ask; so that remains entirely in the realm

of speculation.

It clearly does not seem to be a case of

a female, perceiving herself as homely, who .

believes this is the only way she can hope

to have sexual relations with a man. The

women rapists have tended rather to be

—

and to consider themselves to be—attrac-

tive. Why then rape instead of seduction?

"Rape," says Virginia Johnson-Masters, "is

not to be confused with lovemaking. It is not

primarily sexual or erotic, but rather an

expression of hostility, of power, of exercising

control over a helpless victim.

"Whether man rapes woman or woman
rapes man, the sexual 'high' derives not from

satisfying but from terrifying."DO
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disappointments, but under a strong,

steady wind, these babies will make you

ieel like the Pied Piper. For the record, the

greatest number of Rainbows flown in a

train is 50, and Edeiken anchored the 300-

pound test lines to sandbags to keep from

being pulled into San Francisco Bay.

3. Armatron (Tomy, $55). ArthurC Clarke's

Waldo has come to iife. Two joysticks con-

trol up to six separate, simultaneous move-

ments of this mechanical hand. Test your

dexterity in picking up, moving, and plac-

ing small objects. It isn't much of a game,

but, like Big Track and last year's Sky-Writer,

it's great for showing to others. Everyone

will want to give it a try.

4. Trivial Pursuit (Horn Abbot. RO. Box 560.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, LOS U0.

Canada. $29.95, plus $2.80 for shipping),

A fast-paced party game of dice-rolls,

board moves, and trivia questions, so sim-

ple we're almost ashamed to admit how
much fun it is. Great for people who "don't

like games." Six thousand questions in six

categories are of generally high quality with

a good mix of difficulty levels. (Examples:

What's the first word of the text of the Dec-

laration of Independence? What does the

acronym snatu stand for? Who is the most

translated English author after Shake-

speare? What's the pseudonym of disc

jockey Robert Smith? What four surnames

have been shared by two U.S. presidents?

What's.the largest satellite orbiting Earth?)

Top-quality production accounts fo.r the

game's rather high price.

5. Civilization (Avalon Hill, $24). Like a war

game, this is relatively complex and is best

when tour or more gamers are willing to

devote a whole evening to it, But it isn't a

war game. You control a Stone Age sociely

on !he shores of the Mediterranean, and

by development of agriculture, science, and

trade—and by judicious expansion—you

try to be the first to bring your culture into

the Iron Age. Conflicts arise oul of rivalries

and shortages, not- out of a desire to elim-

inate other players. An excellent and well-

thought-out game for serious players.

6. Sherlock Holmes, Consulting Detective

(Sleuth Publications, Ltd.. 2527 Twenty-

fourth Street. San Francisco, CA 94110. $20.

plus $2 for shipping). A wonderful game
tor Holmes buffs and other mystery lovers.

It comes in a notebook with ten cases (ex-

pansion sets are in the works), sets ot clues,

a map of Holmes's London, a London di-

rectory that lists locales of various helpful

sources (e.g., gunsmiths, tobacconists.

Mycroft Holmes, Irene Adler, and an in-

formant who works for Professor Moriarty),

and a scrapbook of news items from the

fifties. Object: Solve the case by visiting

as tew clue points as possible. Play soli-

taire, group-competitively, or (best of all.

we thifik) group-cooperatively, with play-

ers jointly discLasho, c ues and theories.

Solutions aren't simple but are generally

satisfying Come, all you Baker Street

Irregulars: the game is afoot!

7. Domination (Milton Bradley, under $10).

An elegant game of moving and stacking

pieces (formerly Focus, in England), it is

involving for two players and quite a dif-

ferent game for three or four. Easily learn-

able. with well-presented instructions, it has

strategies we've yet to fathom. It looks like

another success for Sid Sackson, inventor

of Can't Stop (Parker), one of our ten fa-

vorites of 1980. Sackson owns the world's

largest collection of board games, with

more than 15,000 in his New York home.

8. Trax (Excalibre Games, Box 32407,

Fridley, MN 55432; $8, including postage).

A simple, boardless, two-person game that

could have been invented a century ago,

but wasn't. All game pieces are alike, with

straight black and white lines on one side,

curved lines on the other. You win by com-

pleting a loop or by connecting opposite

sides of the playing area eight rows apart.

Learnable in a couple of minutes, the game
contains traps for the unwary and surpris-

ing higher levels of strategy. The card-

board pieces aren't of the highest quality,

but at this price you can't have everything.

9. Car Wars (Steve Jackson Games, $5).

Wargames that fill up a room-sized "board"

and take several days to play can now be

found for $60. While this trend has been

going on, Steve Jackson has been going

the other way. His games are small enough

to carry in a pocket, cost $5, and can be

learned and played in minutes rather than

hours. Instructions are written for (he non-

wargamer, and when you're through, you'll

know the basics ot wargaming— fire and

movement—and be able to move on to the

imposing big brothers. Jackson's best in-

clude Ogre, G.E.V., lltuminati, and our fa-

vorite, Car Wars. Equip stock station wag-

ons and coupes with flame throwers and

machine guns and have it out on the high-

ways of the future. If you liked Road War-

rior, you're going to love this,

10. Tsukuda's Square (Gabriel. $4). There

are lots ot puzzles we can't solve. What

makes this one special is the nifty work-

ings. It starts out looking like the famous

15-Puzzle, with numbers in four rows and

four columns. (A more difficult version has

a red-and-white design, but this is hard

enough.) Spring-loaded levers on the side

shift one to four rows to the right, the top

lever shifts three columns down (or vice .

versa), and then everything springs back

into position. You can have an apparently

haphazard array and be only one move
away from solution. Clever packaging lets

you try the game while it's still in the pack-

age, betore you buy. A bargain at this price.

HONORABLE MENTION

1. Rubik's Revenge (Ideal. $12). If you

thought the original 3x3x3 version was

too easy, here's a 4 x 4 x 4 humiliator.

2. Eternal Suspension (Ibex, 875 North

Michigan Avenue, Suite 1557, Chicago, IL



60611; gold-plated executive version,

$19.95, plus $2 for shipping). A compelling

solitaire test of steady hands and steel

nerve, using residual magnetism. A lest of

tranquillity. If you do well al it, you'll never

need Valium.

3. Frisky Tom (Bandai, $50). One of the

best video displays ever on a hand-held

electronic game. Repair pipes and battle

pesky mice to keep the water flowing. Get-

ting the knack isn't easy. Other electronic

also-rans, fine in their way but overshad-

owed by home-video versions, were De-

fender (Entex), Super Cobra (Entex), Crazy

Climber (Bandai), Star Hawk (Mattel), and

Galaxian (Coleco).

4. Eleclronic Stratego (Milton Bradley. $45).

An excellent game made even better by

electronics. As opposing soldiers face off,

you may learn your general won, but not

the rank of the piece it beat; I know my
private lost, but not the rank of your piece

that beat it. Electronics add more than piz-

zazz; they make this a whole new game.

5. Invaders of the Mummy's Tomb (Ban-

dai, $35). The first solar-powered elec-

tronic game, a great idea. Simply open the

game outdoors or in a lighted room, and it

works. The game itself is good, not out-

standing. We'd like to see this no-batteries

technology applied to other LCD games.

6. Science-fiction fans should consider

Darkover (Eon, $15), a bizarre "psychic

conflict" game based on Marion Zimmer

Bradley's novels, and Dune (Avaion Hill,

$16), an adaptation of the Frank Herbert

saga.

7. Mhing (Suntex, $20). A high price for a

card game (a 150-card deck), but worth it

for the quality production, well-written in-

structions, and play value. It's based on

Mah-Jongg, but Wayne Schmittberger, of

Games, says it retains the Oriental flavor

better than the American version played

with tiles. The closest familiar approxima-

tion is gin rummy, but Mhing allows many

more ways to score. If you've ever won-

dered why Mah-Jongg has lasted so many

centuries, try Mhing.

8. Call of Cthulhu (Chaosium, Inc., $20). A

fantasy role-playing game set in the Roar-

ing Twenties in America? Yes, there are no

elves or dragons here. It's weirder than that,

because this game is adapted from the

terrifying supernatural world of H. P. Love-

craft. Object of the game: Survive, and don't

go crazy.

9. Nerf Ping Pong (Parker, $10.50). The

name says it all. Now you can practice that

forehand smash on the dining-room table

without worrying about marring the finish.

Good game, good price.

Answers to Trivial Pursuit questions:

"When"; "situation normal, all fucked up";

Agatha Christie; Wolfman Jack; Adams,

Harrison, Johnson, Roosevelt; the moon.

For their assistance in suggesting nomi-

nees this year, we are indebted to game-

sters Phil Wiswell, Bernie DeKoven, and

Rick Umbaugh.DC)
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today could be solved— economically,
ecologically, and humanely.

Roger Werner
Twain, Calif.

Ben Bova's First Word was wonderful. The

question is, Is anyone else out there in

Movieland interested in a film where good

technology, intelligence, and savvy are all

on the same side, opposed by only a

handful of dim-witted, not so tightly wrapped

scientists whose vision of utopia promi-

nently features horse-drawn buggies and

well-drawn water?
Donald Ely

Conshohocken, Pa.

Psi-Q I Mixup

In the Mind column of Omni's October 1982

issue, reporting on the Psi-Q I experiment,

there are several inaccuracies inadvert-

ently included from an earlier draft. None

of them affect the presentation of the re-

sults of the experiment, or its statistics-

being more in the way of tangential ob-

servations—but that does not make them

any less wrong, and we wish to correct

these misstatements. We attempted to do

this immediately upon discovering the

mixup, but it was too late in the issue's

production schedule to do so. Thus, this

letter.

The first of these errors is the statement

that "the replication rate for psychological

experiments is typically 5 percent when

studies can be replicated at all, something

that happens less than 1 percent of the

time." That sentence should properly read,

"A survey published in 1972 carried out by

J. D. Bozarth and R. R. Roberts of 1,344

papers and research reports, published in

journals of psychology, found that journals

publish replications of experiments less

than 1 percent of the time."

The second correction is to the sen-

tence, "According to a recent Gallup poll,

about half the people in the United States

have had at least one experience that they

consider to be psychic." This sentence

should read, "According to a 1975 survey,

conducted by Andrew Greeley, of the Na-

tional Opinion Research Center, using 1,460

Americans carefully selected to represent

the population at large, it was found that

58 percent of the sample believed that they

had experienced a- telepathic contact. A

more recent Gallup report, published in

1982, tends to confirm this finding, stating

that 'slightly more than one half of those

polled in the general American population

believe in ESP, [and] the figure rises to

nearly two thirds for those people with a

college background.'

"

Finally the sentence reading, "In psy-

chokinesis, mind over matter, the success

rate is reportedly running as high as 70

percent," as originally submitted to Omni

by .us, had the additional words "accord-

ing to Marcello Truzzi"—a critical change

since the figure was reported to us and

was not the result of our own survey. This

statistic covers only a single category of

experiment.

We regret any confusion or misunder-

standing that may have occurred.

-Stephan A. Schwartz
Mobius Group
Los Angeles

SF Activists

Recently l listened to Ronald Reagan's State

of the Union Address and was terrified by

what he said and what he left unsaid.

I trembled when the President spoke of

dismantling the Department of Education

and wept in frustration when he again failed

to commit this country unequivocally to

never unleashing the first nuclear strike.

(Even Leonid Brezhnev has done that!) An

ulcer erupted as I waited for a proposal to

construct a civilian space station, since a

distinct possibility for its inclusion in the

speech had leaked several days before.

Why is there so much apathy on the part

of science-fiction writers, fans, and editors

when it comes to taking an active role in

reversing these government positions? This

field purports to expose mankind's weak-

nesses and follies, thereby building a bet-

ter tomorrow. Yet the seers of this tomorrow

refuse to become its architects.

The SF field seems more concerned with

parties, adolescent space-opera fanta-

sies, fanzines and Hugo awards than it does

with helping to bring about a more human-

istic, and optimistic, future.

Science fiction has been saddled with

the misnomer "escapist fiction." This should

not be. SF should serve as a gauge of the

present situation and suggest possible di-

rections for the future. We must try to im-

plement a new future by taking action in-

stead ol hiding from it.

Paul Abelkis

Brea, Calif.

Friends of Endangered S,..

Right now strong forces are at work in

Washington to dismantle all existing envi-

ronmental laws and regulations. One of

these is the Endangered Species Act, ar-
'

guably our most important environmental

law! The act protects not only endangered

species but their habitats, and this dis-

turbs the pork-barrel pushers who want to

build dams, superhighways, and power

plants wherever they please. The act has

never prevented any demonstrably needed

project frombeing built. Friends of the Earth

is making a strong effort to alert the public

to the threat to this act. Over the next few

months, the fate of the Endangered Spe-

cies Act will be decided.

If you .are interested in more information

or would like to help, write to:

Friends of the Earth

1045Sansome Street

San Francisco, CA 94111

Lorna Salzman

New York City DO
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By Daniel S. Greenberg

^You've got to he

in gene splicing, cloning,

and DNA these

days if you're aiming

for the big time.

The Mega-Chicken Project

is topi priority3 ..

v.ger has continueo to i

"bed record of sua
rom'Wasbingtdn a--

s for research-.- Dr.

Svjinqer o'ii susses- his tun ; r&ivn

tectmiqu&fi ind assesses the fuiua

some important trends .in sc ience:

Omni- Ho
of. Federal Fund

enter the
'

Absorption

prosper in * aese difficult tin

Swinger: The. secret Is- id

political Slow' and keep. in- <r-vnd ih

the p'oliticiais whp control ay for

science ha e-'short. atteh.tio -, spans Re-

member en srgy research, or a.--.an ple?'

Omni: Su e: ,-
.

Swinger: t's-dead-, gone we got oyt'.

beiore.it ca•edlriuWe'd&c key on

converting 3paflo'Oi], but-v hen the

tired of -that .we wowed: 'err with a iew
.

proJKisal: c onve'rtiri'g'-oil'.to joa!;

Omni: OS to coal? Why ir the wc

Swinger: No-good 'reason but thf

always bite at something :ne v. Later when

the o\\ shor age- changed i.r

we saw wh at was corning: £ nd fUm 3ed-.

.

For a while we .considered move
pact-; into

s

rjaee.' research, :.ut ihere's

no po'itica; sex appeal fef-i n spac s. Now
we're gettir g into nutrition.

Omni: Why nutrition?.

Swinger Years ago, whe
Johnson started his War or P0ve :

y, we
signed up. ast to. research deniijy

and couec ing. malnutrition Tli ere was a

lot of inte.fe stiri thaE andlw ' 'eaily

deaned m; ..Then-Washing bored

wi:h maou ition andbeearr e obsa sed .;

money. So. now we're

'

on how mu hyou can cute ut. Of a-S choc:

lunch befo e irrevasibie'.m alnuthtiorr

sets in-. The t's what l mean bygoir

the politica flow.

Omni: A y other project
1 Swinger Oh, "lots of. then

..

;

For e ample

erd:tic Swinger: For one thing, chicken coo

rant wis: have tc 'C

an: nis Thai going to be a bit o* a problem
:

:.'H
0(7?n/: Yes ' see. You once were ver

active in arms-control research. What's

geris

erit&f

going; on m that field?
' Swinger: The usual ups and downs.

Twenty years ago we set up a new

an

«-• research organization tor ihe Pentago

the Center ior the Resolution of Coivlict

fora - Through Violence. The Cold Wa< was

es
:

bu and the K.r-ocK-'em-oead school was

'action on top. Then came detente. Ail of a

sudden the aim was to get along with

ninabo the Russians So we had '.o mothball

': ::. ids

Now we're opening it up again. The

marKei for

ifurs o and we plan to 'be on top of it. That is,

ce: until the Americans and ihe -Russians st

or the ;
. '

!: i.i I
i '

1

thai wih happen oveniuaiiy.

Omni: What other plans do yon hav

for .future research?

j thai Swinger: Tor one thing, ;|'s plainly ti

noney or for us to be reviving the Breakthrough

gpru sing ;

arid DNA these days if you're aiding

for the big time. At the rnomahi cur lot

Omni: V'ega-Chckon?

Swinger: Certainly. The beef industr

would be nowhere i: each steer weigh

vs or sis pound;:. Sc why should ihe

pcjiiry industry siii: be brcebr.g sh 1

so io speak,7 With a quarter-ion ch

we could -eap some real profits though

Mer:

Omni: 1

, Swinger: We ail know thai scientific

research is a slow business; thai it raK.es

year's -to produce research results; and

thai sometimes a research project "rav not

pan out at all.

Omni: That's true,

Swinger: Well, politicians don't buy

hat. Eve-y yea r they want to know what

came out of the money they gave you

last yea' The Breakthrough institute

addresses itself to this attitude by scouring

the various fields and iaking over those

projects thai are just about to yield seiic

results—sort ci like iou'vng the marathon

In ihe last half-mile. We oherP some
people, but folks say we deliver the goods'.

.

When Ihe breakthrough comes, there's

a ha : o enei i to: sh* Cents i
> thi

i as w-B'i as
' the breakthrough Institute And more

Omni: Do you see any major: new fields

opening up for your research

organization''

Swinger: We see a gold mine in

economics'.'

Omni: Way is that?

Swinger: There rs no other field of

research in which It ;s: possible tc ce so

horrendousiy wrong about imperial

marters rime after j.me yet st:
!

i havepeople.

reaard you as a serous scholar. Eco-

nomics has made a soence at quackery

ar'c witchcraft dust look at any year-old

forecast about prices, the stock matke!,
:

unemployment, inflation. We're just rating
1

:

.to get into this rack— Er. this field.DQ

When Da^ei 5 Greenberg isn't interviewing


